


Holiday time again!

------ .. -----

Although it would be far more pleasant all on your own at 3000ft ,
concessions sometimes have to be made.

The irony is that you are far more likely to be involved in an accident
on the road, in your car, than in the air, in your glider.

All you can do is insure that you are covered for either eventl

Although better known as the people for glider insurance, Mowbray
Vale can also provide cover for just about anything else.

So why not find out more about it now - before you go on holidayl

Contact Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23018 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.

Or write to

MOWBRAYVALE I SURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07l HL

Telex: 587470 Represented at Lloyds Fox: 0845 25483
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LDII ron S Z 'tines Limited
GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES -INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE

MAJOR, REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.

TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.

DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.

INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.

MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from O.a-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING

OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.

OPEN MONDAY TO SATURD<AY

London SallpltlnesLimited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP. Dunstable (0582)' 62068

PIK 30
High performance sailplane with retractable power plant by Siren of France

I,

PIK 30 15/17,metre Rotax 43hp 'Dual Ignition Engine

CM certificate fo,r Airworthiness issued

Easy rigging Large instrument panel

Good handling Long range. H hours flying

Comfortable Cockpit LeO Engine Instrument

Effective Air Brakes

Automatic propell'er stop system for correct position for
retraction of enginE!

Manual extension/fetraction of engine for safety. l5 secs
onll,'

Adjustable Seat Back and Rudder Pedals

Optional External Power Connection and Water ~allast

Max UD;45 at 100 Km/H Min Sink=0.54 M/S
Max Weight 460 Kilo's VNE 140 Kts.

Price 262,000 French Francs Ex works

Delivery 6 months only
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THORNE ELECTRIM
Thruxton Airfield, Thruxton, Nr Andover.. Hants. BP11 8PW

Tel: (0264-77) 2089
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GLIDER INSURANCE
Do you fly a Modern Standard/15m-Class

Glider?

Are you an Experienced Pilot with good
accident record?

C. E. Heath & Co.
(Aviation) Limited

150 Minories, London EC3N 1NR

Have introduced an insurance, which is underwritten by
certain. underwriters at Lloyds, and includes:

• Introductory Bonus.

• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying.

The scheme is restricted to:
Glass-fibre/Carbon 15m/Standard Class

Gliders flown by Experienced Pilots

For full details and proposal form contact:

Tom Co/eman 01-488 2488
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Civil Aviation Authority

CHART UPDATE
The following revised charts have been published by the CivH Aviation Authority:

1:500000 - SOUTHERNI ENGLAND AND WALES- 2171CD - EDITION 13

1:250000 - THE MIDLANDS - SHEET 13 - EDITION 12

1:250 000 - EAST ANGLIA - SHEET 14 - EDITION 11 (Available July)

THE CAA CHART ROOM
THIRD FLOOR CAA HOUSE
KINGSWAY LONDON WC2B 6TE
Tel: 01-379 7311 ext 2569

Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can purchase, the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of th~ United Kingdom - either
in person or by post - from:-

and from the following accredited chart agents:-

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools.

AOPA
50a, Cambridge St
London SW 1V 400
Tel:· 01·834 5631

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Her1s W06 3AW
Tel:· 01·953 4870
Open Saturdays

BRITISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAO House
Heathrow Airpor1
Middlesex TW6 2JA
Tel:· 01·562 0795

EOWARO STANFORO LTO
12·14 long ACfe
london WC2E 9lP
Tel:· 01·836 1321
Open Saturdays

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
14, Cumber Drive
Wilmslow
Cheshire liK9 SOl
Tel:· 0625 528035
Open saturdays

BGA
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester lE 14SE
Tel:· 0533 531051

SZD·50 PUCHACZ
Two-seater all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

~

/

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51·1 JUNIOR

FROM FIRST SOLO
UP TO DIAMONDS

Wycombe Air Park· Booker . Marrow· Bucks
(0628) 39690 (0494) 40911 Telex: 848314 CHACOM G

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

" minlites to tow a glider to 1DOOm
~ minute, to descend, from 1000m
5 minutes 'or the whole towing opellltl611

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
11IIII....

PZL..WILGA

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULTURAL AlC
HElIOOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

JANTAR STD 3 SlD-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1:40
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serVIce

GROB

e

Licenced to repair all Grob products.
Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for
gliders, motor gliders al\d light aircraft.

.-=:...._--------':::::=-

t '-t ...---
,/ ~ ....

~
••••• A ••,:,:",

,--', .
We've always ~ -;;--- '.

aimed to give flyers •
the best possible service.
So when we were appointed
Licenced Repair Agents by ~..
Grob and awarded an exclusive ~
spare parts franchise for their gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was a time for celebration, reflection and considerable investment.

Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and e:xdusive agents
for their winches, gave us Cl bit ofa lift.

Havin~ the,bits and th~ responsibility is n~w a pleasure and ifyou ever have
a forced landing, It'S comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
ofgetting your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.

Our large stock ofparts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.

Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark ofconfidence in their
products and our workmanship.

A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or 0865 890517 (ou,tside office hours).

Access and Barclaycard accepted WIth pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 0491 37184
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THE DANUM ENGINE
Convert your Falke to a Danum Falke

CHANGE TO A DANUM ENGINE
AND SEE THE BENEFITS:

HIGHER EFFICIENCY

EASIER SPARES

DIRECT REPLACEMENT

CAA & BGA APPROVED

RETROFIT KIT INCLUDES:

ENGINE COMPLETE

NEW GRP COWLINGS

SUPPL Y ONL Y OR
SUPPL Y AND FIT

WE ALSO SUPPL Y FABRIC,
TIMBER, PL Y, NUTS, BOL TS, ETC.

Send SAE for details from the manufacturers

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
Doncaster Airfield, South Yorks. DN4 7LE

VALENTIN TAIFUN 17E

*NEW * HYDRAUliC GEAR RETRACTION
ELECTRIC CONSTANT SPEED PROP.

D-KON
90 HP Limbach

Engine·
Flapped Wing

Section
Retractable u/c
Folding Wings

by 1 person
. Elec. feathering

propeller
30:1 Glide 110 Kts Cruise 675 nm range

THE MOST ADVANCED 2 SEAT MOTOR GLIDER (5 ON UK REGISTER)

Price: Ex Works DM 124,000

. For demonstrations ring Steve .White on 0494 36888

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD.
2 Hazelwood Cottage, Horns Lane, Booker, Marlow, Bucks. SL7 3DU
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June/July 1987

Acompetitive quotation
is now available

with a much reduced
glider damage excess

Sedgwick Aviation Ltd.
Sedgwick Hous'e,The Sedgwick Centre, London E18DX

Telephone: 01-3773125 Telex: 882131
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Make. Insurance problems
just plane sailing ...
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION UMlTED
lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
london, EC3P 3Hl
Tel (01)283-2000 Telex 8814631

Member of B.I.B.A.

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

fJ.:.GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

GROB 109 two-seaters * Janus CM tandem two-seater * PIK 20E single-seater

~~m~ MOTOR GLIDING - All the fun of soaring - none of the frustration
§ . It:iJ\ -i Ini~ial training in the Grobs. Advanced soaring in the Janus and PIK high performance motor

'

0 - -- ~~ sailplanes.
~ :J::-' We're the specialists in the use of the motor gliders as an aid to learning conventional gliding.
r~ _ BGA Registered: BGA/CAA Approved instructors: Resident CAA Examiner

Ab initio to SLMGPPL * Beginners welcome
Convert from Bronze/Silver C to SLMGPPL Trial lessons
Learn advanced soaring techniques No Membership fees
Badge attempts in the PIK 20£ Advance booking
Field selection and navigation Seven day week
Ground training, including RIT All aircraft available for private hire
'Self bunching M'oior Glider Private Pilot Licence

Ring for our brochure, or come to see us:

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME. CHURCH ENSTONE. OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP Tel: 060 872 208

---•AUSTIN AVIATION
122 Main Street, Stillington,

York Y06 1JU

Special features:
Fin waterballast tank
AB contro'ls including ballast
auto-correct on rigging GLASER - DIRKS

,--_~,'-.:...-II-_W_in_g_S_e_n_ti_re_IY_Ca_r_bo_n_fi_br_e SAILPLANES

L:=====================L.li:::=\
UK Agent Since Inception
DG Instrumentation and

C of A Our Speciality

BG-b IlD- -Ask About

The New Glass-Fibre Trailer
Telephone Easingwold (0347) 810-255
24hr Ansafone takes 2min message

New DFVLR wing section with low bug and rain sensitivity
Span - 15/17 metre
Wing area - 110.95 to 11.59 sq metres
Empty weight - 255kg. Max weight 525kg
Water pallast - 180kg both 15 and 17 metres

DG·300 wins Northern

*:DG-300 47300 OM ex-works
*:DG-1,01G 38200 OM ex·works

Option list for DG·60(J is now open for 1987
'This price is for complete aircra"li I.!ESS instruments
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G~ CAMBRIDGE

VISA

Cambridge introduces the all new SNAV Glide Slope Nav Computer. Its
custom LeO screen and keyboard main tain the Cambridge reputa lion for
ease of use while adding new capabilities. Here are a few fiighlights:
• Graphic presenlalion of final glide
• Pre-progrillllmable flight legs
• Optional Automalic climb/cruise switching
• Front panel polar enb')'
• Configurable audio quiet bands
• Supplementary displays of:

oulside air telRperature
ba"ery voltage
elapsed lime
lol;i! ...k Or leg average climb
average speed over leg

The New Cambridge SNAV is scheduled for delivery in June 1987. Base
price is £1608.85 inc. VAT.

Our record speaks for itself.

Available from:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Station Approach, Kidlingten, Oxon. OX5 1JE. Tel: 08675~2357 (24hr Answering)

Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 16189 in all messages)

The Cambridge MNAV is a j'r9ven winner. It has all the functions
necessary for competition an serious cross-country soaring. And its
display is by tar the eilsiest to read and use on the market.
• Fully Altitude compensated ~ Vano and distance .functions are accurate at all altitudes.
• rotal Energy"Compen..ted by TE probe - Proven simple and mo.t effective.
• ~puitle Vuio and Sl'eed-lo-Fly display. - Less confusiOn in the cockpit.
• Audio pitch and Rep. Rate both change withlif! - Easy to centre thermal. by sound alone.
• Smart Distance' (:omputer .... On-course correction of distance automaticaUy estimates the

wind component.
• Complete Final Glide Computer - Optimize. speed 10 finish gate.
• Straightforward operalion - Fewer errors - Belter flying!

At £1086.75 inc. VAT, the Cambridge MNAV is the best value on the
market.
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BR/AN SPRECKLEY

BRIAN'S
STRATEGY
Our new 15 Metre Class
World Champion tells how
he programmed himself to
win after realising the
possibility six years earlier

It was at Paderborn in 1981 that I realised
1could win a World Championship. 1 had
the skill necessary but needed to learn a
great deal more about the psychological
problems, I also realised the magnitude of
the problem and the many factors that
work against one winning. The following
two World Championships were already
scheduled for Argentina and Italy and I
did not consider either of these potentially
winnable as there would be too many
negative factors lor me to overcome.

It was when the 20th World Champ
Ionships were announced to be at Benalla
in SE Australia that I saw a real chance. I
knew little about Australia but I knew it
was reasonably fiat., that the competition
would be llown in conditions I understand
and most of all the top pilots would be on a
more or less equal footing.

The first problem was to be selected for
the team so it was necessary to ensure good
results in the next three years' Nationals,
and that part of the pfan went well despite
the flukey content in Bri,tish competitions
in the last few years due to the poor weather
conditions.
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I had learnt from Paderborn a,od subse
quent Nationals the need to approach
competition flying with as relaxed a man'
ner as possible and not to be over-anxious
as to the result but concentrate on the
means.

The lesson learnt from watching other
winning pilots was most imp0f'tant, parti
cularly overseas pHots who have a much
more philosophical approach to their
competitions ,than we do. It is a. fact that
you cannot fly any better tban your basic
skills allow and wl,th the exception of a
lucky break you wiill probably be beaten by
a pilot who is more skillful than you.

I reckoned that in the 15 Metre Class at
Benalla, there would be at least ten pilots
who were capable of winning and ,two or
three would stand out above these. A pilot
better than me who did not make any
significant mistakes would beat me, and
there was, no shame or injustice in that. My
approach was to try and analyse all the (ac
tors that would contribute to my not win
ning ~ these fadors of course also applied
to the other pilots I considered a threat.

The preparation began in earnest after
the Standard Class Nationals in 1985 when
Gill and I decided we would go .and fly at
BenaUa in 1986 Austraglide. t was sLightly
surprised to be fiying a significantty out
classed glider in Austraglide as we had
been told that most pilots would be fiying
"old" gliders and that the Camp was
handicapped. It was obvious that I was not
going to win in a 1971 Cirrus and set about
the problems ofTIying in Aussie and enjoy
ing the Camp The situation allowed me to
experiment more than I otherwise might
have which I am sure paid dividends in the
following year.

What did we learn in Austraglide in
1986? The need to have complete con
fidence in yourself when flying alone in
blue conditions, leaving the gaggles when
their confidence failed them and ,that the
competition was going to be a long one. A
.percentage game would be necessary but
with a speed factor as high as that in the
Australian scoring system a percentage
game would, by our normal standards,
mean Oat out every day. Most of an it was
going to be a competition allowing plenty
of scope for good pilots to (all down which
created a dilemma - to push too hard
meant too great a risk, to fly too conser
vatively meant no chance of first place.

I concluded that no pilot was going to get
it completely right and that it WaS impor
tant to carry one's mistakes with the
minimum of effect on the fina'l results.

The last consideration was one ofstamina
- it would be an energy sapping contest but
more impor,tant, a mentally wearing con
test due partly to the boring nature of the

fiying as with such unlimited visibility the
view r,arely changed during the whole
period of practice and contest.

After the 1986 competition Gill and I
were even more convinced that this could
be an Qpportunity not ito present itself
again for some ,time. We needed a suitable
glider and had to get selected for the team.
We were fortunate enough to obtain the
LS-6 which was promptly christened Lucy
- a marvellous glider in every way. Win
ning the ISm Nationals in 1986 confirmed
my view that Lucy was an excellent glider,
it also allowed me to practice what I hoped
would be my approach to the Benalla com
petition and raised my confidence to what
turned out to be just the right level.

Rehearsed situations which
if not coped with would lead

to annoyance, irritation,
maybe a break in

concentration but most to a
loss In confidence

To will at Benalla I had to beat ten or
more pilots who were every bi,t as good as
me and some better. I ,could count on at
least halfof them having at teast one or rwo
really bad days and of the remainder, the
most consistent one would win.

In considering the problem of consis
tency I decided that one needed as stable
an approach as possible, not only for the
whole competition but also during each
flight.) started to rehearse those situations
which I knew would arise and if not coped
with would lead to annoyance, irritation,
maybe a break. in concentration but most
to a loss in confidenoe.

These rehearsals took place In my mind
many times during the year of 1986 - what
would I do if I got low and was passed by
the gliders, t was above five minutes before?
What would I think if I had to relight? I
even rehearsed how I was going to feel on
the morning of the last day if I was
winning. .

This mental preparation ga,ve me an
edge I wourct not normally have had, par
ticularly in allowing me nQt to be affected
by outside influences during both the prac
tice period and the oompetition.It aHowed
me to fly ,each day with mOre or less the
same approach regardless ef position or
yesterday's results. It also gave me the con
fide nee to do my own thing and notlt>e held
by the gaggles or influemled unduly by
other pilots' decisions.

All this preparation would have been
futile without the understanding and help

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



BRIAN'S STRATEGY CHRIS GARTON

We asked the other team members to wri,te about any
aspect of the World Championships which made a
particular impression and gaggle flying was top of the list

BRIT,SH
TEAM COMMENTS

of Gill and the hard work of my brother
Roy. who between them made no effort to
change my state of mind and put up with
not being talked to for quite long periods.

On an but two days I flew as I intended.
On one of these days I started shakily but
was able to get it back together during the
flight only to enCQunter problems with the
final glide. On the other day J started
strongly and went completely to pieces at
the first TP as a result of a poor run and
one missed climb. On the following leg I
flew very badly and was not able to get the
tligh,t back uJldercontrol with one bad'spot
leading to another. After the second turn,
recognised my situation was poor but was
able to regain my concentwtion and pre
vent a dreadful day 'becoming a complete
disaster. This experience re-affirmed my
belief that coping with the minor mistakes
during the flight is one of the most impor
tant aspects of competition success.

I learnt many things at Benalla. amongst
them that gliding competi;tively is great
fun, especially when you are winning - it
worries me that in the UK we have a hand
ful of pilots who are all top· W0rld Class
pilots and we have a large number of pilots
who are good to very competent., but there
are very few new faces. Maybe there are no
young pilots who realise the enjoyment
that can be gained from competing in
gliders or maybe, and more likely, the
weather in England has been so poor for
the last few years that they have not had the
opportunity to develop their skills or gain
the experience necessary.

The thrill one feels after a good run
down a cloud street or the correct selection
of a building climb is often marred by a
collapse in the conditions, leaving mostly
memories of difficulties and flying in sur
vival conditions. This in itself is challeng
ing and exhilarating but more successful
and fast flights are necessary to boost
one's confidence.

After 13 years of professional gliding
instruction I have more than enough
experience of the disappointment English
conditions can bring.

To enjoy success in gliding whether com
petitively or not, there is no substitute for
fiying in good conditions and it is necessary
for every pilot to engineer this whenever
passible. When the opportu nity is there use
it to make a successful mg'ht. not to set a
personal best. It is amazing how one
improves with the confidence that success
brings.

That confidence made the last day at
Benalla surprisingly easy (or me. The
others had eleven days ,in which to gain
more points than I - they had failed and I
sure as hell wasn't going to give them the
opportunity on the 12th day. a
June/July 1987

ANDY DAVIS

legreat gaggle is alive and well and can
be found at international glidingcom
petitions flown over flat country in mun
dane blue condiHons.

Blue weather has atwaysencouraged
gaggle flying and, with the exception of the
two cumulus days, the gaggle flying in the
Standud Class at Benalla was the worst I
have ever seen. It quickly became apparent
thal the penalties for pressing on ahead
and alone were severe, involving either an
outlanding or a time consuming grovel
and I'ow speed points.

So the vast majority of competitors
followed the minority of leaders around
the task in one or two huge gaggles. safely
and relatively slowly. In this way. by show
ing no initiative or skill whatsoever it was
possible to place well overall. the indepen
dent pilots and gaggle leaders falling by the
wayside as the competition progressed.

With Standard Ciass gaggles numbering
25 or more on many days. the only decision
mOst pilots had to make was who to follow
through the start! It can be argued that

these followers were using superior tactics,
but in my opinion this is no way to selec't a
World Champion as many top placed
pilots never had to even find their own ther
mal. FUFthermor,e, if this sont Of gaggle fly
ing continues unabated, somebody is
going to be killed. At Benalla there was one
serious mid-air collision and se.veral very
near misses.

Inev,itably if conditions are difficult and
blue, gaggles will form around track as fas
ter gliders catch slowers ones ahead. BUI at
Benalla the gaggles formed even before the
start and then proceeded around the whole
task area. This was due to unlimited height
starts being used.

In order to take full advantage of
unlimited heigh,t starts it is necessary to get
as high as possible as close to the start
point as possible. Hence huge gaggles
would form adjacent to the start point with
perhaps the whole Class sandwiched into
the feeble last 100ft ofa thermal. As SOOR as
a "name" started, the whole gaggle would
follow. It was quite impossible to slip
away unnoticed!

The key to the prevention of gaggles
from the start is a return to restricted height
starts, be it IOOOm. or otherwise, but in any
event well below the actual convection depth
for the day. It would then be possible to
climb up alone and unseen five to ten miles
away and start by diVing through the start
at VNE. A glider moving far below the
horizon is hard to spot and before the lem
mings realised what was happening it
could be long gone. Gliding competition
would then revert to a test ofsoaring ability
between individuals.

The technology to control photographic
start heights is here already, including pat
rol aircraft, size of start point imagine on
the negative and the Aerograf Fototime
combination. Come on Flying Committee.
what about a return to lOOOm starts before
we kill somebody in this country too?
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BRmSH TEAM COMMENTS

CHRIS GARTON

In the Standard Class we chose to fly as a
cohesive group, thinking this was the best
strategy lo cope with the predominantly
blue conditions we expected, Essentially
this ,involved starting at the same ttme,
then staying together whenever possible.

The co-operation between the three ofus
was extremely good, but, with hindsight, I
suspect that some jf net all of us might
have placed higher in the final ratings had
we flown as individuals, since natural cau
tion would then have led us to make more
conservative starting decisions. As it was,
on several days we started too late relative
to the other competitors, Or in the light of
potential weather risks such as encroach
ing cirrus bands or premature weakening
of thermals. Late starting had served us
welt during the official practice week tasks,
tQO well perhaps, and may have made us
over-confident. Consistency was vital - in
a twelve day contest it was mOre important
not to lose points than to go all out to win
each day if such a ploy involved risk
taking.

My own personal chances of a good
final placing came to an abrupt and
ignominious end on Day 8 when I found I
had flown the task without a film in either
camera, an omission I shall not forget for a
long time. Having tumbled as a result from
6th overall to 20th I felt the only policy was
to fly harder and take risks. Unfortunately
in the last four days the longer tasks (hence
fewer pts/min) and the amount of gaggle
flying made it near impossible to score
signilicantly higher than the rest, but it was
still possible to lose a whole lot more
points, which is all that policy achieved
for me.

I can at least look back with the satisfac
tion of winning two days. The first was the
outcome of a particularly successful day's
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team flying. The other was on one of the
two cumulus days, when one had the op
portunity of making one's own soaring
decisions rather ,than merely indulging in a
day-long ta,il chase.

BeJ,lalIa '87 was a prodigious feat of
organisation, memorable for its sheer size,
numbers of tasks, hours and kilometres
Ilown. Yet I found the quality of the Ily,ing
unsatisfying, with its heavy emphasis- on
leeching and gagglemanship. Blue ther
mars and the use ofother gliders are part of
every contest pilot's repertoi,re, but the
Standard Class competition thrashed out
this theme ad nauseam.

Towards the end, as the tasks grew
longer, more and more pilots realised it
was not worth trying to beat the gaggles.
Scores would depend on a few minutes'
difference in start times, and on the last
thermal, so for the rest of the flight, why not
take it easy and let the gaggle do the work?
Four days in succession, the whole Stand
ard Class rolled up into one or two huge
gaggles, all round the course, for hour
upon hour. Several pilots admitted after
wards they were glad it was all over and
they had emerged unscathed.

DAVE WATT

Apeek through the motel curtains con
firms yet another brilliant blue Australian
morning - and indeed the now familiar
team ritual of getting up and breakfasting
is well underway. Six weeks of semi
communal living and we all know each
others strange little ways, and each morn
ing is just the same. Andy is returning, red
faced, from jogging, Chris and Ben are
engrossed in the previous day's provisional
score sheet. Gillian appears and scurries

offwith the Standard Class results to show
a presumably semi-conscious Justin.
Mummy and Daddy Wells ar'e breakfast
ing in the sURjustoutside theirroom whilst
two baby Wells can be seen still asleep
inside. OIily crews and SpreckJeys rema,in
undisturbed.

I rise, dress, inspect my new beard (still
no change) and emerge. "What beautiful
weather ...! I think I'll go gliding today -'!"
I look an.xiously areund. Will ,they be able
to take this great joke for th.e 14th time?
Apparently yes, I am ignored.

The only difference between today and
the others is that this is the last day of the
Championships when a 569.9km triangle
will be set for the 15 Metre Class with the
last TP in the mountains.

We wait now for the temperature to rise.
A few throws with the demanding Mark m
boomerang gives me a chance to relax and
think about Brian's position and how I
might be able to hell' him maintain it for
just one more day. Should I go ahead of
him? Should he try and start with Holger
Back and just stick to him? When should
we leave? This i's, I realise (in gliding terms
at least) a rather historic moment. It is the
chance of a lifetime and it would be a
shame to overlook any possibility that
would help him. What about me? I am
lying 5th. Could I play a blinder and win? I
calculate the approximate chances ofeach
of the pilots ahead of me losing enough
points. I multiply them together (,they must
each do it today) and answer Definitely
No. I must try for 4th or 3rd in real life and
look out for my taiL

It is getting hot and we go back to the
motel for the final briefing. I agree with
Bnan that we start together. He suggests
that we don't bother with any heroic sa
crifices (they never work anyway) ~ instead
we agree to continue wi h more of the
same. After all it hasn't done too badly
so far.

Eleven o'clock approaches and we return
to the airfield. I am nearly through my
second litre ofliquid as I get strapped in. At
last the rope is tight and I rise out of the
dust into the clear. We wheel round the air
field in a big left turn. In a few minutes all
the pieces will be set up for the final chess
game of the Championships.

The usual hour of local soaring passes,
we glean information from above and
below. Not until we cross the startline for
the last time will the routine be broken.
Our optimum start time comes and goes
(as usual) and by 1225 only about ten ofus
remain. Reports of runners down track
from our spotters increase the tension.
Brian returns from his hiding place some
30km away and we join up as agreed. We
circle in zero sink at the top of the inver-
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sion as the minutes tick by. No one wiU be
first to le·ave the gaggle. and this c·ertainly
includes us! We must go soon. Doug
Jacobs has started in Ihe mid-field and we
mustn't get completely out of touch with
his gaggle.

"We have played the
opening fairly well. We are
with the right people at the

right time • .• "

'tWO more turns" says Brian. We take
them and move towards the start point.
The others follow immediately. Holger
Back and his team mate Werner Meuser
and Kees Musters are hanging just above.
A turn in sink forces the gaggle on. We are
now over the' start point; just as we are
about to go we hit weak lift again. More
turns, more tension, then at last .a glider
makes the tell-tale overbanked photo
graphic turn and we all rush through the
gate at once. We are on the way. We have
played the opening f,airty well. We are with
the right people al the right time, but what
about Jacohs? - he is a definite worry. For
tunately Martyn is with his gaggle and we
can expect some valuable information
later on. Happily there is no time for worry
now. Brian and I accelerate to lookt
together in search of a big first climb.

I would like to thank Chris Lyttleton for
lending me his glider, London Sailplanes
for providing a spares pack, R. D. Avia tion
for providingequ'pment and above all my
crew, Dave Richardson and Mike Young.

MARTYN WELLS

I find it hard to remember much of the
flying at Benalla because it became more
mechanica'lthan is usual. One of the major
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factors was gaggling, brought about by the
similar standard of the pilots, blue con
ditions and a poor scoring system.

One of the real pleasures ofcompeting is
beating the other guy by flying one's own
route with your own ideas but alas this was
not the best formula for Benalla. The scor
ing system in particular was designed to
meet the conditions likely at Benalla and
to give an incentive to risk flying separately
from the gaggles. However this risk taking
often worked so much to the detriment of
the solo pilot that the potentially large
losses kept the pilots together.

StarHng times were critical and as
everyone knew it was not good tactics to
slart .early, most would only leave when
certain pilots had left in front. This rapidly
led to starting at the last available time and
sometimes too late to complete the task.
When this sort of start was made the first
elements of a gaggle were forming before
any other forces came into play. On
occasions waiting times before a start
could exceed the time taken to fly the
task.

One very poor part of the competition
was the Australian habit of being bound by
rules. As low level flying was banned,
finishes on most days were a poor spec
tacle.

There were many magical moments I
shall never forget such as when practising
at Tocumwal on a lOOOkm attempt. Towards
the third TP I was flying around and
through showers full of lightning and it
became obvious progress was not fast
enough. Having flown from 9500 to 4SOOft
towards nothing and finding no lift, a land
in.g a long way out late in the day was a cer
tainty. Abandoning the task and running
at 120° to previous track at l400ft there was
lift. This was a thermal to remember as it
took me to 12 500ft still just beneath cloud
base with enough height to reach soarable
conditions and home.

Then there was a day during the com
petition when the conditions began to
deca}' and the last Ihkt climb stopped.
Knowing the Class were all behind or
abeam there ensued a lonely, quiet glide to
the ground from 4000ft At 500ft landing
was no problem as I watched a small white
dot flying two miles to the 'left when it
slowly stopped, having flown straight until
it landed. With 100ft and a setting sun to
land against I chose a field which turned
out to be stubble so high that the wings
were held level. Tal ki ng to Ben on a nearby
hill before landing it was now impossible
to reach him. However the farmhouse had
an elevated aerial and a powerful 720, so I
was retrieved just as the sun set and only 30
minutes after landing. Arriving back we
couldn't help feeling sorry for the pilots
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whose crews were only just leaving.
On the lighter side, a small bolt was

dropped in the rear fuselage and after
much searching it became obvious the
only way to retrieve it was to turn the glider
upside down and knock it oul. Just at that
moment a passing pilot was heard to say
"All that trouble to find a dime".

JUSTIN WILLS

I have a theory that competitive glider
pilots fall into two camps: those who com
pete primarily against the elements, and
then compare their efforts against the
other contestants; and those whQ concen
trate directly on beating the other
competitors. The outlook adopted by any
individual is never quite so black and
white, but I am sure the distinction is
valid.

It was this direct competitive approach
at Benalla which led the entire ISM and
Standard Classes to start too late to com
plete their respective tasks on Day 11.
Nevertheless. this was the correct tactical
decision for the individual pilots to take:
Ihe penalty fOr landing out with all the
olhers was negligible: the cost in points of
starting early, markil}g the thermals for
those behind and have everyone get home
faster following a laie improvement in the
weather, was prohibitive.

On Day II the briefing blackboard
revealed triangles of 840km, 7SSkm and
69Skm for the Open, ISM and Standard
Classes respectively, with first launch at
IOJOam. The weather forecast sounded
encouraging with Skt blue thermals up to
SOOOft by 1400hrs increasing to 8-9kt and
8400ft by 1600hrs, and lift continuing until
last light.

However, at IOJO the snifter reported
difficulty maintaining 2000ft. and launch-
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It is fair to claim thatthis was the best ever
World Championships for a British team
in terms of results, size of team, spon
sorship and publicity. Brian Spreckley's
victory was fabulous but all the pilots did
well. Four were in the top tell of their Class
meeting the Sports Aid Foundations criteria
of "competing with distinction". Alii six
pilots were represented in ,the daily prizes
where we won four firsts, five seconds and
three thirds.

The cost to the BGA was around £62000.
Pilots had additiona'l personal costs of
course - pro9ably £2000 each. The BGA
cost was financed by the Sports Council
£41000, BGA membership levy £10000,
team subscriptions £5000 and O&K spon
sorship the remainder. In addition we
received a lot of support in kind of which
the mos,t .generous was the free loan of
vehicles by General Motors Holden in
Melbourne.

Other sponsorship -support was; - Mow
bray Vale, insurance SOO!o discount (£700);
RaAk Xerox loan et two facsimile ma
chines; Minolta Cameras, loan ofduee X
7000 time cameras; Salters Melbourne,
loan ofscales for weighing gliders; Specialist
Systems, loan of TR 720 radios and
chargers; RD Aviation, loan of TR 720;
Trust House Forte 50% discount at Travel
lodge in Melbourne and British Aero
space, loan of steadyscope gyroscopic
binOCUlars.

After five weeks of continuous flying
over monotonous countryside in large
gaggles most of the pilots had had enough.
The way World Championships are deve
loping is seriously under question and will
be discussed at CIW.

In spite ofthis I think we all enjoyed>Qur
selves. IfAndy had not landed out on Day
1 he w0uld have come 5th; if Chris had
remembererd to load his mm he would
have come 12th and if Martyn had not
landed a field short on Day 4 he would
have been 4th. But then ifDougJacobs had
not landed out on Day 5 Brian might not
have won! a
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A FOOTNOTE FROM
BEN WATSON, BRITISH TEAM
MANAGER

produced half a knot, which I stuck with
right to the top at 4200ft. Flying at Max
glide took me to a farm strip where I landed
at 2035hrs. I had covered 666km for 987pts
apd 4th place for the day, equal with Andy,
8km behind the winner. Phew.

ing was delayed for half an hour. Once air
borne, the Open Class sOon began to start,
but the rest of us hung around watching
each other, hoping for a late ~mprovement

in the weather. As one o'clock approached
the first few began to ,trickle away, and the
main gaggle left just before the hour.

Unfortunately I was low and unable to
start with Chris and Andy, who departed
three minutes behind the pack. I struggled
around as the sky rapidly emptied, but 13
minutes lalter I reached 4000ft and started
out in company with St1g 0ye.

Chris and Andy were now some 25km
ahead and finding conditions little better. I
was anxious 110t to get low sO early on a
long fJight, but despite my efforts found
myself at 1500(t only 70km out where I
dumped ten gallons of water.

Shortly after this I joined I!lp with both
Stig and the other Danish pilot, Jan Ander
son. t led out a couple of'times\ but didn't
find anything particularly useful, and my
despondency deepened as I heard Chtis
and Andy increasing their lead ahead. I
therefore switched into conservation mode,
imd simply fQllowed the Danes, using the
miniml!lm of effort. In retmspect I was
ashamed of such an act, a sad reOection of
how an individual, despite a strong belief
in sportsmanship, can be corrupted by
the system.

Midway along the second leg I finally
broke away, heading directly on track
whilst the Danes followed the river seeking
thermals from the contrasting surfaces.

It was now 1645hrs, I was atone in the
blue and only half way round ,the task
Appreciation of this desperate situation
suddenly led me to stad enjoying myself,
and I began to do much better. An isolated
8kt took me to a surprising 8500ft which
advanced me Wkm along tile last leg. This
involved crossing the path of an old bush
fire whose blackened area the size ofWales
produced Mthing; I was thankful to reach
the far side and, dumping another ten
gallons, joined a circling LS-4. Back up to
4000ft the air had a smooth feel to it, and
the day was clearly dying. I could hear
Andy climbing at Tocumwal, and it ap
peared that even the front runners might
have difficutty getting home. I was in no
doubt about my situation; and called
Gillian to roll up the last leg.

I eventually reached Tocumwal at 1500ft,
dumped my remaining water, and was for
tunate to find a smooth IY2kt thermal that
took me back to 4500ft, whilst (listened to
Andy landing 30km short of Benalla.
Obviousty there was 110 lift to be found
south of the Murray river a,nd it seemed
that my late stant might not prove such a
catastrophe after all. One last thermal over
the southernmost loop of the Murray river
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The conclusion was never in any real
doub!. Free yo-yoing was outlawed immedi
ately and the sport rapidly became emas
culated to the point where the sole permitted
activity consisted ofoperating a captive yo
yo fitted with a retractor spring, le 1011/
ensemble being bolted to it stout board
held between the knees. Naturally. it was
not long before the few remaining mem
bers tired of sitting in the sun recalling the
halcyon days ofpublic contests in the BGA
field by the river and over a very short
period, the sport vanished almost without
trace. Almost, because if you are very
lucky, you might still catch a glimpse of
one of the last of the Bumbles Green
Athletic men with a far-away look in his
eyes, old before his time and with a gnarled
right hand twisted into a claw as he sits in
the grass pulling his yo-yo.

Once upon a time. a lowly club was
formed by a group of dedicated amateurs.
The British Gliding Association was ami
able and inoffensive. . . a

The interior has three lined
compartments and the side
panels have been cleverly
supported so that the case
will stand up to the most
robust treatment.

The forging of this unholy alliance bet
ween the CAA, NATS and the USAF com
pletely escaped the Bumbles Green Athletes.
Indeed, the peace and tranquillity of mind
generated by yo-yo manipulation inhibited
still further their purely marginal ability to
appreciate the mounting seriousness of
their situation. They had never even heard
the philosophical proposition that an
immovable object cannot co-exist with an
irresistible force and could thus be forgiven
for failing to appreciate the corollary that
an illogical situation cannot be countered
by the application of logic.

Thus it was that the BGA allowed them
selves to be drawn into endless bogus dis
cussions with third parties who, in any
case, had no valid grounds for complaint.
This co-operation was rewarded by the
sight of their reply to the charges being
annihiliated by cant., bombast and rhetoric
far and away beyond their power to
resist.

enormous splash, which upset all the other
fish for some yards around and narrowly
missed a lar,ge pike basking in the SUIl.

Enraged, ,the CM resolved to make it
impossible for BGA yo-yo contests to con
tinue and to this end brought pressure to
bear on other subservienl groups who were
press-ganged into supporting the CM's
views.

Sensing that non-eo-operation would
hasten their own demise, the New Annesley
Toxophilite Society and a shadowy group
called the Upton Snodsbury Agoraphobic
Fraternity fell swiftly into line.

Peace and tranquillity _
inhibited them still further._

John, the chairman of
Strubby GC, tells a sad story

This superb Pilot's Case is
designed to fit snugly under
an airline seat (18" x 7'/;' x
13") and is available in black,
burgundy or brown.

QUO
VADI5?

Today's airline pilots will
settle for nothing but the best
in quality and durability.

Meticulously stitched in
5mm thick pure leather the
case sports solid brass
combination locks and ball
feet.

Once upon a time, a lowly club was
formed by a group of dedicated amateurs.
The Bumbles Green Athletes were amiable
and inoffensive people who sought neither
fame nor international recognition and
asked nothing more than to be left in peace
to enjoy their one sporting activity which
consisted of the ambidextrous manipula
tion of two yo-yos at the same time.

The BGA tenanted a field bordering a
river which was fished along its length by
the Castle Acre Anglers, a rather up
market lot who had ideas far above their
station. The anglers would have been
slapped down long ago had it not been for
their policy of being thoroughly disagree
able and making life unpleasant only for
associations thought to be smaller and less
powerful then themselves.

The CM first became aware of the
possibility for some gratuitous aggravation
when, during a public contest., a yo-yo par
ted from its string. The wooden bit flew
thrQugh the air, landing in the river with an
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MIKE GARROD

A frightening experience which could have ended up as a
gliding mystery - a totally 'inex,pllcable accident

ON GOING
DOWN THE PLUGIDE!

It was the final day of the London Gliding
Club bi-annual visit to Shobdon. I had
already been to 7000ft in my Vega in wave,
but had almost overstretched myself and
just made it back to the airfield. It was only
9aID and the waVe was still working, so I
decided 10 have a second flight. How could I
have possibly guessed what was in store for
me?

The second launch was a dual tow,
headed by a Super Cub piloted by Eric
Hamill, and John Jeffries in the 1(-21 (with
a P2) on the short rope. For those unac
quainted with dual towing, the glider on ,tihe
long rope (me) flies in the low tow posit,ion.

A Supe,r Cub, dragging two gliders tolal
ling about three quarters of a ton, will not
climb very well. I had already experienced
this earlier in the week, and found myself
picking field after field as the combination
crawled upwards at almost the same rate as
tthe ground r,ising beneath it on the way out
of Shobdon towards Radnor. After some
four ground miles were covered into a 20kt
headwind, the altimeter had gained only
1000ft.

"It did not occur to me that
the combination was
entering a potentially

hazardous position ..."

Presteigne passed by on our right. Still
only 1000ft, but the airspeed had increased
from 60 to 80kt. Eric Seemed to be in a
hurry 10 get 10 Radnor. I muUered some
rude word's about tug pilots, but kept my
thougl1ts off Ihe radio - after all, ,the PI in
,the K-21 with over 1O'000l1rs gliding was
better placed to make comments 10 the tug
pilot than I was! I went on picking fields,
and the combination slowly edged up as it
headed straight at Radnor. We were still
well below the peak (2166ft) and only two
to three miles short of it, when my altimeter
was registering 1500ft above Shobdon. This
was inadequate height to cast off, so I held
on in anticipation of meeting rising air once
we had achieved 2000ft. It did not occur to
me that the combination was entering a
potentially hazardous position, and I'm a
meteorologist!

Quite suddenly, the Super Cub stopped
flying straight and level and went into rapid
rolling and pitching manoeuvres. In a split
second the whole combination was in a state
of confusion with ropes flailing about the
sky. My eyes concentrated on the other two
aircraft, which was my one mistake. My own
rope developed a U shape and shot back
wards. In a trice it was over my starboard
wing. I reacted rapidly and dived for the
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Our artist, Steve Longland, gives his Impression Of
the incident.

release. There was no questioning about it!
Ropes over wings are an extremely undesir
able occurrence! I pulled the knob sharply.

The ensuing five seconds I can oniy
describe as hair raising. I have been,in my
life on this earth, threatened by rockfalls
and avalanches, been in several motor vehi
cle accidents (only once when I was driving,
please note!) and on several occasions been
within an ace of complete annihilation wbile
in a powered aircraft (I'm not a power
pilot!), but this one beat them all. In under
two seconds fmm releasing the rope the
Vega suddenly rotated rapidly to parl and
pitched nose down into the vertical It
almost seemed as if I had pulled out the bath
plug and become. the fly in the water!

N0'Y a glider flying at 6_0kl with l:lontrols
held in neutral which suddenly decides to
enter a spin without any assistance from it's
pilot, is something unusual. I have heard of
gliders being inverted on aerotow in rotor
flow, but not spun round in the horizonta.
like a sycamore leaf! Gliders should only
behave like this when something flas cre
ated an assymetric flight situation. That
rope! It had caught up somewher·e! The taill
The rate of rotation had been so rapid that it

seemed the only logical explanation. One
can discuss all this in retrospect with a clear,
unruffled mind, but all these thoughts were
flying through my head in a miniscule of
,t,imel Something awful had happened and I
was staring directly at a swirling green vista
ahead of my canopy. I cannot ,exactly recaU
my thoughts, but a sort of acceptance that
death was close at hand came over me.

Fortunately my instinct for self
preservation took over and my left hand
went {or the dive brakelflap lever. In the
circumstances it was the right choice.

I cannot recall applying opposite Judder,
but the fields stopped spinning and I eased
back the control column. The hiss of high
speed air died away as the horizon returned
to it's rightful place. I was now, pointing due
south instead of west, having executed at
least 2-1/4 turns in .a spiral dive. Just two
short comments were made in the cockpit
over a period of ten seconds, which were
"Oh no!" when death seemed to be staring
me in the face, and "JeepersJ What was
that?" once I'd got back into ,level flight.

I had escaped one precipitous situation,
but I was not out of trouble. What state was
the aircraft in? I was miles and miles from
Shobdon, perhaps with a damaged glider,
and an outlanding in prospect. Not a com
fortable situation in which to find myself. I
scanned the wing surface - nothing. The
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ailerons seemed to respond normally. Tail
t craned my neck round, but couldn't see
anything wrong. It's not easy looking
directly behind oneself when strapped in a
cockpit. The elevator was responding nor
mally. I needed time to recover from this
shattering experience, so headed straight
for the nearest hill into wind.

An hour and a half later I was up at
9000ft. Found another glider, called up on
the radio, and requested a visual check.
There was nothing visibly wrong with the
Vega. I had now fully recovered my com
posure, and with the knowledge that any
damage must be very small, returned and
landed safely at Shobdon.

Very little found but just
enough to piece together a
logical sequence of events

The time for detection work had arrived.
I proceeded to examine the Vega from nose
to tail, and only two pieces of evidence came
to light which clearly had some connection
with what had happened. The starboard
undercarriage door was damaged, having
lost about tin from the top leading edge,
adjacent ,to the fuselage. A small dent was
found on the aileron securing block at the
junction with the flaps!airbrakes. There was
nothing else. In all very little, but just
enough for me to piece together a logical
sequence of events.

The rope, sliding over the starboard wing,
had almost ,certainly got into the gap bet
ween the starboard aileron and the brakes!
flaps when ,the aileron was up (counteract
ing the severe rolling motion) and was
promptly scissored. The rope was now
attached to the glider at a point 16ft out
board of the Centre line of the fuselage. At
this split second I had actually released the
rings, but with the rope running upwardS
and backwards over the wing it almost cer
tainly lodged in the narrow gap between the
undercarriage door and the fuselage.

The result of the wing hook-up was
inevitable. The starboard wing was acceler
ated forward, while the port slowed down.
Everyone who knows anything about flying
knows the consequences of that!

Having spun through 1800 the rope was
promptly pulled out of the aileron gap. It
was still attached, however, to the under
carriage door. This offered no resistance
whatever, and the rope and rings departed
the glider with a few small pieces of glass
fibre. How those rings failed to slam into the
boUom of the starboard wing is quite
beyond my compr:ehension.

There are several aspects of this incident
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GOING DOWN THE PLUGHOLE!

which deserve a great deal of thought. First,
the release cable on my Vega. Some months
previous I bad arranged with Mike Fripp to
have the cable lengthened by some four to
five inches, and then suspended the handle
from a thin bungy cord from the instrument
panel. This allowed rapid, fumble free
access in an emergency. In it's previous
situation the handle could easily get lost
under heavy layers of flying clothing. Had I
delayed release by as much as two seconds
the entire aerotow combination could have
been involved with potential lethal results.
As it was, the delay in pulling the release'
was under one second, and none of the
occupants of the other two aircraft was
aware of the fact I had gone - let alone
spun om

My state of health. I know of several
glider pilots, some much younger than
myself, who have suffered cardiac arrest as
a consequence of a highly stressful situation
developing in flight. In my experience this
particular incident was a humdinger! In
spite of a flood of adrenalin my heart rate
stayed within reasonable bounds and kept
its cool and I cannot recollect it beating any
harder than normal. I put this down almost
entirely to the fact that for the last five years
I have been exercising myself regularly by
running and my heart is used to working
hard. My normal pulse rate is about 60, and
probably doubled as a consequence of this
incident. I cannot be certain, but I may owe
my life to running a mere five miles a week.

I cannot recollect ever having read an
article about decisions in sudden emergency
situations. At 5OO0ft, in the event of a mid
air collision, one has plenty of time to gather
one's thoughts together and critically assess
the situation ,- to jump or not to jump. At
under 1500ft it's quite something else - it
just has to be an immediate decision (if any
choice even exists). Had I trained myself in
military style to abandon the cockpit
rapidly, and done so, I have doubts that I
would have survived. In the event I chose to
stay with the glider and operate the air
brakes - perhaps the lack of shattering
glass-fibre and audible structural failure
triggered that thinking, but it could so easily
have been "jump". A sobering thought.
Had I written myself off, a totally unex
plainable accident would have occurred. I
doubt the incident was seen from the
ground, and even ,if it had been it is well
known ,that observers of aircraft incidents
and accidents are notoriously unreliable.

Finally, can anyone tell me what the loads
are on a glider when subjected to this sort of
aerobatics? I cannot recollect any signific
ant g loads, so perhaps this type of man
oeuvre is like any other spin - harmless
provided recovery is achieved. Perhaps the
experts might care to comment. a
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JOHN WILLlAMSON

BLUE SKIES
In the last Issue we pressed on, searching the sky ahead for
c:lues to the whereabouts of the next thermal. But
suppose it goes blue?

well drained and where well placed slopes bask
in the morning sun. Adjacent flat, damp lands will
not warm so readily and may take several hours
longer to generate the sort of thermals needed to
form cloud. The damper air will have a higher
dewpoint so the cloud, when it does form, will
have alower generall base, but I1 will have stayed
blue over the flats for quite 'some time after the,
hills became productive. So stay near the hills,
and steer clear of cool areas, early in the day!
Dunstable, 1976. We launched, soared easily
and quickly as the therma/s developed and the
forecast cumulus burgeoned over the Downs
and the town. Crossing the startline at maximum
heightandVtjE, we racedofftowards the first TP
Calvert brickworks and chimneys, set in the
heavyclay 15 miles north ofOxford. Andnothing
happened! /I was completely blue! The anticipated
three hour race transformed itself into an endless
struggle in scrappy, weak, cloudless thermals,
until the entire Nationals finally descended into
two score fields spread out across the south
Midlands. No one got back to Dunstable!

Too dry, too hot!
Ironically, the sky over the hot, dry hills may in
turn become blue as the surface temperature
clim'bs, while the flat lands keep their cumulus!
Remember that the air has to cool to it's dewpoint
if a cloud is to form. Unsaturated air cools at a
steady 3°C for every 1000ft it rises and, if the sur
face temperature has gone too high, the air in the
thermal may simply not haveoooled enough
before it comes tJP against an upper inversion. So
the sky tums blue again, 'but this time vigorous
thermals are still present, even th.ough you can't
see them. On such a day the temperature over
even the flat lands may eventually rise too high
and the skies turA blue all over.
SWindon, ~957.lfirstmetandwasfooledbythis
phenomenon whilst on my second try for Gold
distance. Toyved out from Lasham to release just
off Famboroagh~smain runwaY,1 was soo"" at
7500fI, tucked in underoneQf the firs' cumulus of
the day, and Ihis at 11am. It was ro be 20 years
before I flew in better conditions in the UK! My
goal was St'David's airfield on the far tip ofSOufh
Wales and I' flew on happily enough in the old
Weihe (K-B perlormancej as far as Hungerlord.
And then, ahead, dreaded blue sky! In my
innocence I tiptoed all the way across the, high
Cotswolds. anxiously taking every thermaf I
encountered up into the inversion, not daring to
ignore a single one. , didn't once come below
6QOOft! Fortunately the slow progress resulting

•

•

•

•

•

•

Anticyclonic inversion
When a high pressure system forms, the soaring
at first can be quite good. But the air in the
anticyclone piles up, and gently descends,
warming as it doessoat 3°C/1 GOOft. ThiShas the
effect, after a day or two, of forming a distinct
inversion which gets lower and more intense
each day. Eal1y in the process the skies have
gone blue. Thermals are still generated from
below, usually starting later each day, but are for
ced to a halt al ever decreasing height, until even
the most stalwart glider pilot gives 'up and :goes
sailing instead! At least there ·should be an on
shore !breeze to enjoy!
Upavon, 1964. Harvest time and the late August
anticyclone had been with us fora couple ofdays
already. Saturday, andmylas! weekend as CFI. A
prospect of the UK goal and return record?

Declaring SwinderQy, south of lincoln, as the
TP, f set off in the Olympia 419 soon after 1Oam.
Thermals would be strong but no cumulus were
expected. What the heck! We would fly com
pletely In the blue. 11Iere was 00 great pfioblem.
We rarely reached 4000ft except once When a
bigstubble firehoistedus up to nearly5000ftand
into a smoky wisp of cumulus. Swinderby was,
rounded on schedule and the trip back was
uneventful until, with three miles to go~ we were
300ft below maximum glide path~ Just then a
scream ofswifts Invited us 10 share their feasLof
greenfly and we got back - just! I don't rhink any
one else bothered to go cross-country that
day.

from mycaution didn't mattermuch. The day was
fong and Cumulus reap()eared west of Glouces
ter in the !"orest ofDean. After a scare In Ihe min
ing valleys. where Iwas actuallyon downwind leg
to land on the moor top heather,l finally gota high
climb In a towering cumulus norlh of Swansea.
We gli(Jed out In a clear blue sky, the entire south
west corner of Wales swept cleaf'l by sea
breezes.

Sea breeze
Anywhere within 30 miles 01 the coast - further If
the prevailing wind is on shore ~ you may see the
sky go blue as 0001 air flows in from the sea ,to
replace that which is lifted aloft In the thermals.
The sea air is quite shallow - about 1000ft deep
and, being cooler than the air over the land, it
undercuts the, latter. A line of vigorous thermals,
often results at the junction of the sea and land air

•••

Onesituationwhich causes much apprehen
sion for the novice cross-country pilot is the pros
pect of blue skies - no obviQUS thermal ma_rI<.ers.
No one relishes this situation, and indeed, except
in' a COmpetition, many club pilots in the UK will
not contemplate a serious cross-country unless
there are cumulus clouds to show them the way.
In hotter, drier climates blue skies are the norm.
World records are set In those IXlUntries when the
cumulusare present, but the every(jayexperience
is 'blue, blue all the way. How do they cope, and
what can YQU do to broaden the spectrum of your
soaring experience by tackling blue days with
confidence?

You should first understand why there are no
douds. Basically it means that the ,thermals aren't
going high enough to 'coo to the dewp04nt tem
perature of the air within them. Warm air can hold
more invisible water vapour than cancold, and air
cools as it rises and' expands. Dewpoint is the
temperature at whicfl some of the water vapour
mustcondense ou1 into the visible state - a,cloud.
(Or fog, 01" mist, depending on, where it happens.)
The height at which acumulus cloud forms atop a
thermal depends on the difference between the'
temperature of the air bubble and it's dewpoint,
as it leaves the ground.

If~ have the VoImet frequency on your radio
~ can listen to COflstantly up-dated reports 01
temperatures and dewpoints (in 0c) at major air
ports. If you multiply the difference by 400 you
have the Cloudbase in feet, for example, "London
Heathrow ... Temperature 20, dewpoint 8 ..."
will meM a cloudbase of (20-S)X4oo=4800fL
Then follows a ,recitation of cloi,.Jd amounts at dif
ferent heights, always quoted In oktas, meaning
heights of the sky. "Three oktas at 4800ft" means
~ rover of wOOt we know are cumulus! 'If the
report doesn't mention clouds at or close to the
height we have calculated it means that an inver
sion - a warmer layer of air al'ready in the
atmosphere - has prevented the thermal rising
high enough to coo to it's dewpoint and the day
is blue. Just because tl1ermals ,are not reaching
condensation level doesn't necessarily mean
they arenot reaching a useful height. Bul theywill
be harder to find!
Why It goes blue. Let's examine a few reasons
forthe sky being, or becoming, blue, in the course
of a typical soaring day in mid-summer.
TOO early.nis usually quitecold near the ground
during'lhe night before a good soaring day, and
an early morning launch in .an open two-seater
often reveals a markedly warmer layer at a 100ft
orso. Thisovemight inversion has to be "broken"
before useful thermals can develop. The sun
warms the ground, which in turn warms the air
above it, and mini-thermals carry this warmth
tJpwards until the temperature of the surface
layer matches and exceeds that of the inversion
layer. l,hen the real thermals can rise and the first
tentative cumulus will form. How long the warm
ing process. takes depends on how 'COld it go1
during the night ~ clear skies mean 'greater loss
byradialion - and how quickly the sun can get at
the ground to warm it. So ask the Met man when
he expects the inversion to be broken down, and
don't set of! too soon!,

Too cool, too moist
The first cUllilulus will ""<lve formed over the hilly
areas, the thermals rising from ground which is
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masses, but after this junction tlas passed inland
there is a very effective inversion at around
1000ft. Thermals are still generated below this
and it isjust':possible, in a sprightly aircraft, to stay
airborne. But the constant imminence of a field
landing rebs all bdt the most experienced pilots
of the concentration required to SQar these pint
sized bubbles, which amount to little more than
turbulence. So; if you get trapped the wrong side
of'a sea breeze fronf you may as, welll give up,
unless you can get back to the cumulus with at
least 1500ft in hand.
:Exeter, 1956, The high cliffs of the Dorsef and
South Devon coasts had inhibited the incursion
ofsea breezes and the Weihe and I flew in a wan
der1aoo of dazzling cumulus several miles out to
sea in the spring north-easterlies, heading for
Truro .and Gold badge. But, suddeoly, ahead 
blue'sky. Angling in Jo the north and the now far
distant cumulus, we tracked over the estuary of
the Exe river in silk-smooth air. Lower and lower
we went in the cold, clear air, with ice from an
earlier but unnecessary cloud climb still encrust
ing the delicate profile of the scarlet wings.
Finally, at BOQft, the first rough, turbulent thermals
shook the ice clear and the struggle was on! For
nearly an hour W$ bobbed about at less than
1DOOft, slowlyheading inland towards the reced
ingeumulus.,sea breezes were stilla bit ofa mys
tery and I hadn't the faintesl idea of what was
going on. Then quite suddenly the drama was
rNefand we were climbing in smooth strong lift to
40C10-SOOOft; But we had lost too much time and
miS$$d TrurQ by only eight miles . ..

* *

Too late
Finally, usually around 6pm on a summer's day,
the surface air cools so that thetherlllalsandtheir
cumulus clouds peter out altogether. The last
thermal sources to give up their warmth will be
those that were slowest to warm in the ,first place
-typically woods, and corn lields in late summer.
Unless you can fin€! such a source, you are 00
final glide to a field landing.
Greenham Common, 1967. The ffight had
been trotanddifficult and mostly without cumulus.
Now the day was ending and each thermal was
possibly the last. Most of the others had landed
and the Dart and I were out in front. I knew Anne
Bums was close b$/Jind but Ihen she, too,
radioed .her landing message as we were

approaohing Greenham Common's vast runway.
The airfield was empty In thoSe days. The B-52s
hadgone andoruise missiles hadn 'tbeen dreamt
of. Aton1y 400ft came a triokle, a surge! With 200
acres of concrete to land on I could risk a II}'. It
worked, and the runway's last remnant of
furnace-breath lifted us to twice the height
needed to get to Lasham.

Coping in the blue
YOlI have seen that there are several 'reasons for
the sky to have gone blue but In many cases the
thermals, haven't stopped. You can still find them
- indeed you often don't even have to look for
them. If you just fly straight on course, respond
ing to the sensations being fed through the seat
of your pants, there is a better than even chance
of flying into one. The mechanism of thermal
formation still exists, and the presence of one
thermal stimulates, through it's adjacent comple
mentary down-current, the formation of the next.
This in turn helps trigger the next, and so on until
an approximately cellular pattern of coovection is
klrmed.
Hawaii, New Year's Day, 1973. Ihad observed
an almost unlimited expanse of ceTlula; convec
tion overa uniformly warmedsurface - the Pacific
Ocean - whilsl enroute byHercules from Califor
nia the day before. Now I had'the good fortune to
sample thiS convection at first hand in a Schweizer
1-26 sailplane - a sort of lin Swallow. Each cell,
as it arrived over the Island. boosted the thermals
by two or Ihree knots, so eventually I set off to test
my theol}' over the sea itself. Sure enough, at
15OOft, and two miles off shore, each cell had a
smooth one knot al it's Matt Presumably the
convective pattern could have been fdflowed
right acrossthe trade wind bell, day'and night, all
the way back to california, since there is virtually
no diurnal variation to Ihe temperature of the
ocean. But there weren't enough fields for my lik
ing and I aborled the trial after an hour!

*
Acellular structure will be strengthened at

obvious hot-spots, such as sunny slopes, towns
and power-stations, and your search for thermals
should clear1Y take this inta account. If a wind: of
more than 115kt (at 2000ft) is present, the cellular
structure will tend 10 line up into streets, directly
up- and downwind, exactlyas do cloudstreetSoln

BLUE SKIES

thennal street conditions, ot course" there will
also be sink streets, so you must be prepared to
turn obliquely across wind to get clear of pro
longed sink, and back into wind on encountering
tile thermals again.

You must also learn that the spacing between
t:,ermals In a cellular structure is roughly propor
t:onal to the depth of the convective layer. In a
shallow layer the thermals are closer together; in
a deeper one they are funller apart. But since
your glider still has the same glide ratio in both
oonditions, 'you 'should'enoounter the same num
ber of thermals on the glide from the top of a ther
mal down to the ground. This woos against you if
the layer is very deep, or very shallow. If it is very

"when you miss three or
four you begin to sweat."

deep, as for exarnpl'e on a good ,day in Australia,
the blue thermals may go to '0000ft, will be well
organised and' strong, but very far apar1! If you
miss one, it doesn't matter. If you miss two it Is
faintly wor,rying. When you miss three or four you
begin to sweat. After live, and clown 10 2000ft,
you are in bother! But if the layer is, say, only
3000ft 10 start with, the thermals il'l it areonly two
or three' miles apart and you find yourself bump
ing into them every few minutes. Whether you
dolphin through tllem, or'stop and climb, isa mat
terof your choice. The disadvantage is, of course.
that you are .all the sooner down to your critical
height for field selection so that in practice, as a
novice, YOllrchGice of thermal is mOre limited in
that you don't dare carry on as low as some
experts. In the extreme example of the shallow
layer to the seaward side of a sea ,breeze front the
thermals are sO close together that they become
almost unusable.
And finaRy • .• I hOpe I have shown you that
doudless daysare not all bad, and that there can
be plenty of scape for exciting soaring even if it is
a bit 'more difficult.1If you get good at it youl might
even relish the blue days, with your fellow mem
bers orsyndlcateparlners being prepared to give
up their turn to avoid having to tackle those
blue skies! a

8hoffmann
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HBving retired <If1er 38 years' of undetected
medical malpractice I decided to celebrate by
sampling gliding in Chile as described Iby
Williams and Radijz in the January 1986 issue
of Soaring.

In 1976 1got Or Bill Morgan to trail my glider
111 000 miles to Katmandu. " took him four
months at the end of which they would not 'let us
fly. Incredibly he took up gliding, more incredibly
he still talks to me.

AeoncagtJa, at 23 035f1, is the highest in the
Americas aAQ the highest mountain flown over by
any glider pilot. To do it you lake a ten minute
drive to the club, twenty minutes later you are air
borne. Two hours later you are at 25 000ft above
the summit - an hour and a half later you are back
on the ground haVing a drink in the clubhouse.

I took a flight to Santiago and a bus and taxi to
the club based at the Municipal Aerodrome of
Les Condes. I was treated with the utmost cour
tesy and friendship bythe clu'b members and the
staff, tor whose kind hospitality I am extremely
grateful.

The club is small but for Its size must be the
best in the wand. The club fleet comprises two
Mini Nimbus, three Janus, four Blanlks and six.
Pilatus B-4s tor almost 150 members.

H ••• It Is a bit like taking
off from Hyde Park and

casting off tow over
Trafalgar Square .••"

Launching is by aerotow to the hill, nearl~

1000m above the city plain which Is 700m asl.
The clttb is near the city (PQpulation 4 000 000)
centre, SO it is a oit like taking ott from Hyde Paf1(
and casting off tow Over Trafalgar Square then to
the hill at 500m to pick off a thermal to 1500m on
a good day. lhereafter progress is from slope to
slope, eacl;) lime getting higher, each time over
mountains which are more dramatic than the last
and each time :pushing on to the north-east.

By a circuitous route one arrives on the wes
tern tace of Aconcagua, already al about 5·
6000m, asl since the Mendoza valley on the
western side is wide and deep. If Aconcagua
does not prodoce lift YOlt may "e unable to cross
it and, since the mountain is 1Okm into Argentina,
the results are likely to be embarrassing as well
as dangerous.

I turned on oxygen at abovt 5000m asl. It is a
bit of a hassle as YOU have your hands full flying
the aircraft and I had to get -my hat off, knock off
my glasses, replace my glasses etc. I did not
quite feel with it at 25 OOOft on oxygen, although I
had ,no difficulty in coping. The blinker Is,
unnecessary in a glider, since the noise of the
demand valve is easily l1eard.

But before I could do an this I had to have two
weeks of checking out. When I arrived a contest
was in progress so I was put into Ihe back seat of
the Janus flown by Guido Haymann. He flew al
VNE rough air about one wingspan clear of ,the
mountain and on each day new long tasks (400
300kmappl"ox) at about 1'OOkmlh which, bearing
in mind the circuitous route, was extremely fast.
Hedid not waste time getting high but pressed on
for the llext ridge Iin as soon as it was practicable.
Hewas 2nd in the plastic Class, beating two Mini
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GLIDING IN
'HE,INDES
Brennlg went to Chile earlier this year and thinks he is the
flrs·t Bri:t to fly ove,r Aconcagua, or fo,r that matter any
mountain over 20000ft. Previously he has been to 26 OOOft
over the Apennines near Rieti and to 25 'OOOft over Mount
Blanc

Brennlg took this spectacular photograph looking down on Aconcagua from 25 000ft.
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Nimbus, but only being beaten by the Ventus,
which was. highly creditable.

On the mexl three days I was givel1 three long
check-out flights by three separate instructors,
but before Icould gosol'o I had to have a one hour
power flight fG see all the forced IaAding fields. I
was then allowed 10 fly solo In the J'anus for three
three hour flights within, a 25 mile radlUl~.belore t
could increase my radius 01 operation and fly in
the Mini Nimbus.

The gliders are not insured SO I had 10 make a
$1000 deposit. They don't earl)' parachutes as
the main risk is hit1ing, the mountains and that
would add to Ihe expense. Their absolute insis
tence on sale procedures are very reasooable
because at each stageI found the flying was fairly
difficult. A small change in height and direction,
altered one's perceptions alarmingly so that the,
whole geography had to be laboriously learnl
byhearl

When flying near Ihe mountain Ihe airspeed
must be kept well up (100kmlh) aslhe horizon
reference Is. lost. Great care must be taken turn
ing into the hill because when commencing to cir
de in the mountains, escape routes must be kept
open at ani tilliles. Many Pilots have had 10 [II,lsh out
ill the centre of the valleY.9aining the forced land
ing field with 1it1le heighl in hand. Once height is
lost the valley becomes more Circuitous and the
escape route long8l', I1 was lucky - I had It easy,
but I appreciate Ihe dangers very acutely,

Onmy tripto Aconcagua,1 was escorted by two
PUatus woo I I'el press on ahead and below, get
ting as hign as I could as we flew along the
CoIerado river valley as· it ran 'up to tllle north of
Aconcagua Lit1te did I' know that they had no
oxY900 and were not oot to get a big climb.

I rose to cloudDa.se, then worked the shear
wave to the windward side of the line Of, cloud. I
then saw the coasl clear to jump a ridge down
wind and beal up and <!own a ridge like a rusty
razor blade on the western side of the 'Men
doza valley.

"I leapt off this magic carpet
on to the western face of

fhe mountain and climbed to
25000ft JIf

I found a good Ihermal and circled in 4-5m lift
and after a a while glanced up. to see a small puff
of cloud forming above. Thereafter, although
climbing, I lIlever got closer to it until at about
21000ft It drifted past to the north of the
summit.

I leapt off this magio carpel on to the westem
face of the mountain and climbed to 25 000ft. A
cumulus cloud drifted 00 to the summit, so I just
flew around it. In less than 20 minutes cloud base
had risen locally from 15000 to 21 000ft. Whether
It was wave or thermal - in mixed up situations
like this I,have giv.en tip making the distinction - I
just like to grab t!'le lift and ask no questions.

I took a lot of phQlographs amd after 30 minutes
decided to fly home. "Where on earth am I?"
Because at this height all the 'landmarks had
changed a great deal, but with 23000ft in hand I
reckoned I could gel back 50 miles. Basically it
was just a malter of flying west until I hit the
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GLIDING IN THE ANDES

Pacific, then tum lef;! - still it was /lot so easy, as
the valleys were full or haze and the mountains all
looked the same.

There are· /housands of peaks of 15000ft and a
few over 20000ft. The Andes are a different
league from the Alps. The mountains star1lhere
where the Alps give up.

The summit Of .Aconcagua lOOKS like an enor
mous chunk of chocolate spOnge, flecked with
cream. On the northem face is 8·scree with a foot
path zig-zagging 'up it - just the thing for an even
ing strolltothe summit, then hurrying dowll home
to watch the news on lV

Arriving back at the clubhouse the staff asked
me if I would like to have something to drink and
brought me a beer and a steak.

The next day, Sunday, was another good day,
but blue, except for a few irrelevant flecks here
or there.

They said "what shall, we do today? - lel's go to
Aconcagua", so the whole club lleetlook off for it.
About six of tlS got 00 to the mountain and beat
up and oown near the summit, but the lfit Iclad a
snakes-and-Iadders quality which I just could not
sort out. Guido Haymann found a bit of weak lift
and got over the summit. However; he has
already done it half a dozen times, so he Is an
expert. Half way up I was ordered off the moun
tain as my height, which I had repOrted as
4500m, was passed all to Guido as 3000m. but I
joined illocai' gaggle and got back on the moun
tain half an hour later.

Being 22 000ft over the Andres in blue is the
experience of a lifetime. Then back to the
c1ubhoose for somebeers anda steak - fantastic.
(Chilean steaks are the same size as telephone
directories!)

The club is small but has a swimming pool and
tennis court with a resident tennis instructor. The
members have a pleasant social life based on the
club, so. there is as much enjoyment on the
ground as in the air.

I greatly enjoyed my visit to Chile. I am
extremely grateful to the club at Las Condes for
their hospitality and hope that I may be allowed to
enjoy it again.

I hope this article will not eam me their dis
pleasure, since I fear the thousands of pilots des
cending on their club in search of similar
experiences to mine may put an enormous strain
on their resources.

It was certainly a pleasanl change from the
Himalayas, but a good appetiser for another
expedition there. a
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS

and REPAIRS

By L. GLOVER senior Inspector=--;1;;;;=
Husbands Bosworth Ai'rfield, Near Rugby

Tel. Market Harborougil 8S0375
Lullerworth 51544

TERRY HURLEY

LATE
STARTER

Terry sets out from HusBos
to Duxford on his first cross·
country and feels an
unexpected sadness when
the flight is almost over

DlJring the night th~1 wind changed, andr I
woke; and lay for a long time in the darkness
listening to' the sound that It made in the trees
outside, and ll1inking that ill the morning I would
be able to at1empt my first cross-country flight.

I was ooncerned'though, and a lit1le surprised,
10 find that the prospect of· the lIight was worrying
me, because it seemed absurd for a mere Silver
distanee to assume daunting proportions in my
mind. After all, kids of $ixteenrlly 50km all the time
and think notning of it. What bothered me most
was my inability la identify the cause of my sy<:!
den nervousness-I knew Icould lind lift and stay
in it; the country for miles around the aitfield was
familiar to me; and I, was surE! that if I had to I
could lartd the K-'8 on a traffic-island. So why
worry?

I tried to be analytical about the prOblem, and
eventually I tlnderstood. I1 was the same old,
thing that bedevils us all III everythingrwe set out
to acoomplish. It's called, pOlitely, "fear of fail
ure"., but if you'ce honest with!: yourself it's just the
SiD of pride in disguise - vanity - tba· sin that got
Adam IhroWfcl out Irom the Garden. Once I had
recognised the old enemy I was able to drift back
into a dreamless sleep and when 11 woke again It
was a bright, cleanmorning with the clovdsof the
cold tront building impressively to the noI1h-west.

A quick glBflce at the positioll of the sun
showed that the day was already well advarclced.
As I SCfambled to get myself organised the tele
phone began I<) ring with a vaguely accusatory
lone which acted as a spur 10 my efforts.

Atthe club I found that the retrieile crew, made
Impatient by my late 8lTcival, Iilad pulled out the
glider and Ored it, leaving me nothing to do
except check the wind direction and draw the
Ine.vitable downwind line 00 to the map which I
had bought over a year ago for just this occasion.
The line ram further than 50km aM11 fell vaguely
aggrieved. Other people had on'ly done a couple
of kilometres over the. minimum - so why was I
~tuck with an extra lortyl The unfaIrness of it
brought on another botlt of apprehension - fifty I
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LATE STARTER

might manage, but I:\inety was an impossibility.
There was nO sympathy from the retrieve crew,
which pointed out coldly that it had been obliged
to telephone me to ensure that' got to the club on
time. It consulted Its complicated watch which It
uses to time Its, frequent 300km flights and sug
gested I might like to get going before nightfall.

Then I began to ,receive advice. Pundits
studied ,ule lonely blue line linking me with, an
unknown airfield and recommended that I fly
somewhereelse - in fact, virtually anywhere else
but where I had planned. Like signposts at a
crossroads the arms of the pundits pointed
commandingly all around the horizon. So my
destination became settled as my own vanity
proved greater than my confidence in the opin
ions of the experts. I trampled the map into the
shape I wanted and stuck it down with tape; I
polished the canopy; I covered myself in soot
smoking a barograph; and I went to the loo so
often that I was as dehydrated as a dog-biscUit
by the time I was ready to go.

On the line I was surprised by how unaccus
tomedly nice people were, particularly after they
had examined the map and sucked their teeth
over my intended goal. A variety of ingeniously
insulting remarks were confided to me for deliv
ery to old friends and ,rival~ at the distant club
until 'I felt like a message aboul to be corked into a
bottle and lobbed into the sea. $everal times I
was told how'nervoos I would feel as I turned my
back on my base, but I knew that was wrong 
after twenty years of leaving people and places
behind it's no problem any more.

Paradoxieally, 01'1 a downwind dash you lake.
off in the wrong direction, and as Ihe Chipmunk
dragge(j me away to the west I remember Ibink·
ing indignantly "that'-s another bloody mile I'll
have to do". Then I was off, turning free, and
instantly in powerful lift that took me to 3000ft,
drjfting me way be,yond the airfield within a CQu
pie of minutes. " looked back and ,tr,ied to feel
worried, btIt now that it had started I felt good.

H ••• this was more like
proper naVigation than

hopping from motorway to
motorway ..."

I lOOked ,away into the hazydistance down the
grey linesof the cloud streets which were forming
quickly along my rQute but there was no land
mark visible, so Isettled happily on loacompass
course feeling that this was more like proper
navigation than hopping from motolWay to
motorway, and far beneatllmethe, rIpening fields
moved in great -slow waves under the wind.

Ten miles further the field's vanished under t.!le
brick and concrete;of three subst,antial townsthat
meet along the line of a road that was important
even before the RomaAs came. t:lntil Jecently it
was prosperous here but now it's an area of
special economio development, which mean$
thal the traditional industries ,have been tor"
down to make way for oothing. The tall chimneys.
and the huge rolling-mills of the old works which
used to be the basis of the towns' wealth lie
gutted and open to the weather like a wrecked
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battleship. TO the south, th~ Mw town has been
laid' out geom.etrically and from the air it looks as
neat as it must have done on the architect's
drawing board. From 400011 you couldn't see the
crowded streets or hear the: noise or sense the
frustration.

Flying just beneath ctoudbase I was in lift so
strong and smooth that I felt I could have got out
.and walkedl on it, and the K·8 seemed to be
sliding along a sheet of ice.

It was icy too inside the K-8. Chill winds stab
bed into the cockpit through apertures that
Schleicher never designed, making me glad I
had worn gloves.

Ahead was a complex of small lakes glittering
in the sunlight as sharply as a smashed pane of
glass. The blue line passed above them and so
did I.

Near my home the fields are small and irregu
lar in shape, moulded partlyby the rolling country
and partly by the effects of history, marriage and
inheritance - but where Iwas now the landscape
hadchanged scale and'become more organised.
These fields were wide, carefully planned, and
filled with crop which was just beginning to turn
pale gold.

A Canberra slid beneaUl me Iheading east. In
its mottled green and' brown camouflage it stood
out above the fields like a rattlesnake 6n a table
clottl. I wondered why military aeroplanes, even
ageing Canberras, always give you a thrill, and
why it is that while gliders and yachts can often
be remarkably beautiful it's only powered air
craft, boats or cars which can also be exciting?

When I 'Was a kid at school ,I would have given
ten years of my life to have flown, something like
that eanber,ra. Later, as I grew older and more
responsible 1appreciated that this was aconven
tionally childish idea,and dismissed it. Now, quite
a lot older, and already at thatage when you feel
that mOstof tJi'le gOOO things lhat are ever going to
happen to you have probably taken place, it
occurred to me that the schoolboy - perhaps, 
had been right.

At this stage in the flight, however, there was
something else to think about. CIOtlds both fasci
nate and frighten me, but I knew that I could
certainly reacll Silver height with acloudclimb SO
very cautiously I let the K-8 be drawn up into the
base of an alarmingly large grey cloud. Tendrils
of mist seemed' to reach down ,for the glider and
to' my nervous imagination the whole thing took
on the aspect of some awful dark octopus. "Jihen
the daylight 'went and I was concentrating on
speed, and turn, and ball in the centre, and I
thought damnl I forgot to check the time. At
something close to 6000ft I'd had enough and I'
straighteood up towards the lightest area of murk
and came shooting out into sudden sunlight and
air that was clear and exhilarating'.

I was in a gap between clouds that went up
high, white' and shining to the brilliant blue of the'
sky above. Below me the Villages looked like,
Pebbles at the bOttornof a well. Icould not recog
nise any of the pebbles and d1d not know how
long I had :been in the cloud - a classic error.

Even though I knew it by heart I looked at my
map. This was the' map I had studied through
long winter evenings - marking routes, checking
bearings, noting controlled airspace. Constant
folding had cracked and softened it, leaving: it as
creased-as an old handkerchief and there were

circular stains where coffee cups had been stood
carelessly.

I looked at the map more for reassurance than
for information, much as you might touch a lucky
charm in your pocket.

Then the countryside ahead changed 'sud
denly from an abstract collection of components
into an area, and I ~newwhere I: was and swung
back confidently on to the correct course.

My next landmark, the last, was soon Visible.
There were only a few miles to gO noW put I was
struggling in savage sink and rapidly losing
height with nowhere to land except in crop. The
pundits had been proved ,right.

H ••• the slight satisfaction
of having covered the

maximum distance I could
when they came to

retrieve me."

I moved towards fue better ,pal1 of the sky and
was shOcked to find that the vario needle
drooped even further. The alti(neter showed less
than 1500ft and I knew I(>ught to select 000 of the
big, USeless fields close to me and set up a
circuit. The fields were all equally bad - stuffed
with subsIdised grain, much of It destined to rot
unneeded in EEC warehouses, I thought bitterly.
1decided to fly .as far as Icould towa~d~ my goal
and tur,n into wind over the last possible field so
that Iwould have the slight satisfaction of having
covered ,the maximum distance I could when
the,y came to retrieve me.

As I entered the big, tilue, open, sunlit space
downwind of the clouds the glider Shuddered
then surged effortlessly upwards at a steady 6kt.
In a few moments the fields below looked the size
of postcards. If there's bad sink, they had told
me, therernust be goOd lift somewhere. This was
evidently Somewhere.

Lateron it was explainedto me, with the help of
diagrams, that there was wave across the coun
try that day, but at the time I greeted the unex
pected lift as some kind of bonus from heaven - a
reward for the pure and blameless life Ilead.
These days.

At a comfortable height I looked along my
heading and saw a r,unway a couple of miles
away with sunlight glinting on a familiar, but
unexpected, triangular 'shape. Then I remem
bered - Concorde was parked there, the star of
the static display.

As I realised that I' was gOing to make it there
was a brief sadness thal the ,flight was almost
over, a sadness that. I hadn't expected'10 feel
when I had spent so many months looKing for·
ward to this first ,cross-country.

I lowered the nose. The wind around the
canoRY rose from a hiss to a roar. The patches on
the fabric fJuttered wildly In the airstream 'like a
tattered banner and I aimed the old K-8 for the
centre of that airfield at a riotous 70kt.

And suddenly the moment .was better than I
could have anticipated. It was better than all the
things I had ever daydreamed - like conducting
the last night of the Proms, or opening for 1::09
land, ,or beating, Moss in the Mille Miglia.

With a feeling like that a man ,could stay warm
all winter. a
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BILL SCULL

These accidents are on the increase and Bill, BGA director
of operations, tries to establish their underlying pattern to
give you and your club's management the know-how to
avoid becoming a statistic

LAUNCH
FAILURE ACaDENTS

Inthe six year periOd from 1981 to 19861auI'lch
failure was the second highest cause of acci
dents, accounting for almost 1:5% (127 out ~
858) if all types of 'launch are considered. In the
same period' there have been three fatalities (OI:Jt
of , 8) and nine serious injunes (oo\. of 37) - 17%
and 24% respectively. Worse, the trend is
upwards - by 33%.

Where's the risk? A detailed analysis of the,
accidents is timEl taking; even though the data is
on a computer interpreting It to the extent one
would like is not possible. Out of 1'01 wire launch
accidents 35 are to,lwo-seaters which migh!lndi
cate that teaching this exercise ls a problem.
What might be called ear1y solo types (K·S, K-6,
Pirat, Swallow and Sport Vagal account for a
further 27 - an indication that inexperience may
be a factor. In fact the average PI 'hOl,lrs was 40
(excluding two pilots with 450 and 310 hours)
and the average age 39 years. Obviously with
relatively smaft numbers further statistical analysis
is probably not valid 'but a number of ,critical
phases are. apparent.
ThelJ1lltial GroundRun.The critical factor in this
phase is failure to release when things start to go
wrong. Just dropping the wing can lead to cata
strophic results as the following summary
shows:

Glider: Sport Vega Launch: winch
Pilot: age - 40 PI hours: 41
During the ground run the wingtip touched
the groundjustas flyingspeed was,reached.
Pilot ,eleased but ,glider carl·w.heeled and
landed heavIly on the nose comIng to rest
some 75 yards from the IaCJ~h point.

Too late was the cry! The time to release is
when the wing is going down and you can't stop
it. The critical limit tor a Vega (and similar) is
reached mucll sooner than in a K-8 or K-6.

Another possibility is down to poor airfield
organisation:

Glider: Sport Vega Launch: auto
PIlot: age - 33 PI hours: 37
At the start of the launch the glider veered.
Pilot releasedbut failed to steerstraighton
the ground run. Glider collided with two
parked gliders - itS wheel brake was not

I working.

Who's fault was this one - the pilot or the
launch poinl organiser or both? Is pilot experi
ence relevant in this case?

The First SOft. This phase of the launch is criti
cal, in pal1 because of the wifld gradient and also
the minimum safe climbing speed. Speed is
gained from the power source (winch/towcar)
and the wind gradient; what you gain on the way
up will be lost on the way down and so a safe
climbing, speed should include a margin for this
loss. Failure to do so gives the following scen
ario:

Glider: K-8 Launch: winch
Pilot: age - 41 PI hours: 17
After a normal Initial launch the winch
seemed to lose power. The glider was at
2o-3Oft when the pilot released but did not
pick up enough speed to round out. The
wing dropped and the glider cart
wheeled .••
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The pilot shouldn't have been there in the first
place if there wasn't enough speed. Climbing
hopefully simply isn't good enough!

Parachute too large
The Cable Parachute. Down the years there
have been accidents due to foul-ups with the
parachute. The factor common to all the acci
dents is a parachute which is too large. If, for any
reason, the launch cable goes slack then the
parachute will deploy. With power still applied the
parachute will continue to climb (kite) and the
glider either gets the 'chute over its nose or over
the wing:

Glider: K-6cR Launch: auto
Pilot: age - 33 PI hours: 24
Ground run and take-off were normal but
speeddecayedatabout20ft. Launch abor
ted by pilot and cable parachute deployed
over glider's canopy. With vision obscured
the pilot landed heavily.

Later in the launch the consequences can be
much more serious:

Glider: K-6cR Launch: winch
Pilot: age - 50 PI hours: nIIc
After what appeared to be a normal early
stage of the launch the cable released at
apprOXimately 300ft and went over the
port wing. The glider was seen to turn to
port before spinning steeply to the
ground.

In fact the cable caught at the inboard end of
the aileron as it slid down the wing with fatal
results. Would the accident have been survivable,
or even avoidable, if the pilot had gone straight
ahead? The article "Flying Cable Parachutes"
(S&G October 1984, p211) was simulated by this
one.
Above the Critical Height. Is there a critical
height above which the risks are minimal? Not so
according to the accident data. The problems
may arise due to haste or judgment or, rather a
lack of it:

Glider: Swallow Launch: winch
Pilot: age - 26 PI hours: 21
WInch launch failed at about 700ft. Pilot
I()wered ,the nose but used the alrbrakes
before getting suffICient speed. Glider
landed heavily. Pilot known to have been
flying In a 'atl9ued condition.

It the airbrakes are opened too soon (the
going-in·t~lancHever syndrome) one may never
get flying .speed. How heavy the landing will be is
anyone's guess.

Aying B suitable pattern for a given heightl
position of break or failure can be quite difficult,
especially if the site is a restricted one:

Glider: K·BE Launch: auto
Pilot: age - 41 PI hours: 31
Thepllot hada failed launch during hIs first

i flight on type. There was insuffiCient space
to landaheadon the short runway In useso
he turned to land crosswind on the long
runway. Fast landing with drift hittIng run

I way edge. • '.

First flighl on lype is often critical; peltiaps one
way of .easing the workload is to make the con
version in the easiest possible conditions.

If the crosswind landing is a problem what
about downwind?:

GIlder: K-6E Launch: winch
Pilot: age - 64 PI hours: 55
Cable back released'at about 350ft. Pilot
attempted downwind landing, overshot
and landed In rough heather and gorse.

Judgment of a downwind landing is difficult. If
at your site it is a distinct possibility, then
obviously it has to be included in the training.
The launching Equipment. One finall.hought.
Many clubs are still using 1oootb weak links and
accepting a higher incidence of cable breaks
than is reasonable. The stronger and appropriate
strength of link considerably reduces the risk. It
would be interesting to have some figures on the
proportion of cable breaks to launches which is
regarded as acceptable. What figures would you
put on il- 1%, 2%, 5%? a
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IAN SMITH

Some pilots prefer a winch launch but there is
nothing more frustrating than a long wait due to
problems with the launching equipment being
mismanaged.

I Let us stal1 with a roll"ofnew stranded ,wire on
a winch. Tlhe winch should be positioned to allow
for the maximum length required plus another
1OOm. After attaching a vehiole such as a tractor
to the end of the cable, winch, in slowly so that the
cable lays fairly tight on to the drum ensuring
there are no loops. Repeat this twice to make
sure the cable has been sufficiently stretched. So
far so good. We now need various items on the
end of the cable before we can use it for launch
ing - 'Iock-up swivel, weak link, drogue chute,
shock absorber, four metres of cable threaded
through a length of reinforced plastic hose and a
set of rings. Let's look in more detail at this list.

CABLE GEAR
AND THINGS

lan, a member of East Sussex GC, gives some advice on how
to make your winch more efficient to cut down the launch
point queues

~.•

~

Having two weak Iink/drogue ends for the
cable end with a quick change system allows for
a low and high breaking strain for light or heavy
gliders. This system is used very efficiently at
Lasham. However, one weak link system with a
breaking strain to cover all glider weights will
suffice but failures will be more likely. It is far
cheaper to use polypropelene cord of the correct
thickness as used at North Weald. Although this
is a good system they do tend to wear rapidly.

Retrieving the cable
When retrieving the cable with the tractor or car
always use a towing-out weak link attached to
the cable end of the lock-up swivel. Just one
strand of scrap cable is the well proven type.

Piano wire
There are a few differenceswhich are worth look
ing at, the first being that it is better for use on
hard, abrasive surfaces than the stranded. When

Weak links
'The most reliable weak link system is at

Lasham and at East Sussex GC but is not
expensive. It comes ill two halves, a male and a
female, made illstainlesssteel with the weak link
being a ,builders' 2in nail in shear holding the two
halves together.

oversi..e nut

The steel rod ends must have sufficient radius
to accommodate suitable size shackle!'>. The
normal pullil'l9tension is anything up10'8001bson
launch so the friction between the two nut sur
faces is so high that the swivel is locked thus not
allowing any rotation. After release the tension is
down to a few pounds drag and will allow rotation
of the drogue independent of the cable.

Drogue and shock absorber
This is usually made of heavy duty canvas and
webbing straps sufficiently strong so that the
launch pull is taken straight through the straps.
'The size of the drogue is important as it has to
give only just sufficient drag to keep loops from
being thrown into the cable. Any more drag and it
will fly too well making launching in crosswinds a
problem, especially so if the gliding site has a
road, power cables or any other area where it
would create a danger to the general public. The
largest size required should be only just sufficient
to do the job in no wind conditions. The optimum
size therefore is one metre square. Two 3m
lengths of rope are attached diagonally from
each corner which will absorb any shock on the
launch.

rotate freely and independently from our expen
sive cable.

The swivel
The swivel must not rotate when launching a
glider but rotate after release. It must be robust
enough tG survive being, dragged over a hard
surface at speed and be inexpensive. The design
used by the East Sussex GC meets this specifi
cation and is well proven from the early '60s in
the RAFGSA.

The requirements are one 10mm nut and bolt
or-similar si'ze, an' Qver-sized nut to slide over the
shank of the bolt and two lengths of 5mm steel
rod. With a simple welding job we end up with a
lock-up swivel shown in the drawing.

Ian, a .professional glId
Ing and SlMG Instruc
fOf, has a Gold C and
two Olamonds. He atar
ted gilding 26 years ago
In the RAFGSA and has
flown In the Middle East,
Kenya and Australia,
workecl et Lasham last
seaSOn on holldaycour
-.s and Is now Instruct
ing at Ringmer where
he Is deputy tug mas
ter.

The manufacturers of stranded cable will nor
mally include a warning oote 11ottO use a swive'l.
What this really nieanS is that on no account
should this cable be allowed to Fotate. In the
worse case lit will unwind itself and the outside
strands will end up longer than the inner core
strand.

If you use a cable with just a small section
partially unravelled all the weight of the launch
will be transmitted through the inner core. The
result is a break on the inner core producing a
weakness which will kink and subsequently
break the cable with multiple fractures of the
inner core along the whole length of the cable.
From this we could deduce that it is better not to
have a swivel provided the cable doesn't have a
drogue chute, but for reasons I shall give later,
we dQ need the drogue chute. Watch a launch
and you will see that it is only after release and
when the drogue is deployed that rotation takes
.p1~, reSUlting in the inner core failure on sub
sequent launches.

We need to prevent the cable rotating after
release from the glider and an answer would be
an aerodynamically balanced drogue. Although
It is feasible to make such a drogue, a slight tear,
stretch or any change would result in a loss of
balance and it is inevitable that within a few
launches some imbalance would occur. So if we
introduce a swivel we can allow the chute to
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CABLE GEAR AND THINGS L1Z HARTNETT

Liz, a computer programmer and the wife of Richard
Cowderoy, gives an alternative view of the Enstone
Regionals. She has a Sliver C but at the moment Is
"resting", having lost her enthusiasm for gliding

A CREW'S
LIFE

laying out the new cable it is very important to
lOCate the roll and not take the easy option of just
pulling off the roll laid on the ground. It is hard
work done by hand but necessary if you are to
avoid kinks at an early stage in the 'Iife of the
cable. There is one method which automates the
laying out and rolling out of the new cable which
has been adopted at North Weald. If you have
the basic welding skills it would be well worth a
visit.

The system or Using the drogue, weak link and
swivel should be just the same. as for the
stranded cable. In the use of the lock-up swivel
on the piano wire, however, itsJob is to minimise
kinks. Any kink which occurs must becut out and
the ends rejoined.

This operation whiCh takes ·a fair ,amount of
skill can be learnt fairly quickly. The two ends to
be jOined are laid together and clamped in 8 vice,
normally moontedor:l the cab'le retrieve vehiele,
with around 2ft overlap. A 'right angle bend is put
into one of the loose ends and then wrapped
tightly and neatly around the other length otcable
until you have six or seven turns. The last turn is
then taken back one and a right angle is bent into
ahandle thus giving ample leverage to rotate the
last turn several times to produce a clean break.
Do the same to the other side to be joined and the
knot is then complete. The pilot taking the next
launch should be warned that when the knot pulls
tigt it will be heard and felt as a jOlt together with
a sman bang as the knot pulls together.

Before launch

After launch

alIlJfUlIlJJJJ)

In the February 1967 issue ot S&G, p19,
another technique of joining was shown in an
article by Coventry GC which involved welding
the two ends together. I never managed to
establish how successful this system was apart
from the ,fact that it did work although was rather
tricky to get right. However it was proved that the
finished join, no wider. than the wire, was very
much stronger than any alternative method.

Cholc:e of launch system
If you have a usable hard runway available you
will find after all the pros and cons have been
ironed out that the autotow system will always be
the better choice. Finally let us not forget that
aerotowing is 8 great system if you have the
money, but remember the future ot the gliding
movement depends on youngsters joining in to
make our essential team that we need to keep
going. OUt of sheer necessity the majority will
want the cheapest way into the air together with
learning how to work with each other. The wire
launch will always be needed if gliding is to sur
vive.

Thefootnotes are by Dick StraUon, BGAchief
technical officer.
, W/IIl fhe Messa in allowabla weak link ratings (20001bs for a
K·13) MlsassanVeI to uprate the cable Itsell- 4. 5mm stranded
lWa illlOw more appropriate.

• c.bIa parachute strop lengths. Experience 01 Incidents 01
parachutes deploying ovar gliders, with serious damage and
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Friday. Cleared 3ft high grass and pitched tent
while Pilot 640 registered and returned last
year's unpolished cup.
saturday, Day 1, task M50 Junction, LudlOw
Castle, somewhere. a 200km or so triangle to
nowhere in particular via somewhere else. Pilot
calculated it should take four hours so I went
shopping and collected a parking ticket. Then
picked up the, other half of the crew at the railway
station. He hadn't come by train but was still late,
When we got back Pilot had landed out as far
away as possible. Not a good start to the week. It
was a long retrieve, first TPs are always furthest
away, and we were low on petrol and out of trailer
driving practice. We squeezed into a garage, and
out again, scraping the paint off the trailer and a
pump. But it was a good field landing near the
Peacock Inn at Nash which served the best meal' I
have had in ten years of retrieving. Ihighly recom
mend the field, despite being slightly out of wind,
downhill and trees on every side. We got back to
the site after midnight and the other-half·of·the
crew pitched his lent al 1am
Sunday, Day 2, Stratford, Sudelelgh Castle
near Wlncheombe. Boring.. Pilot woot out, came
baef<, won day. Us crews moped around 'looking
lor opposition to psyche up - none. they had all
gone 00 retrieves. In the ladies I found 165 crew
who had not crewed before. She commented on
the prima donnapilots, "Where's mycamera?", "I
need my barograph smoked", "... more water
ballast", " ... there are flies on my wing!".
Monday. Great day. Super weather for crews as
the task was cancelled and we did an OIR to
Oxford shops with TP at bookshop. We got some
steak and it stopped raining for a barbecue. Pilot
looked a bit peeved.
Tuesday, Day 3, Halfpenny Green A/F, M5
Junction 6. Another grovel day. Boring old Pilot
got back again disobeying crew's strict instruct
ions to land by a good pub again. Everyone else
landed out. Why can't he follow the herd? sat and
watched trailer convoys leaving field. No control
to be found, so put Pilot on display to jeer at
retuming trailers.

equalty serious injury, dictates /hat /he strop between the
gilder and the cableparachute should bemuch larger than 4m
(14/1). The van Gelder winch at Dunstabl. has 30m (l00ft)1

3 Cable perachutes. Where re{ectlKl ejection seat drogues ara
usad, /he shroud lines shouldbe knoNlKlto prevent /he drogue
"/lying".

• "Plug and socket type" weak Unks, with wire nails in double
shear, are an right provided (a) they don't rust Into a solid mass,
and (b) the wire nails don't fatigue during repeated operations.
Both TOS! and "Mity" links are well worth trying. a

Wednesday, Day 4, a 198km triangle, M1/
M69 Leicester, M1 JunctiOn 14Milton Keynes.
Reasonable size task, and had time to go te hair
dressers. Sundry other crews wandering round
Chipping Norton market looking for something to
occupy them, the kids and the dogs. The market
took in more business than usual.
Thuflday. Ugh! A pouring wet day. Dragged
unwilling Pi101 to shops via pubs, Went to concert
and eventually came back to very damp tent
Friday. Sympathetic with occupants of tent 291
which was parked in a stream. Spent most of the
day grid squatting. Pilots and crews played cric
ket at the front of the grid. Dog stopped play by
abducting ball. We rebriefed three times. "Typical
gliding day - don't scrub until we get really wet"
grumbled Pilot 397. So we sal in the car or under
wings and the rain drips ran. The task board was
scrubbed clean at 3pm by the rain.
saturday, Day 5, 20&.5km triangle, Melton
MQwbray railway station, Pitsford reservOir.
Crew instructed Pilol to stay up and to get home,
then other half-of-crew finished his Cornp and
went Ihome. 'I heard 175 finishing whilst I was still
driving back from station, and broke speed limit
to rush in to welcome Pilot 640 back as a con
quering hero - but ... "Crew to the tower, 640.
He's landed oul, you'll Ihave to go ..." Blimey.
He's only five miles away and half the field had
got 'back, so went and dug him out otploughed
field and gave him a hard time. Daft 'Pilot only
needed 500ft to get home.
Sunday, Day 6, 214.5km. Hehasn't blown it yet,
after all he's still 3rd. Oh dear, there's lots of fluffy
white clouds all CNer the sky - he's bound to land
out. Pilot is paniCking, doing his prima donna act,
demanding thousands of poundsof waterballast.
Crews are working furiOusly, cleaning, polishing,
rigging to fly. .

Pilot went round lask okay at 88km/h and
came back spattering waterballast in the nice
cuppa Mrs 29t and I were having. Drank diluted
tea, finished chat, let him stew at end of runway
for coming back so quickly. Gale waming so still
had to derig him. In the evening in the bar offered
Mrs 291 the opportunity of polishing the s~ver

cup tor the next year. She didn't look too
enthusiastic. Then, since the photos were devel·
oped, ,I tried to pysche up other opposition that
they 1'1ad the wrong TP. It didn't work and I retired
to bed disgruntled.
Monday. Day scrubbed. Derigged tent. "Come
4th!" I cried to Pilot still in sleeping bag, but he
~ame 3rd and won a mug. a
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
FEATHERS
Club Culture or There's
No Business Like Show
Business

Er various reasons I have been accepting
invitations to be an after-dinner speaker at
a number of clubs during the past winter.
I'm glad I did, if only because I admire the
old stand-up entertainers who could tell
you the precise difference between a
Wigan Saturday matinee audience and a
Birmingham Tuesday night audience even
before the pennies started to fly.

I agreed to give a speech at the Booker
annual bunfight chiefly out of curiosity - I
wanted to see what they looked like with
their clothes on. When lounging around
the grid during .3 Comp, the Booker Boy
Racers usually look like something that
one of Nelson's press gangs would gladly
have left ashore rather than have them
crawl1ing all over his nice clean ships. Their
piralical swagger comes of knowing they
produce more hotshot soaring aces per
capita than any other club. I don't mind
this a bit, partly because I am too old to feel
I am in competition with them. and
because I've never had much time for false
modesty (You never had much time for real
modesty either. ED) Anyway, with the daz-
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zling exception of Brian Spreck.ley. mak
ing his appearance as the new 15 Metre
World Champion, the standard of dress at
the Booker dinner was distinctly casual. as
I'd been warned.

What a contrast the Cambridge Univer
sity Gliding Club dinner was! This elegant
thrash was held in the Hall at Jesus
College. It was the first time I had dined at
a High Table in an Oxbridge college. so a

~PII
>

The Cambridge. pilot will have forgotten his para'
chute.

lifelong ambition was realised. I've a'lways
wanted to be a don: 28 weeks' vacation a
year and all found; being waited on hand
and foot ,in ivy-covered Gothic cloisters 
beats work any time. (furiolls denial by
Dr Anthol1iY Edwards of Caius College
follows.) :Everyonewas in full fig. sporting
DJs and ballgowns. Talk about formal:
Latin Grace by Or Edwards; Toast to The
Queen; Toasts to The Guests and The Club
and Repl,ies on Beha'lf of The Guests and
The Club etc etc, all set out on a beautifully
printed menu. Everything ran according to
the timetable.

I don't think it wouldbe fair to say that at
Booker everything ran a couple of hours
behind s~hedule since I'm not sure there
was any schedule. Anyway that meant that
by the ,time my comic turn came on they
were all warring tighl and fell about with
laughter at pretty weH anything I said.
including the calculated insults to their
club, their clothes and even their flying.
which gives you an idea of how much they
had put away. If you ignore the wear and
tear on the guest speaker's nerves, a delay
in the proceedings helps to warm up the
audience. Beware. however. those institu
tions at whose dinners the drink flows like
glue: a thirsty crowd can get pretty ugly.
However the now of drink is not normally
a problem with gliding dinners, thank
God.

Another reason for going and meeting
strange clubs ,(strange having nO pejorative
COllnotation here) is ,to compare their dis·
tinctive character and style. known in ,the
corporate psychology field as culwres. I
have already given a subtle hint of one way
in which these sty,les vary. However, these
profound differences in culture extend to

the way people Ily. Take a simple everyday
occurrence like. say. the mid-air coUision.
The chances of having a Dunstable Ipilot or
a Booker pilot ram you ,in flight are exactly
the same.: the only difference is that the
Dunstable pilot won', have seen yOll at all.
whereas the Booker pilot wi\ll have had you
in his sights right up to tbe moment of l
impact. fully ,expecting you to vacate t.he
thermaL which is what you would have
done if you'd seen him soon enough. And
on your way down in your parachutes the
Dunstable pilot will say ''I'm frightfully
sorry" and the Booker pilot will say "You
dozy berk, keep a better look-out next
time!" The Cambridge pilot will have
forgotten his parachute.

Don't play poker__....:....__
at Booker __

At the Dunstable poker school you bleed
money. At Booker you haemorrhage: don't
get drawn in, but instead make immedi
ately for somewhere innocent like Las
Vegas. (Las Vegas is run by Cambridge
graduates: hence the plethora of dinner
jackets.)

Another club that I visited during the

Beware those Institutions at whose dinners the drink floWl"
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port and oratory season was quite bizarre:
eVtlryone there seemed perfectly normal. 1
failed. however, to take up a unique oppor
tunity to check OOlt the possibility of
deeply-concealed eccentricities under the
apparently sane exterior: I won in tQe rame
a free aerobatic night the next morning
with tbeir best pilot. But one look at his
eyeballs at around midnight and, as they
say in tile Sunday People, "I made an excuse
and left." 1remember only loo wellllow the
London GlidingChfb used to swell the cof
fers oy raffling flights that no one dared
claim.

Mad inventors line up
here, please
1 had yawed not :to write any longer about
the subject of having a pee in a gl ider. but 1
wiH make an exception, since it may help
10 prove. while I'm on Ihis topic of varying
cultures, that Ithe further people are from
London the more interesting( = weird) they
get. At the BGAconference in Harrogate 1
was told Ihis true story by a member of a
famous northern club, He wanted to over
come ,the classic problem of pushing water
uphill. and he had the bright idea oJpulfing
it uphill ,instead, So he built a device con
sisting 'of an assmtment of plas,tic t>ubes
will one of those rubber things that have
been getting an inordinate amount of
publicity recently. a car windscreen-washer
pump and a 12 volt battery to extract the
fluid by brute force,

TAll FEATHERS

heard the strange noises coming from this
Heath Robinson machine. shortly followed
by even stranger noises from him. -she
dashed into the bathroom. There is no
record of their subsequent conversation,
which 1 leave to your imaginalion.

No record of their conversation!

Platypus needs a crew for the Enstone
Regionals from August 15-23. Anyone
suffiCiently adventurous/curious should
ring 01-748 6344.

a
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10 us that narrative is absolutely cred
ible. But I was wondering what the ma non
the Clapham omnibus would have made
of it all ifhe had read about it in the News of
the World, which could well have happened
if our inventive friend had used 24 volts
and had required the immediate aid of the
ambulance or police or even the lire
brigade. Knowing what Fleet Street jour
nalists are like when Ithey get their teeth
into a bit of scandal, I simply shudder to
think.

As a subplot fora b<lwdy novel I give this
idea free (which is very genemus of me.
since the story wasn't mine in the lirst
place) to Tom Sharpe. whocould no doubt
work it up into a masterpiel:e of bad
taste.

"How did it work in flight?" 1 asked.
Well. it never quite got to that stage. he

said, He lirst tested it out while lying on his
back on the bathroom floor: when he
switched it all he found it gave a violent
and most disagreeable suck (1 forgot to ask
whether six volts wOlJld have given a nuore
agreeable suc1<) which left painful marks.
His second mistake was to leave the
bathroom door open. so that when his wife
- who as a gliding wife is more or less per
manently braced for the unexpected -

An assortment of plastic tubes with one of those
rubber things.

June/July 1987

AAllnredeemed voucher.

Pinned 10 my study wall there is still this
unredeemed voucher for a well-shaken
cocktail of Unusual Attitudes, signed per
sonally by Mr Illegible of Rattlesden Gc.
Now, what am 1 bid?

like glue: I thll'llty crowd can get pretty ugly.



PETERBOROUGH SAILPLANES LIMITED
RE-FINISHES

Acrylic, gell, cellu,lose,
synthetic, or polyurethane on
any type or size of sailplane

Free quotations

MATERIALS
Aerol,ene, spruce, pine, ply,

dope, g,lue, resins, etc.

Trailers to order
Assorted salvage a,vailable

C of A INSPECTIONS
Repairs and overhauls

in all materials.
Canopies and instruments

Spares and materials price lists

73 Hig,h Street, Maxey, Market Deeping. Tel: 0778-347506

ROGER TAKGETI'
Sailplane Services

For all your sailplane
repairs and maintenance

WHEN YOU NEED US
WE'LL BE HERE

reI: Office (0453) 860861:

Home (0453) 48568;
(0453) 45316

Now that the practical two-seater with the handling and super
high performance of the world's best sing'le-seater (Schleicher's
ASW 22B) has arrived, pi,lots are quickly waking up to the utiliza
tion potential economic sense and sheer enjoyment of ASH 25
ownership. Don't you be left sleeplngl
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For most pilots, soaring is; perforce, a strictly private affair; the
experience only patidly lielived in 'bar' stories. How much more
enjoyable the flight's highs and lows, struggles and triumphs,
tranquil moments and naH-biting excitementsifonlythey e-ould be
shared on-the-spot with a fellow enthusiast - and with no perfor
mance penalty to the pilot. Well they can and are in -

ALEXANDER SCHLEICHERS ~rIJ'Zifi

Details:
John Jeffries
JJ Associates
Sole UK Agents for Alexander Schleicher GmbH & Co.
PO Box 61
Dunstable LL16 2LB
(0525) 222111
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IVOR SHATTOCK

Part 2

ITRIP TO IOSTI

We read in the December Issue, p270, how Ivor and his party
from South Wates GC planned to go gliding in Italy. Now he
reports on the expedltio.n.

Arriving by, air I at Geneva the trouble was
there were three of us. including the pilot ;there
were lour. Geneva, lakeside airport in the middle
01 the AlpS with AQsta over the hump (all 1300011
of it) some 11 Okm away to the SE.

The lirst panic came when in the crowded
reception hall at the airport th&tannoy or PA or
whatever the Swiss call it exuded dulcet female
tones asking tor Monsieur Chateau to report to
the information desk~ I mean, it was me, with a
French accent, and I'd only just landed in a fore
ign country. P,resenting myself Iwas immediately
besieged, by other men who also claimed to' be
Monsieur Chateau. Of course they were but I
was an English imitation Shatteux or whatever.
The receptionist came: to my rescue, showed all
of us a notice with Aosla written on it, and all
misunderstanding dissolVed. But where was the
person who left the message? Gone. More
panic. He was the pilot. Pilot? We thought we
ware getting acar and now we had four and a pile
of luggage. Yes. Over the Alps.

Roberto said: No way. Too heavy. I agreed.
Anything not to take an overloaded aircraft over
the Alps. I mean, you read about these things,
don't you? Now it was happening to us.

Eventually the problem was solved and four of
us entered the 250hp Rockwell aircraft and we
queued' between a little Jodell on a grass strip
and seven or eight large jets forming a'constant
Queue which seemed to grow at one end and
lake off at the other.

Our turn came to take off halfway up the run
way! I wondered what the air was like after the
large jets had churned it up and just hoped the
controller got it right. We climbed and headed
NE. NE!

I soon realised why when I saw the cloud
covered Alps on our right well above us. We
turned SE eventually and circled in an upward
spiral I() 13000ftwhere I noticed the air tempera
ture was just about zero.

Avoiding cloud and mountains we began our
descent through a gap between them aiming for
the top of the St Bernard range of peaks to drop
oYer the other side into a sea of mist below.

The thinnest bit seemed to sit in the middle of
the valley. On winding down it darkened and
gradually revealed - a runway! My first view of
Aosta from 5OOOft.

We had arrived.
Monday was clag - imported Usk variety and

Tuesday only just saw us practising circuits for

clearance with full radioconfrol in Italian. I felt like
. an actOr in a prompt corner in the back seat of
Nigel's Puchacz in case the Italian messages
weren't on time or up to standard - that was after
the first flight when I was checked out.

I found it all very interesting feeding eyes and
ears with information and sensations regarding
the local topography - boy do those mountains
go up!

Wednesday was another clag day - yes hon
est, with rain so we went to Turin which was
shrouded in mist (get it?) to collect my Italian
official gliding licence. We almost didn't get it;
you have to have a medical certificate with a
termination date on it - no notyou the certificate!

High aerotows _
yielded nothing _

On Thursday we woke up, to see almost all of
the mountains in. clear air but after clearing off all
the backlog of check flights several expensive
high aerotows were to yield nothing. EveA the
Ilocal pundit boys found 'owt. Severaldays of high
,pressure continuedi. No wind, Io(s of'sun but no
thermals to· speak of.

You see the weather s~stem of the Alps is
something quite different - "aliaA.

Anyway we are here, there is a ,hangar full of
club aircraft including a Mosquito so ,I fly.

The weather started at 1200m so I' take a
1600m tow. At 1200m we go through an almost
complete layerof strato cu about 1oott thick lying
mostly in patches along the hillside-sorrymoun-

tainside - there is a 3500m mountain each side
of the airfield. If you don't believe me or can't
visualise it, pictule Shabdon with its northerly hill
going up 10 1OOooft and then one on the south as
well!

The view was unbelievable. I'm so wound up
with it all and in. a strange aircraft - all metres and
strange esoteric vario systems thal I make a
complete hash of it and pull of« prematurely
under a dying cu and fly close to the hill to find the
thermal hill lift.

The sun has only fallen on a bit of the mountain
above the strato cu so the heating and the ther
mals aren't (here at 12oom.

As I am now down to this height, almost, I find
myself trying to pick off thermals at ground level,
effectively.

This Is extremel.y difficult especially as the
ground ,is ,at 45° to the horizontal, is very broken
and mOstly large murderous rock and trees. After
two tefrifying chandelles • decide I have got to
survive and fly siraight along the hill hQPingfor a
large el10liJgh thermal to push me away form the
imPending carnage. I sink.

Turning away from the hill it is T&S and com
pass and into the murk. I live.

Having grounded myself for the rest of the day
I am ve" grateful to survive.

Two of our chaps took 1600m tows climbed to
around 1Qoooft and haven't stopped talking
about it yel.

And that's about it really! What do you mean
"lhat'sabolJt it?" Well the weather you see. I
mean the weather was such that we could either
have sun and no thermals, a big high, or rain. Yes
ffi~1 a

The practical experience of 25 years and
150,000 Launches have gone into the design
and manufacture of this new winch.
Keep your launch costs to a minimum
enquire about the reliable Supacat Winch.

Supacat Ltd. ~ (08231680379
Holcombe House, Hemyock, Devon EX15 3PX
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SKYCRAFT
Services Ltd
ALBAHY HOUSE· SILVER ST·
lITlINGTON-CAMBS·SG80aE
TEL: 0763·852150

NEW PROP.ELLERS
OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
FROM THE SPECIALISTS

o
HOFFMANN
PROPELLER

[rLITE-LINES MARKETING)

PROFESSIONAL AVIATION SERVICES

SUMMER SALE
Narco HT·830 720 Chnl Handheld Transceiver

& VOR £359.00
Narco Escort 11 720 Chnl Combined

Transceiver and Full VOR System in 3"'
Panel Mount and Ind. . £895.00

STS AV7600VOR 720 Chnl Handheld
Transceiver & VOR £299.90

*NEW* Borgelt Instruments VariofGlide
Computer Systems
This well established range of Glider Audio Vario
and Computer Systems are now available in this
country exclusively from us. If you are upgrading to
an electric Varioor Med a full system please writeor
call for tnformation before, making any decision.

Borgett Instruments
82! Variometer . , .. , .. '. , , .. £220.00
820 Audio Unit £55.00

I 824 S,CfAvrwfNettofAudio .........•.... £335.00
825 Final Gllde/Nav Computer .... , .. , ... £415.00

For this and other pilots and aviation equipment
write to 32 Brisllngton Hill. 8rislington. Bristol BS4
SBD orring 0272·710043. Allprices exclude VA Tand
p&p,

Valuable time is wasted by contributions
being sent to the BGA office and the
advertising agency instead of to the
editorial office, 281 Queen Edith's Way,
Cambridge CBl 4NH.
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JILL POVALL

SOMETHING
SPECIAL

JiII, the first to accept our
invitation to write about a
particularly enjoyable flight,
,describes wave soaring by
moonlight

It was our final' flight on a rouline passenger
evening, in the days,when we were allowed to call
them that. A rough blue July night when the old
Blanik 598 and I had taken our quot~ of satisfied
customers up, round and down throughthe rotor,
and now as the golden lights of the hangar began
to beckon our thoughts turned pleasantly to
canopy cover and bar., Our last passenger was
an enthusiastic girt on tier second flight, veteran
of several parachute jumps and nol in the least
nervous. We chatted our bumpy way up the stan
dard 1500ft aerolow, and she remarked on the
few ,lights twinkling prettily in Ripen. "Too early,"1
said, and 'I tried to describe that magic lime, a
little later, when the lights, would twinkle like
fireflies all over the Vale of VOI1(. and all good
Blaniks sllould 'be in 'the hangar.

Off IOW, down to l'300ft by the A1, and my P2
was flying. Below us another Blanik, 6a1 , took oft
for the last flight of the night. We weren't losing
much - there were definite surges in the tur
bulence, and the vario wasn't just showing
slick lift.

"I have." I glanced above. A ragged cloud, very
scrappy and a long way up, but the first that had
appeared today. Unlikely. I have contacted wave
below 2000ft at Dishforth, even from a winch
launch, but not often. You were allowed to soar on
the last flight of a passenger evening, and
occasionally some passengers had been lucky,
but it was getting dal1(.

Still 13OOft, and maintaining, 631, on its way
towards the circuit, came and formated below.
Hovering into wind on full flap we inched upward
and at 2400ft left the rotor behind, my P2 taking
control again in a smooth 4ktlift. We looked back
at the rapidly diminishing airfield, the waiting
coach party already invisible as we made off
toward Ripen and the open sky. Joyfully I pointed
out the little twinkling towns, and at 40000 the
vario needle hit the stop.

The most consistent off-the-clock lift I have

JUI, who says she
te8l;hes to support her
gilding', has 1300+
hours, flies a Swallow
from Dlshfonh. 1$ an
Instructor with Cleve
lands GC and has 8

Saver C and Gold
height.

ever encountered - but we were on stolen time.
You can't really just fly off into tile sunset, and fO(
most stolen moments there are reckonings on
the ground.

At 4500ft Blanik 631, left us, and from the 'silver
ribbon of the river north of Ripen we turned to see
the scrappy cloud behind us now transforllled
into a beautifUl dassic lentiCular. Others were
appearing all around, narrow and sharp Uke
'knives, ghostly white on the darkening sky. Itwas
strange to see them without tf;Je customary
brightness on their tops: although a fine three
quarter moon shone over Harrogate, the clouds
remained pale.

if. •• it would have been
perfectly feasible (albeit

Illegal) to stay up ~II

. ht "mg ...

The wiCked thought stn.!ck me that it would
have been perfectly feasible (albeit illegal) to stay
up all night; dawn comes early in Yorkshire in
mid-July, and the wave was building. But ooach
drivers don't wait for ever and reckonings have to
lbe paid, and ,good Blaniks should have their
covers on by now. The Leeming approach lights
shoneaccusingly at a small'b!ot on the radar, and
I decided j'd better remove it last.

I didn't fecord how high we actually went; it
wasn't anything spectacular. I found some off"
the-clock sink and operated the brakes (horrible
waste of heightl), and the "passenger" flew us
down. We were both exhilarated, and approach
ing. the airfield al 2000ft she rather belatedly
asked lor .aerobalics. No rotor now" quite .calm,
and she was an experienced wave pilol! But 598
was an old lady so we hid .deCorousl'y behind the
hangars and had a quick fling for old times'
sake.

Flying upwind to join the circuit, again the vario
surged upwardsl Back to 2400ft over the A1, but
it wouldn't do, you can't really ... and we made a
very last circuit.

Long after midnight, after the coach had roun
ded up its errant flock (slillstarry eyed) and the
bar had closed and I 'had driven illto the lights 01
Harrogate, the wave clouds were still piled up like
dinner plates in the Yorkshire sky. They were, still
there next Illorning, on my bleary eyed way to
work. 11 would have been possible. . . a
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NEWS
ASW-24
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The design of Gerhard Waibel's Standard Class
1SN-24 benefits from 'th.e supportof Schleicher's
newest recruit, Martin Heide,lin its Kevlar/CFRP
construction. It shQUld be in compelilion this
summer.

Technical data
Span (m): 15
Length (m); 6.55
Aspect Ratio: 22.5
WIIlO area (m): 10
Empty weight (kg): 220
MIx lake-ofl weight (kg): 500
Max wing loading (kg/m): 50
Waterbaltast (litres): 170
Max glide (kmlh): 43 at 105
Min link (m/sec): 0.58
Mill IPeed (kmlh): 70 (38kt) VNE (kmih) 270

Price: 2100001rs (October 1986)
TIINIaIed from IbI a Voile

ASH·25
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The present SChleicher "flagship" is the ASH-25.
The Initials stand for Alexander Schleicher
Heide. Martin Heide is, like most of the German
sailplane designers, an Akaflieg graduate.

The German sport aviation magazine, Der
Adler, describes the ASH·25 as follows:

''The fuselage is a cross between an AS 22-2
and a FS-31. The wing is a result of the further
develoPI11ent of the ASW-22 and is in four sec
tions ... Boundary layer control is achieved by
~urbulators'on the under surface of the wing, as
with the /lSW-22. The ASH-25 is almost exclus
ivelyof CFRPconstruction; Aramid fibre sandwich
construction is used for all flying controls, flaps

June/July 1987

The 00·500 on Its maiden flight when the engine'S
very low noise level was evident.

and the front fuselage section. Only'the fin lis built
from GFRP."

It costs 147000 D-Mark including VAT (Feb
ruary 1987) and, at the moment, only' ORe or two
aircraft are being produced each mORth.

Technical data,
Span (m): 25
Length (m): 9
Aspect ratio: 38
Wing area (m): 16.31
Empty weight (kg): 470
Max take-off weight (kg): 750
Waterballast (litres): 120
Max wing loading (kg/m): 46
Min speed (kmlh): 65
VNE (kmih): 270

Ma>< glide: better than 57 al 108kmih

Translated by Les Fellows

TRAVELLER'S
TALE
KENYA
Richard and Angela Pollard have moved their
gliding operation from 'Njoro to the Aberdare
County Club at Mweiga. Alan Jury had an enjoy
able winter gliding holiday with them and repOrts
that the club is easily accessible from Nairobi
with several tourist buses going there every
day.

In additioo tQ the gliding, and exoellent food
and accommodation, Alan says the dub can also
offer golf, trout fishing, riding and game drives. It
is in woodland slopes overlooking Mount Kenya
and is the base for overnight stays at the ARK
Gar;n9 Lodge in the Aberdare mount'ains, a
gathering place lor ele"hants, mine and numer
ous other animals.

Alan comments: "Kenya has an ideal and plea-

DG-500
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The maiden flight was on March 19 and the
characteristics ingeneraJ are equivalent to the
DG-400 with a 17m wing span. The stick forces
are simHar to ,the DG-400 and extremely low for a
22m sailplane. WI:1en stalling there is little wing
drop.

The aircraft is fitted with a Rotax 535 water
cooled engine which has a very low noise level
with a three to one propeller reduction. a

sant climate for gliding with plenty of sunshine,
very strong thermars and high cloudbases. From
the Mweiga airstrip'aHlOOOft one can fly25 miles
east over Mount Kenya at 1: 7 058fl and' see the
wonderful snow covered peaks, or 15 miles west
to the Aberdare mountains at 13 120ft and
observe the game in the forest.

Tourist lodge
airstrips for landing _

"For cross-country pundits the Laikipia plain
stretches lor a lew hundred miles to the north
towards the. great dry northern deserts. The
'Laikipia plain consists mainly of large cattle
ranches with plenty of farm and tourist lodge air
strips IQ rand out on, if requried."

Richard and Angela lhave a T-21 , K-13 equip
ped with oxygen, a Swallow and a Tutor. They are·
hoping 10 update the fleet with nigh performance
gliders in the very near Mure.

They.expectto be in the UK in July/August and
Alan says they would be pleased 10 giVe a ,talk
about gliding in Kenya to any Club interested.
Their address is PO Box 449, Nyeri, Kenya. a
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Booking now for AUTUMN WAVE at AOSTA in
I'TALlAN ALPS (earty booking discount) British
registered .ingle .and two-seater glider. (~alian

licence I\Ot required). Suitable all pilots, beginners
to experts. Facility for private owners: budget flights
to nearest .irport end .ocommodation arranged.
Ideal "different" holiday.

Details from
Nigel P.lm.... 1Q Bradley Close. 1I.0ngleven.,

'Gloucest..- GL2 UA. reI: (0462J 4'4664

CANOP'IES

*
MOST

SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

*
GOOD OPTICS

*
FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*
BOB REECE, Rematic

School House
Norton, Nr Worcester

Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334
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JOHN HOLLAND

MINI
COURSES

John of the Cotswold GC
suggests another approach
to air experience flying

Irmost clubs the CAA ruling overairexperience
flying and their interpretation of "flying for hire
and reward" has turned upside down practices
followed since before the war to recruit new
members and interest the general public in
their sport.

In recent years Quite a ,number of clubs have
bought their QWI1l sites and it has become
absolutely vital for Ihem 10 maintain both their
launCh rate and their recruitment to service and
repay their loans. No where was this more impor
tant than at the Cotswold GC where ,protracted
purchase ofAston Down Airfield and the eventual
ownership of far more land than originally
envisaged flad left a very considerable overdraft.

The COtsWold interpretation of the ruling was
probably more severe than many others. I1 waS
felt that if they were ruled to be operating illegally
then, an accident Involving a "passenger" could
lead to tar more than prosecution under the Air
Navigation Order. In the case of injury, third ,par:ly
claims WOUld be horrendous if the insurance
company concemed refused to pay up on an
"illegal" operationand the implications for instr:uc
tors could equally be very serious.

"... the club began to drift
into a pretty appalling state

financially ..."

So all air experience flying came to an end. As
last season was pretty horrible anyway, and des
pite seven day a week operations, the club began
to drift into a pretty appalling state financially and
membership began heading downwards as the
poor weather weeded out more rapidly than
usual the less than enthusiastic new members.

Something had to be done!
Fortunately someone came up with the idea of

evening mini-courses and these were such a
huge success the club ended the season with an
all time high membership and a reduced over
draft that would have seemed impossible onlysix
months earlier.

So what is a mini-course, you may ask? For
£25 Cotswold offers the public three consecutive
launches (if practicable) with Qualified instruct-

ors, during which the P2 is treated to the normal
instructional procedures and given a chance to
fly the glider. There is also a pre-f1ight briefing.

The cost hasn't deterred anyone and the cour
ses have resulted in an unusually high ratio of
new members. At no' time can the club be
accused 01 flying for hire and reward outside the
normally accepted club practices.

The essence of the experience has been that
proper instruction reaps its rewards and it is
essential that hands on experience be given.

So successful were these cou rses that despite
the decision 10 abandon the traditional twice
Yearly open days, at very short notice It was
decided 10 have an open day following the
methods used during the evening mini-courses.

The public were Invite<J to ha~ a trial lesson
and they came in droves. ,Fortunately,the weather
smiled - the sun was shining and the wind blew
strajght down the runway all day., Every flight
was proceded by a briefing in the control tower
and then they were bussed to the launch point in
small batches. As theywaited\heirturn they were
given a demonstration 01 the COlltrols and other
points that would be relevant to their flight.

When they flew they were given hand on
experience. By the end of the day we had given
198 ,preliminary lessons, recruited a consider
able number fOf mini-courses and quite a few full
flying members. The day had been a great
success.

The disadvantages of this system lie mainly
with the instructors. They get a bashingl On the
other ,hand they are not on the treadmill of tlyfng
to get as many up in the air as possible. Evening
flying now consists of a few enthusiasts having
conSecutive launches and the instructors find it
more interesting because they are actually per
forming their normal function.

Cotswold would recommend any club to con
vert to, mini-courses. Pre-planning is necessary
to fit In briefings on the scale sometimes required
(and for an open day' it is a good idea to reserve
an aircraft for ground instruction on the use of
controls etc). It is a very rewarding way to carry
out your air experience flying - why not give
it a try? a

"SOARING"
The official monthly
journal 01 the Soaring
Society 01 America.
The only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

For subscription send
$25 US by international

money order or inter
national cashier's cheque

payable to the Soaring
Society of America,
Inc., Box E, Hobbs,

New MeXico, 88241-1308,
U,SA
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CHAIS INICHOLAS

with a 3500ft ceiling at a narrower part of the
river. The 3500ft level of LTMA will extend over
Southend.
SouthendSRZ. The Southend SRl will become
oblong instead of circular. It will extend from the
surface to 3500ft (presently 6OOOft),.Bbove which
will lbe LTMA providing no access 10 gliders.
Within the SRl, gliders still have access in VMC
(except within Ihe ATl, which can only be entered
with permission .as is Ihecase with all ATls
now).

At the time of writing it is understood that the
cross-channel SAAwill be extended to meet the
new Southend SRZ boundary. This area can also
be entered by gliders in VMC. Details will no
doubt have beeo clarified, and advised by
NOliAM, before publication of this article.

OTHER AIRSPACE NEWS
Gliders crossing airways. The present dispen
sation for gliders to cross airways In VMC is to be
restricted almost entirely to those airways which
are ten miles wide. Timing for the new regulations
is likely to be late in 1987.
Upper Heyford. " has been confirmed that the
MandatOry Radio Area is to be permanent; and
glider pilots wishing to use the area must
establish two-way radio contact on 128.55 MHz.
It is now legally required to have an RIT
operators' licence in order to use this frequency
the dispensation during the 1986 trial period has
been discontinued.
Aerodrome Traffic' Zones (ATZs). New defini
tions, sizes.and ill some cases times of activity of
ATl6s have been published. For full details., the
UK AlP (Aeronauticallnformatioo Publication, or
Air Pilot) and NOTAMs should beoonsulted. To
summarise, however, ATls are now circular, cen
tred on the aerodrome's longesl runway, and
have a radius of 2nmlmost aerodromesl or
2V2nm (aerodromes with long runways). Times
and days of activity vary considerably - although
most are seven-day operations, some are less,
and some hours of activity cease at, for example,
1700hrs UTC (GMT appears to have been
abolished now). a
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A map showing the latest aln;pac4t restrictions.

A new piece of LTMA, similar to an airway
"stub" for Amber 2 and Blue 4, has been
designed, alongside the Blue 3 stubs and over
Henlow, from 3500 to. 5500fl. nu~ north-western
boundary of ttle 3500ft portion of this (line GH) is
aligned to give room belWeen the: stub and the
Cardington danger area.
North-East lTMA. The LIMA will be extended to
the north-east. To the north and west of Stansted,
the LTMA will have successive steps from 2500
to 3500fl, 4500 and 55OOft. Duxford will have a
4500ft ceiling, but is very close to the 5500ft
step.

The eastern part of this extension, will be al
45OOft, dropping to 3500ft and then 2500ft
nearer Stansted. It will' adjoin a new fillet of Airway
Red One North which will have a base of
55OOf!.
Stansted, CTA/SRA and CTRISRZ. The new
Stallsted airspace has 8 central zone from
ground 'level to the base or the LTMA at 3500ft. <It
is partly surrounded by a collar of CTNSRA with
varying base levels - 2500, 2000 Bnd 1500ft. The
rules of this airspace would not normally permit
access by gliders.

.It has, however, been' agreed to give a glider
corridor (area JKlM) up 10 3500ft, between Luton
and Stansted: for the ,benefit of gliders from the
Essex and Kent clubs, whose pilots must be
specially briefed. To summarise, the corridor is
3nm wide, centred on the meridian. To use it, best
endeavours must be made to Inform Stansted by
telephone on those days when significant use is
anticipated. Each glider must also establish
satisfactory two-way radio contact with Stansted,
on 125.55 MHz.

Possible access to more direct routes to and
form North Weald, for example via Hunsdon dis
used airfield, and a north-easterly access route,
may be requested by radio on a tactical base
(though access may be refused jf traffic does
not permit).
Eastern LTMA. The eastern 2500ft boundary of
the LTMA, where it crosses the river Thames, will
be moved westwards, enabling glider crossings

Scope and timescale. New airspace for the
London, Luton and Stansted areas was effective
from May7,1987. This has considerable implica
tions, not only for gliding clubs immediately
beneath the new airspace, but for pilots from
many dubs in the surrounding areas who fly
through the affected airspace.

The changes follow the government decision
in 1985 to allow Stansted to expand, to handle
between seven and eight million passengers a
year, and to enlarge the London Terminal Control
Area (LTMA) as required to accommodate general
growth ofair traffic in the region at the same time.
In the event, the airspace changes are being
implemented in two broad steps. "Stage One"
(the 1987 phase) is to cater for air traffic in the
period from 1987 to roughly 1990.
AIrway changes near Ounstable and Henlow.
Because Lutoo is getting ILS for runway 08, an
extension 01 their SRZ 10 the north and west is
planned. Gliders will continue to be able to use
part of this area, under the terms of a Letter of
Agreement (lOA),t>etween Luton and Dunstable.
These terms should apply aJso to gliders from
other dubs. providing that they are fully briefed
on the agreement and observe its terms. Full
details can only be,seen in the LOA, but briefly
gliders and tugs may operate up,10 3500ft in 'area
ABeD on the diagram, except when the light 00

lie Dunstable hangar roof is flashing. The latter
indicates that Luton is using runway ·08, and
gliders and tugs may not penetrate south of line
EF at such times.

The "stub" Of airway Blue 3 at 3500ft over
Dunstable and 4500ft Jo its north-west, near
Leighton Buzzard, will cootinue to be accessible
to gliders in VMC, even after the changes to air
way crossing rights which have been separately
notified to all clubs and are due for Implementa
tion in late 1987.

Anew piece of Blue 3 from 3500 to 5500ft will
be added, filling, a gap between the existing stub,
theLuton CTRISRZ, and the baseof the Dal/entry
CTA at 55OOft. Gliders will have access to this
inVMC.
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Chris, BGA Airspace
Committee chairman, gives
the latest news on London"
Luton and Stansted
Airspace

AIRSPACE,
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Motorway
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AIR lEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
If you would like 15hrs of free power flying
instruction during next summer and will be
over 17 and under 22 years of age on May
31,1988, you might be luckV enough to win
an Air League Educational Trust flying Scholar
ship. For an application form write to the Sec
retary, The Air league Educational Trust,
4 Hamilton Place, London W1 V OBO. The
closing day for applications Is July 31.

otther than a car derived van, which is
drawing one trailer where the
aggregate Max laden weight of the
motor vehicle and the trailer does not
exceed 7.5 tonnes.

Remember, the above speeds are the legal
Max and, depending upon weather conditions
and/or the towing vehicle/trailer combination, it
may be prudent and safer to tow at a lower
speed.

There are a, number of other changes in the
law affecting trailers and Ireaders are advised
to refer to the appropriate, section of Laws
Bnd Rules for Glider Pilots, 101h edition"
which lis to be published shortly by the BGA.
Artnur Doughty, BGA Safety R.epresentative
on GASCO

C,HANGES AT NORTH WEALD
Pilots Ilyillg into the IEssex GC's site al North
Weald Snould take care as there have been
some recent changes. Their CFI, Peter Motloy,
lists them as follows:-
• A wooden pale fence aboul 11hm high has
been erected 80rn east of the centre line of the
main runway, 02/20. It finishes each side of
the cross runway but that gap is filled by metal
crowd control barriers.
• There is a new mad around the eastern edge
of the airfield which crosses the end allhe EW
runway righl on the originalt,hreshold and has
a melal fence at least 2m high along its com
plete length.
• Tme road where it crosses ttie end of the EW
runway has a mjxture of 'lamp standards 5m
and tOm in heighl which it is 'hoped will be
painted yellow/black or' whitelblack on the
approach side to aid identification.

The runwayS are safe, including the EW one,
because even if we are operatiRg from the
tower end· Ihe metal barriers will have been
removed and th~ wooden fence rolled back
some SOm each side of tM runways. Be
aware of increased power traffic; mainly during
the summer, associated with the Aces High
group. We are able to send readers a map of
the site with shading marking 'the best grass
landing areas.

• or the motorway end.

Other road

50

50
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60

Max speed (mph)
on dual

carriageway, road
not being a
motorway

60

Class of vehiCle

A passenger vehicle, molor caravan,
car derived van or dual purpose
vehicle drawing one trailer.

A goods vehicle is a motOr vehicle,

NATIONAL LADDERS
OPeN LADDER
Leading pilot Club PIs Fits
1. R. Parsons London 2030 2
2. R. Davidson Coventry 1900 2
3. K. Millar London 1880 2

CLUB LADDER
Leading pilot Club PIs Fits
1. M. J. Wood Yorkshire 630 2
2, D. Taytor Yorkshire 577 1
3. P. Johnson London 550 1

SPEED LIMITED - TRAILER TOWING
SOme speed limits prescribed by Schedule 6,
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 have been
altered by virtue of' amendments contained in
the Motor Vehicles (Variation of Speed limits)
Regulations 1986, (SI 1986/1175). The Max
permitted speed wheA drawing one trailer, pro
vided the read is not subject to a lower- speed
limit, is now as foIlOws:-

Volk trophy (longest OIR), Guy Corbett (Essex)
for 508km, North Weald, Leeds A1/A656 in an
ASW-'2Ot. on May 16; Ful'long trophy (longest
triangular flight), Chris Starkey (Surrey & Han1s)
for 671.5km Irom Lasham, NOlWich NF, Hadley
A/F in a Ventus 16.6 00 July H; Rtx Pilcher
trophy (eartiest declared SOOkm 01 the year by
a pilot completing this task for the first time),
John Bell (Lasham) for 577,8km, Doncaster,
L1anfair, Hucknall NF, ,Lasham, iA a Kest,rel 19
on, May 16; Enigma trophy (winner of the
National Open Ladder), Dave NUlln (Lasham);
L. du Garde Peach (winller of the National
Club !Ladder), Mike Cuming (Booker); Firth
Vickers trophy (second on the National Open
Ladder), Peter O'Dooald(Cambridge Univer
sity). and the Slingsby t~ophy ,(second on the
Nationall Club Ladder), ,Ken Barker (Bristol &
Gloucestershire).

BRITISH TEAM MANAGER FOR 1989
WORLDS
Nominations are invited for the post of team
manager effective from October 1987 to the
end of the 1989 World Championships at
Wiener Neustadt, Austria. Responsibilities in
clude squad training in 1988 with participation
in the Europeans and pre-Worlds events in
that year. Terms of reference are available from
the BGA office.
John Taylor, chairman of the BGA
Competitions and Awards Committee

Pilots are encouraged to submit claims for
1987 flights qualifying for BGA annual awards.
Please send details to Martyn Wells, The Len
ticulars, Ascott Lane, Shipston on Stour, Warks.
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BGA CONFERENCE
Brian Spreckley, the new 15 Metre Class World
Champion, was the star tU~11I of the BGA con
fereAce at the Old Swan Hotel, Harrogate from
February 28-March 1.

Still heavily tanned by the Australian sun, he
gave an enthralling account of his achievement
(see his article ill this issue) and was introduced
by Ben Watson, BGA chairman and British
team manager, who set the scene with a
collection of colour slides_

Later at the dinner Brian paid tribute to
Ben's contribution to the British success at
Benalla. "He did a fantastic amount of work
and we 'owe Ihim a great deal' of thanks."

The conference, attended by some 200
glider pilots, family and friends, made a return
visit to Harrogate, at the invitation of the York
shire GC, after- the success of the weekend
last year. Mike Bird, the conference chairman,
introduced a varied programme of speakers,
all of whom seemed to have mastered the
value of good presentation.

Charles Shea Simonds, chairman of the
Royal' Aero Club, parachutist and Tiger Club
pilot, was the guest speaker and Mavis Walker,
wife of Bill Walker, the MP who is the spokes
man on gliding in the H'ouse, presented the
trophies. (See list below).

The AGM gave plenty of time for discussion
with most energy expended on the recent cut
in the Sports Cooncil, grant.

BGA diplomas wenl to Dick Boddy for his
contribution to the Ouse GC since his founder
membership 25 years ago, and in particular in
masterminding the purchase of Rufforth Air
field, and to Ken Brown for his services to the
BM Colllpetitions Committee, when he devel
oped <lnd refined the rules and scoring sys
tem, as well as for his involvement with Bristol
& Gloucester GC as an instructor and senior
club member.

The chairman presented Justin Wills with a
750km diploma for his flight of 827.91 km to
France in his LS-6 on May 29.

The exhibition was larger this year and filled
two rooms with a DG-400 rigged on the front
lawn.

Annual awards: Wakefield trophy (greatest
distance), Justin Wills (Booker) for an 827.91 km
from Tadcaster to Chateau Gaillard, Corbigny,
flear Dijon, france, in an LS-6 on May 29;
Seager cup (longest two-seater flight), Brian
Spreckley and Oliver Pugh (Booker)for a
SOOkm triangle, Welshpool, Belvoir Castle,
Booker, in a Janus on May 16; California in
England trophy (longest distance by a female),
Gill Spreckley (Booker), for a 503.5km triangle,
Sherbourne Castle, Ely Cathedral, Bocker, in
an LS-6 on June 18; Frank Foster trophy
(fastest declared 500km with a maximum of
two TPs), Dave Watt (Booker), WelshpoOf,
Belv04r Castle, Bookef, at 9O.18km/h in an
ASW·20 on May 16; De Havilland trophy
(maximum gain of height),lan Stromberg (York
shire) with 31 050fl 'n a Numbus 2C at Sullon
Bank on September 28; Barry GoldsbQtough
trophy (highest placed IBritish pilotln WQ/'Id
Championships), Brian Spreckley; Manio cup
(fastest 300km), Chris Gartonl (Lasham), Bridg
north, Honeybourne, M1/M45 Nympsfield, with
310km at 99,63kmlh in a Ventus on June 1'1;
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1In', palntlnll of a T-21 based at RAF 8ealand (631 GlidIng SChool).

AVIATION ARTIST
When at 8IFearly age lan Walton started painting aeroplanes, his parents said that if he wanted to
make a career in art he should choose another subject because no one would want to buy that
sort of picture. But it was as well he didn't take their advice.

Since he sold his first glider painting In 1985 he has not stopped work and was so busy he
decided to turn professional last spring. Most of l1is commissions come ,from his ·own club,
Midland GC, and the Long Mynd has been the backgroond tor many of his paintings.

Obviously it is impossible to work from life, so lan, who lives at 47 Oakfleld Road, Buckley,
Clwyd, uses g90d quality photographs and always works In oils on canvas,

GLIDING
CEITlf,ICATES
DIAMOND DISTANCE

No. Name Club 1986
1/340 Wells, P.M. Booker (in S Africa) 17.9

DIAMOND GOAL

No. Name Club 1988
2/1514 Wells, P. M. Booker (in S Africa) 17.9

DIAMOND HEIGHT

No. Name Club 1986
3/787 Barret1, R. V. Bristol & Glas 23.7

(in France)
3/788 Shearer, P. J. Deeside 17.10

GOLD BADGE

No. Name Club 1986
1192 Foster, S. A. Cambridge Univ 2.10
1193 Harber, J. E. Chilterns 24.7
1194 Conslable, O. H. Chiltern. 24.7
1195 Fellows, L Chilterns 1.8

GOLO HEIGKr

Name Club 1986
Shearer, P. J. Deeside 17.10
Foster, S. A. Cambridge Univ 2.10
Round, M. Avon 9.10
Haunlon, J. E. F. Newa'" & Not'" 23.10
Peat1ield, N. A. Shropshire 20.12
England, G. S. Avon 9.10

GOLD DISTANCE

Name Club 1986
Harber, J. E. Ch~terhS (in France) 24.7
Lacey, T. A. Chiltern. (in France) 24.1
Constable, O. H. Ch~lern. (in France) 24.7
Neitd, J. R. Chilterns (in Franee) 1.8
Fellows, L, Ch"ern. (in France) 1.8
Wells, P.M. Booker (in S Africa) 17.9

SILVER BADGE

No. Name Club 1987
7425 GregO!'Y, P. Booker 11.10.86
7426 Warren, R. F, East .Sussex 15.2
7427 Wheeler, A. P. Derby & Lanes 31.8.86
7428 Hampton, M. E. East Sussex 21.2
7429 Buck, M, A. Bristol & Glos 28.12.86
7430 Fllme<, S. W. Soulhdown 18.2

Telephone 0533 531051or ask us to send you our complete sales list

Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

BGA MAIL ORDER

Superb gliding sweat shirts
now available from the BGA
Shop. Order now at only
£9,95 each inclusive of
post and packing.
Available in yellow or
royal blue, sizes S, M, L, XL.
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Rei Glider BGA f Date PiloVOew

No. Type No. Time Place &JmmatY

0 Age InjutY Pl/H'"

17 Blanik 1824 S 8.11.88 lhruxton 34 M 95 On an ...rotow in strong winds the rope broke et
13.10 P2 50 M 42 1201l and within I 10 yardaol Ill. end 01 the Nn'

way. Earth mounda and the shor1 distance left
made a lending -.I doubltullO P1 decided to
tum righl. away from aDghl_conlre. s-<l
W88 k:let in the un. even when the noM was
lowered and lie gflder hlt lIle ground in Ill. eeny
pert 01 a spin.

18 Bocian lE 1437 M 18.10.88 Husbands 88 N 1155 Just bef<n lllaChing lhelop 0I1he launch a cable
13.35 Bosworth P2 23 N - breakoccurred. P2 ,e10ll80<l twice. after prompt·

ing. but very quicl<ly. A loud clout waa heatd
behind PI after release aa lIle poIyP"",eI..,.
lrace whiplashed' and punctured the IUseiage.
lWo dav- later IkTlUar damage was round on
tailplane. Wire Irace$ now used Wld there have
been no more prob6em•.

19 Falke M/G S 15.11.86 Shrivenhem 51 N 1100+ On a cebI. break Iraining ••",clse Pl CUI the
!a.8fHN 11.50 P2 20 N - mOlOt g~_a power al25Oft. P2 wooloid 10 tum

into a noart>y teld. A high rete 01 deocent
I developed wlth IUI brakes 'n a poor !urn end

power was noI used in time to stop. heeYy &anc:J.
Ing whicll damaged the engine end bounced the
e/C high into Itle air. PI stalled il in as he tried to
relum to aI_

20 Pirat 2006 S 13.12.86 North Hill 63 N 49 AlIer alal1ing lIlecircu~.agood height in afresh
13.38 wind the pilot used brakes in the cifOJit but did

nol rMCIto a developing under.hoot Unable to
crOOl a rr:JW 01 seplngs. h. stalled the gIlderon to
lIle tree lOpe ceusing substantial damage but no
Injury. The pIIoI could have ""'de a oalelanding
by cIooin\l !>rakea or 1and""'lI boIor. the It....

21 K·7 1112 W/O 3.12.88 Aston Down 0 - - Pltl<ed. whie club """"ber.I resolved • _car
14.15 P2 0 - pt_.lIle gJIder woolelt. noee Into wind. wiIh

two lerge lyfn on a wing. one pushed under Ih.
skid end one on \he tal. The 2Okt+ wind pivoted
and slid II.glider unlllhe grounded wing caught
Wlder a car. The glider'o raised wing !hen caught
1he wind and lIle gilder Iumed on Wo beck.

22 ASW-19 2727 M 6.10.88 Feshiebridge 56 N 518 A1l1le Itart oIl1le aerotow take-oll Nn the glider
11.00 _ed to th. right towerds perl<ed gilder. Tha

pIlol took .voiding action before releasing ihe
rope.lIrst puling the rudderand adjustment knob
in error. The glid.,. then groun<b>ped end ended
up wilh the Mkter hiIling the bOUndary lance.
Poor low speed aileroo control weo the prot>-
ebB cause

23 &Jper Falke G·KDFF S 28.12.88 AIloyne 37 N 780+ Mer I power off approach P2 was In an appar-
M/G 13.20 5133pwr enly normoJ nare wh.... in spile 01 Pt appllOng full

P2 26 N 32+ power. \he aircraft san!< heavily on to the ground,
BOpwr right wing Iirsl The aircraft Ifted off almost

immedlaloly end completed another circuit. The
impact hed lom 011 the OUIrigger and a110
cracked 1he outer WWlg '1oWef' spar. ProbBbly
stalled during nare oul.

24 T·21 M 5.7.88 Bumford 48 N SOO Art experienced pilot was undergoing a convet-
18.30 Common P2 51 N 280 slon night 10 the left hand ...... on Ihe T·21. On

landing he had difficulty holding off and landed
heavny on the nose skid, which broko. The
demage may h... been caused by the aircrall
touching down in a fairly deep mud hole?

25 &Jper Falke p·BHAG M 17.1.87 Husbands 59 N 2800+ Following a light for a restricted Instructors' rat·
MiG BosWOllh 1900pw Ing on motor glide", P2 dill a normeI lending.

13.30 P2 51 N S45 After aboul3O yards lie aircraft ran into a deeper
+4OOpwr petch 01 snow than any experienced previously

and tIl. tal ifted aulticienly to olIow the ptop to
touch the snow. On opening up to taxi back to the
hangar !he engine ran rough. SO I: was
awnched 011.

26 K·8 M 2.1.87 Dalachy 56 N 350 The Nnway eperating directton had to be
11.10 changed and the inatructor decided '" IIy \he

K·8 to lie other end 01 the Nnway. He 1001< off
with the a1rbrakes out and failed 10 realise lIlis
prior to landing well ahor1 01 the air1leld and M·
Ung • fence. He hed nol enticipeted nying that
dey and had noI really engaged brain before
night

27 ASW'19 2414 M 1.1.87 Nr long Mynd 21 N 32 A visiting piIoc on his first launch from the Long
15.45 Mynd h.oded out trom the ridge seerthing for

weve fift. but failed 10 contect. On turning round
he could not .... lh. silo and waa for all purposes

I ' - lost. A field landing was necessary. he wrongly
assesaed the wind direction. picked • field and

I' started I circuit. In turbulent condition. an
IIIlProech was made finll undershooling end then
overshoo1ing. 'F"Lnany • croaawind tanding was
made Ck>8e ~o the far boundary wHh the aircraft
groundlooping into the barbed wire fence the
fusetage finishing astride the bart>ed wire. No
brieflng had been sought.

BGA & GENERAL NEWS

FATAL ACCIDENT
On Sunday April 19 the pilot of a Skylark 4,
Stuart Youngson, was killed when the glider
spun in at Dallachy Airfield, the Highland GC's
site. The glider was being winch launched
when at a height of 200-400ft there was an
apparent structural failure of the fin. The acci
dent is being investigated by the BGA with the
help of the Accident Investigation Branch (Dept
of Transport).

OBITUARY

John, .. many wt. remember him, on duty at the
Nationals.

John Hands
John Hands died in January. His sudden and
unexpected death was a great shock to us all.
He will be remembered by many as the chief
marshall at most Nationals Championships
held Clt Dunstable, bringing a sense of humour
and professionalism to the job that will be hard
to replace.

John joined the London GC In the late
194Os, serving the club without a break right
up to his death. He served as CFI for a short
period and was a BGA regiOnal examiner for
the SOuthern Region, when his work took him
many miles to the south. He joined the SOuth
down GC, from which he took a great deal of
enjoyment but his first loyalty was always the
London GC, visiting us at least once a fort
night despite the long journey. He was always
cheerful and was wen liked and respected by
all, particularly his students.

To say that John will be missed is an under
statement; he was part of the very foundation
of the post-war London GC. His family have
donated a trophy to the club in his memory to
be awarded each year for the most promising
new instructor. He leaves a wife, Hazel, and
three grown-up children, to whom we extend
oUr deepest sympathy.
D. W. SEAR, CFI, London GC
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BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY -

S=-serious; W/O=write off; M"'mlnor; N=nil.

Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel
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TOM ZEALLEY

CIVV REPORT

Some extracts from a report by Tom Zealley, BGA delegate,
who attended the Commission International de Vol a Voile
(CIW) meeting in Frankfurt from March 26-27. Ben Watson
attended as British team manager.

Rllles. It was agreed there should be ~ lower
number of entries to World and European Cham
pionships to reduce the gaggling problem
experienced at Bena/la. There W8Sa suggestion
~ two entries per country with further entries
from countries achieving high places in previous
Championships (to bEi discussed again next
March) and. a limit of 30 per Class w.as agreed.
Motar gliders. France's offer to host the Euro
pean Motor Gliding Championships in 1988 at
Issoudun was accepted.
World Championship9. Heinrich GeusaUl (Aus
tria) reported on plans for Wiener Neustadt in
1989.lhe provisional dates were May 8-28 and
the pre-Wortda would be at.a similar time of the
year and also be the AusUian Nationals with 30
places for foreigners. It was hoped 10 include
eat's cradles amongst the Wood Championships
tasks.

Bernald Smith (USA) spoke of plans for the
Worlds at Minden in 1991 and there was a pro
posal from India to be the hosts in 1993, but this
was resisted bn the grounds of inexperience and
the premature timing' of the bid. New Zealand,
France and Sweden all mentioned the possibility
of bidding and India asked to be considered in
1995. No deciSions were taken.
European and Regional Championships.
Finland Bre to host the Europeans in 1988 and
Poland in 1990 with a Southern Cross Competi
tion later this year in Argentina.
Other Championships. Bemald Smith des
cribed the Hitachi Masters Championship to be
held for the second time in the USA (at Phoenix
Arizona this year). The entry is by invitation only
(George Lee and Brian Spreckley have been
invited) with $10000 of prize money apart from
other sponsorship money. The contest is not
olficiallyrecognised by FAI or CIW.
Glider Classes. A paper proposing the replace-

ment of the 15m Class by a 17.5m Class had
been circulated by Spain. Nvaro de Orleans
Bourbon (now of Monaco)s.poke In support men
tioning that lhe majority o'people buying 15m
gliders also bought tips to bring them to about
111m. Regardless of Chan1pionship Classes they
were voting with their purseS. After much discus
Sion it was agreed that a special sub-committee
should determine wtlat the objectives of the
Class system should be aJild how they sliould be'
achieved.
Safety. Detailed accident statistics showed stall·
ing to I)e th. majorcause of fatalities and Stlgges
tions for improving existing gliders inCluded
Shock-absorbing cushions and five point har
nesses. As to new glidet design, OSTIV were
reCQmmending thatlhe cockpit should be a
strong box with the wings and tail section
designed to fracture 00 nose-down crashes.
Other ,points discus&ed included stall warning

devices, canopy releases and maximum design
stalling speeds.

The good work 01 Bill Scull's OSTIV Safety and
Training, Panel was noted with approval.
Airspace. The Questionnaire, on airspace pro
tilems lor gliding circulated by Tom was com
pletedl by' 19 CQUntries and, as expected, the
situation varied considerably from country to
country. Multi-chanlilel radio was becoming Quite
connmonin gliders and! was likely to play an
important part in preserving treedoms for gilding.
Other items. Bernald Smith said thal there was
pressure in the lJSA for more advanced badges
as the levels of attainment had not kepi up with
the advance in sailplane performance. His pro
pOsal tlial a CI,W working group should look into
the whole question was agreed.

Dick JohnsonIUSA~was awarded the I..ilienthal
medal.

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £10.80 postage iri'lcluded for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, IKimber
ley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to lake copies allhe
magazine and gold-blocked with the tille on the spine are only

available from the B.G.A.

Price £4.25 including post and packing, -

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 4851.
St. Lavrenl, p.a. Canada, H4L 4Z5.

SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Trans
vaal.

HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Cee1en) P Stockmanslaan 53, 5652 RB Eindhoven

USA and all other Countries
Payable in enher Ster~ng £9.5001" US $15 but Intemallonal Money
Orders prelerJed, dlrect to the BriUsh Glidlngl AssociaUon.

<f PIGGOTTSJ
Windcones made in Ministry of Defence
HypelonO», also in nykmand cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
Nalional, Advertising Flags and
Bannefs.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Aagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
TImber - suitable Ior Windcones.
Towi-og Cable Drogues,
P1GGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanlord Rivers, Nr. 'Ongsr, Essex CMS 9PJ

\.. Tel 0277' 383262
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MAKE A
PARACHUTE
JUMPI@)
~~::~oroU9h ~
Parac'hute Centre

Sibsol1J Airflield, Wansfotd,
Peterborough. lel. Elton (08324) 490

Glider parachutes re-packed

I

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON. DEVON

Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS
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PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND

FIBRE ROPES/CABLES

Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:

Launching Cables

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
90 Church Street, Blrkenhead

Merseyside l4t 5EQ
Tel 051-647 5751 Telex 627826

Contact Antony Sedgwick

SAILPLANE
& ENG.

SERVICES LTD.

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER ~

9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON

Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders

of all ages a speciality
<

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids

for most of the
popular gliders supplied

from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS

Repairs and overhauls
carried out

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
Tanfield'
Shobdon

Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

TALK TO THE GROUND AND
KNOW WHERE YOU ARE!

THE NEW HAND-HELD
HT 830 720 CHANNEL

NAV/COM/VOR

Contact:

,

PYE Westminster Vehicle Radio inc. Mic.
From £1t3.85 inc. VAT

Intercom Systems, Accessories etc.
Write or phone for details.

SPECU"l~ST

SYSTErTIg
32 FERNHlllLANE, CAMBERlEY,

SURREY GU17 9AH
0276 33706/65876

Telex: 966676 PMFAB G

CAA ApprovedRadios

720 Channel Hand Held Transceivers
TR720 Proven Reliability 3 Memory. Trans
ceiver. NEW PRICE £4t2.85 inc. VAT
1C-A2 10 Memory Scanning 5 Watt PEP
Transceiver. £"54.25 inc. VAT

720 Channel 'anel Mounting Radio
Gl72A Glider Radio. :H inch Inst. Hole
Mounting. £552.00 inc. VAT
Class 1 Release also available.

Transmits and ,receives on 720 charmers
and receives all VOR frequencies, '9iving
an LeD readout of your present VOR
radial. Ask about accessories (24Ov
transformer at £20 needed if you haven't

a 115v shaver plug option at home)

£425+VAT (delivery extra)

CAMPBELL
DISTRIBUTION
LIMITED
Bilton Centre, Coronation Road.
Cressex Industrial Est.te.
High Wycomba, Bucks _ ...
Tel: 0494 459535
Telex 946240 re' 19008300

BOB SZULC
46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
Tel: (0922) 30810

plus
FLETTNER - THE BEST
ROTARY VENTILATOR

FOR YOUR TRAILER

for

PESCHGES - THE BEST
ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER AND NAV

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TED LYS
54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (C277j352418

EVENINGS

BENALLA CHOICE OF

• WORLD CHAMPIONS
BRIAN SPRECKLEY
INGO RENNER

.9 OUT OF TOP 10 IN OPEN

.7 OUT OF TOP 10 IN 15M

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
NEW AFFORDABLE

VP4

I·

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO

TR7603 Air Set TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four'gliding channels
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9.

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range.

* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CM and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. ConImunication., P.O. Box 4

SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, 1W16 7TA

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.
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TOO MUCH BUREAUCRACY?

Dear Editor,
I carl't \Jnderstand the luss the CM make

fJ>/er the complicated motor glider licence. Or .
is it the BGA's recommendation to the CM?

Anyway, I have quite a lot of power and glid
ing experience and consider that a pilot with at
least 200hrs and a Gold C should beperfeclly
capable 01 holding, e throttle open to take-off.
The engine and controls are flormally the most
basic therefore no swea!. Airlaw and meteorol
ogy should createno additional problems ·as
they are not affected in any way.

The bureaucrats. fail to realise the engifle is
for self-launching and saving the necessity of
field landing~ not for cross-country joy rides' 
unless you are already deaf!

I would suggest the whole concept stems
from some years ago when the ultralight was a
near rival to the basic wooden glider with an
atrocious glide angle compared with today's
performance. SO fixing a small power unit to
one of these gave a comparable performance!

Why can't the BGA lay down some guide
lines, such as 200nrs solo, a Gold C and say
three hours instruction on a twin-seater self
launcl:ler and Mlen issue their own endorse
ments, hence cutting out all the bureaucratic
nonsense? There is flO doubt designers will
tend to use these lightweight, high output
power units and as more are bought the price
will come down ang the numbers steadily
increase.

One final thought - safety conscious Aus
tralia endorses a pilot for self-launchers on his
ability to fly it, not with masses of paperwork!
JOHN l. ROLLS, Marbella, Spain

Bill Scun, BOA director of operations,
replies: I'm sympathetio to John's views and
also feel that the requirements to fly motor
gliders might be simpler. There are two pro
blems. One is the wide range of types - from
the self-sustainer to the sort which is better as
en aeroplane than as a glider - for which a
licence is required and the other that a licence
Is necessary at all. If there is provision for a
glider pilot's licence then the motor glider
might simply be added 10 that. The further
complication is that there is no international
agreement as to whether the motor glider is a
glider or aeroplane (and, therefore, to which
licence it can be added). Within the present
prfJ>/isions of the UK's .aviation legislation the
CM cannot give an exemption from the re
quirements for pilots of "aeroplanes" to have a
licence nor can they wholly delegate their
authority to allow a "BGA endorsement".

WATER QUESTION

Dear Editor,
Who do we have to specify at the start of a

competition If we wish to carry water or not,
when most people have enough difficulty
deciding on the amount for anyone day?
J. ARMSTRONG, RAF Laarbruch

John Taylor, cfiairman of the BGA Com
petitions and' Awards Committee, replies:
Glider types with the ability to carry water
ballast are handicapped assuming that ballast
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is earned when, appropriate. If a particular
glider of this type ,is not eapable of carrying
ballast, the rules allow for a 2% reduction in
handicap. Directors.of Regiooal Competitions
will normally allow pilots 10 declare their gliders
"incapable of carrying ballast" before the con
test begins, thus reducing the handicap tQ the
lower figure. In this case, water must not be
carried on any of the cOfltesl flights. Pilots who
wish to ",se water will have the higher handi
cap applied throughoul the competition."

HIGH TOW OR LOW TOW

At the Lasham AGM in March there was a dis
cussion amongsl tow pi lets about whict1 is
best, the high tow or low tow. Some said that
the low tow was more difficult.

The photograph above is Qf a pre-war octivity
of mine which shows clearly that the propeller
slipstream expands outwan:ts as it slows down.
Naturally it also expands upwards and dowm
wards and, as is well known. when air starts
mo.ving the energy of the mass tends to keep
it moving,

It is my theory that the rolling of the slip
stream goes on for quite a distance, amd there
fore in the high tow pOsition the airflow is
lifting the glider, maybe oh so slightly IxJt in
toto it makes the tow easier for the tug. Vice
versa for the low tow.

However, a young friend of mine whom I
taught to fly was killed at las/;lam by the glider
rising too quickly (against the setting sun) and
put him into a dive from which he was wnable
to recover.

So my recommendation and practice Is to
keep the tug in sight from Ihe low tow position
until 500ft, and then transfer to the high tow.
When I was aerotowin9' myself t briefed my
pupils accordingly. What do others think?
HUMPHRY R. DIMOCK
Gosporl, Hants.

Bill SCull replies: t can't answer Humphry's
point about the aerodynamic benefits of high
or low tow. If low low is to protect tug pilots
from "upsets" then the glider must be in this
position tor the critical phase - the first few
hundred feet and from take-off. I understand
that even wl1ere low tow is standard practice
the take-off, and up to 200ft is in high tow.

MORE ABOUT CABLE PROBLEMS

Dear Editor,
I read with interest and some dismay in the

last issue, p77, J. C. Riddell's comments on
my article on solving cable problems (Feb
ruary, p25).

I say dismay because Mr Riddell seems to
have missed the point of the article - our
efforts !o eliminate cable break emergencies
from flying operations at Shalbourne. Whilst
we have I10t eradicated breaks completely we
have cut them down by about 90%. WI:1ereas
we could eXpeCt six or eight breaks per day 
indeed I have been present on t!'le field when
eight conseG\Jlive cable breaks occurred -now
we have one or two. per month.

The four roller box design we use swivels
with the sideways movement of the wire due
to crosswind launches eto, so Ihat the actual
pressure on the front rollers is never very
large. However I concede that they still wear 
but at a much slower rate than if the steel
were in its mormal condition. One of the reasons
for the ATCs significant spending on nitrided
rollers was thal they could not use mild steel
for them due to the nitriding process. It was
probably EN40B which Is much more expen
sive. In fact a 16in diameter billet to make a
2in wide pulley costs £108-10+VAT with a five
to six. week delivery.

The grooving of t:lardened pulleys is of course
caused by cable friction but remember the
environment also plays a part - muddy air
fields alrow the' cable to pick up plenty of dirt
particles, which can act as a grinding paste
accelerating wear and tear.

Incidently to recover cable at SOkt assuming
no headwind component a 1i4in diameter pulley
rotates at 138Oi'pm or 23 revs/sec. For SOOrpm
a 5Ok1 launch requires a pulley of about 40in
diameter. Our equipment has been in use for
five years: and wllile it still performs well it is
now ready for refurbishing.

The company I work for mow holds complete
roller boxes. to .lhe specification in the article
for deliyery ex-slock and amy club interested
can contact me l!Jsing the 'phone numbers
from the article.
C. A. ALDRIDGE, Newbury; Berks.

TUG PILOTS - LOOK BEHIND YOU

Dear Editor,
Having recently been involved in an aerotow

upset, whirst flying a Pawnee in .Australia, I feel
that the results of subsequent discussioos with
other tug, pilots who have been "upset" are
significant. The first poln! to note is that these
tug pilots are still around, so did they do
somethin91 that other less fortunate tug pilQts
did not? I think so.

The followin9' is the first paragraph of the
accident report in which I was involved, (the
glider was damaged).

The 'OPe was hooked on to the glider and
the signal' to start the launch was given in the
normal way; I started .the take-off and became
airbome, everything seemed normal. Between
50 and 100ft f felt my tail being pulled up, and
starled to compensate by moving the stick
back, looking over my lefl shoulder as I did so.
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Britain's
fastestselling
sunglasses

Choiceof2types- '. ~T'CH~~::---~
11 h . I I :,~. I 0; ~:AMERSHAMMILL, HIGH WYCOMBEa at t e amazing y OW ' BUCKS HP13 600

price of £7.95 " ... p.le.ase send. me .tihef0'11owing pair(s) I
last year a staggering 4 out of 10 'I at £7. 9:5 plus 95p P, P & Insur. NO

sunglass wearers chose Reactolite per pair. (" please delete) REQUIRED

Rapides. IE92 in Gilt/Nickel/Black" frame 0 I
This year, as an extra bonus, we are I E85 in 'Tortoise Shell' frame 0

offering the readers of this magazine the
opportunity to buy direct - a massive II enclose cheque/P.D.for f. I
saving of £5 on the normal retail price of made payable to Cheiron Press Ltd.
£12.95.

Both models have beautifully designed N
frames ~md 'ge~uine,optically ground, IAdamdreess I
Reactollte Raprde lenses - the fastest
reacting photochromic glass in the world!:===========~

E92 Pilot Shape The 'cut-away' I I
sporting look. Superbly designed and
built incorporating, soh, flexible nose
p~ds lor total comfC!rt an~ optical quality IPost Code I
hinges. frames available In 3 colours.

E8G UnIsex Top of the fashion range NO QUIBBLE MONEY
with a beautifully sculptured 'tortoise !JACK GUARANTEE:J"!
shelf type plastic frame in brown and Allow up to 14 days for delivery.crystal. _

SOUTHOOWN AERO SERVICES LTO

SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER'S REPAIR AGENTS
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS

FACTORY TRAINED STAFF AVAILABLE

REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES

SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359
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The glider was well above my level and climb
Ing steeply, f was having to apply continuing
rearward pressure on the stick and released
the glider immediately.

The signifteant action :here was looking over
my left shoulder. Had I not been able to see
what was happening behind me I would not
have released at ihat point, and at that stage
of the upset another one second ean be too
late.

But what about mirrors? The tugs in ques
tion were all filted with mirrors. My feelings are
that they tell you when everything" is okay, but
are not very good for judging how wroog
things Bre going. It seems that the decision to
release \he glider soon enough only comes
from direct rearward vision" {turning your head).

In discussions with two other tug pilots,
Maurie Bradney and Warrick Mclntosh, who
have boIh been involved in low level aerotow
upsets, 11 became apparent that in every 'case
the decision 10 release came from looking
rearward as soon as they suspected SOrlle
thing was wrong, not trying 10 interpret what
they saw in mirrors or wailing until they had
lost control before releasing.

These are the feelings of three tug pilots
who have each done in exCess of 1'OO<X> tows
and have each surviVed' one critical I:leight
aerotow upset. Further discussions were with
two other tug pilots who had been tipped to
near vertical dives which in both cases brOke
the weak link, fortuAatelyal heights great
enough 'or them to recover. Neither 01 them
had looked behind them and therefore didn't
attempt to release until only small amounts of
control remained. In one ease, the tl.l9 pilot
had put his hand on the release when he
could feel that things were not as they should
be behind him, but he went from the "it's still
just in «:ootrol" situation to a vertical nose
down positioo so quickly that he didn't even
gel tlme to pull the release, and he had his
hand on it! 11 happens very very quickly.

In the case of the low level aerolow upset,
below 500ft being the most critical, releasing
the glider once you are il:l a near verticaf dive
Is of Intle use. You're probably going to hit the
ground anyway. So we need to" monitor what
Is happening behind more carefully and be
aware enough to release the glider before we
have 1081 control.

So my advice is if ttle stick needs to come

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

back to maintain attitUde, look behind you. Ilf
the glider is high and climbing release it.
Unfortunately if your tug has poor or nil rear
ward vision you're flying with increased risks.

I hope this gives tug pilots food for thought.
PAUL H. LITTLE, Stonehouse, Glos.

EASIER FOR THE PUPIL
Dear Editor,

Paul Whitehead (see the, last issue, p77) is
right; "assisting" is a dreadful Instructional
habit.

Bill Scull is right; it is a common practice.
ButlBill adds insult to injury for our pupils
when he accepts it.

In this imperfect world a clear handover of
control is easier for the instructor, safer for all,
and clearer for the most Important person of
all, ,the pupil.
ANDV MILLER, Doncaster

Bill SCull replies: I reiterate the points made
in answer to Paul Whitehead's lelter. Perhaps I
did not deprecate strongly enough the practice
of interfering with the controls. Hopefully these
lelters will reinforce the point.

ARMCHAIR PILOT'S CHALLENGE

Dear Editor,
Some of the best contests are those where

competitors have different aims - like when
the race 'between a .s.yndicate partner and me
was to see whether ihe could achieve iIlis Gold
heighl before I got Gold distance (to complete
our Gold Badges). I can't remember for sure
but I think Ihe won.

As for the Armchair Pilot's suggestion in the
February iss~, p39, of a competition to see
whose Gold Badge No. exceeds 'by the greatest
flilargin his Silver No., I propose a variation.
Who was it who first had the same No. allolted
to his Gold as was engraved on the back of
his Silver? My No. was 207 in both cases.
·(Incidentally, it does not have to be a Cam
bridge Silver even though mine was.)

Subsequent to the type-selting of the above.
l!:lave read Piggy's ,Ielter in the last issue, p78,
and now realise - almost twenty years after
the event - that, after all, It was I who won the
"contest" mentioned in my first paragraph,
albeit by a procedure which immediately
ceased to be followed and in consequence of
which I sign myself ...
THUNDERSTRUCK

SPeEOW~ ""'"'"
""~~.. AAIIILPLANES

YOUR LETTERS

Dear Editor,
I must respond to the Armchair Pilot's chal

'Ienge but with tongue very much in cheek
'knowing that I am bending the rules.

Being a very average sort of glider pilot, my
Silver Badge No., is, alas, higher than my very
new Gold Badge, and this probably dis
Qualifies me from the competition. However, for
the record, while my Gold Badge No. is 1195
my Silver Badge gained nine years ago is No.
18 183, giving a, difference of 16 988! Can
anyone beat thal?

As you may already have guessed, my Silver
C is on the German Aero Club register. Good
ness k,nows what No. they have reached by
now.
LES FELLOWS, Aylesbury, Bucks.

MANYPROFESmONALSABOUT

Dear Editor,
With respect to Tony Moss's lelter in the

February issue, p41, I would be quite happy to
write an article on gel coats and FRP generally,
but my knowledge is based on amateur experi
ence and there are a large number of pro
fessionals about. Both the reinforced plastic
industry and the paint industry employ scores
of PhDs and spend millions on research and
development.

There are professors of the subjects and
magazines that Mr Moss can read and end up
infinitely belter informed than , am, if he wishes.
If he fills in a request card for his public library
to supply him with a few text books on the .
subject he would make a good start.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow Common, Bucks.

Make sure of getting
S&G by taking out a
subscription.
See details on p 145.

NOW IN OUR 26th YEAR

lLOYD'S
APPROVED

WE REPAIR: GLASS - STEEL - ALLOY - WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-OOVERS

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS

RAPID
SERVICE

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN; MARPLiE, CHESHIR,E SK6 7JW Te1.061-4272488
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Cop,y and photographs for the August
September issue of S&G shoUld be sent
to the Editor, 281 Queell Edlth's Way,
Cambridge CB14NH, tel 0223 247725,
to arrive not tater than June 9 and for
the October-November ,Is~ue to arrive
not ;Iater than August 11.

GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
Apri/8

AQUlLA (Hinlon Airfield)

An overhaul of the winch means that our wire and
aerotow facilities are fully operational.

The recent AGM resulted in a new, eager com
mittee and announcements about the change to
our fleet were very enthusiastically received.

J.R.

AVRO (Woodford Airfield)

Ourclub fleet stands at a T-21 a, two K-7s, Pilatus
B-4, Vega and an IS·28M2A (motor glider) with a
privately owned Grob 109a available to mem
bers.

Congratulations to Nigel Jennings and Gooft
Law on their Bronze Cs, to Simon Heyes on his
first and Fred Molloy on his second Bronze leg
and to Shaun Connor, Dennis Hall and Gooff
Rayner on going solo on the motor glider.

S.C.

BANNERDOWN (RAF Huffavinglon)

Owing largely to the sound state of the club's
finances and equipment, Grp Capt Culpitt, our
new chairman and station commander, con
ducted the AGM in record time. One of the three
bus winches has a rebuilt engine and a new
home-built trailer awaits the arrival of the Dis
cus.

We have a fuller flying programme than ever.
Though poor weather spoilt the first of our ab
inilio courses we congratulate Chris Meyers on
becoming our first American solo pilot. Over Eas
ter we host the first of the new Inter-Club
League meetings.

D.C.F.

BASSETLAW (Gamslon Airfield)

After five long years of negotiations the club
finallybecarne airborne on March 21. We have
leased one of Gamston Airfield's three runways
16/34 ~ from the operators, Budge Aviation. John
Rice with some helpers has designed and built a
two'drum winch with a Rover V8 engine, which is
successfully 'launching our T-21.

John Swannack is the CFI and, with his wife
Adele. John Rice, John Launders and Tim
Bowles (chairman), has been responsible for get
ting the club into the air. We already have 40
enthusiastiC members and the interest in the area
has been most encouraging. We are now going
all out to raise the money for a single·seater (any
one wishing to sell a K-8 or Swallow?).

We plan to operate at weekends and the
occasional weekdays and evenings. Visitors are
assured of a warm welcome, though we can't
offer mod cons yet!
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Members of the newly fonned BaSletlaw GC. John
Swannack, chafnnan, and Alan Marshall, CFl, are In
the T-21 with John Launders, a founder member, in
the foreground and John's son, James, behind.

Landings on runway 16/34 only, nol on the
main runway - 03/21 - which is used regularly by
powered aircraft.

Gamston Airfield (recently renamed Retford
(Gamston) Airport!) lies beside the A1 two miles
north of the large roundabout at Markham Moor,
Nottinghamshire. The club's entrance is off a
small side road which runs along the airfield's
northem boundary. Travelling north on the A1
vehicles should turn off just beyond the village of
Elkesley - signpost Eaton Retford.

T.H.B.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Cenlre)

We have had some pleasant winter soaring
flights. Congratulations to Bill Gibson on achiev
ing his Bronze legs.

After re-roofing the hangar, now the windows
are being replaced.

The AGM in February was followed by a disco
and party. Results for the year were excellent with
over 50 solos, 160 100km triangles, 17300km
triangles and six 500km triangles. The ab-initio
award went to Fiona Branigan and Ted Richards
(yawn, yawn), was presented with the Delafield
trophy for the best flight - a 500km in a Standard'
Class aircraft. Is there no stopping this man!?

Micky Boik has started work on the barbecue
patio. Roll on summer!

C.&G.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)

We have operated throughout the winter with
maximum wave heights for February being
140000 and 11 OOOft for March.

Congratulations to Ray Grosvenor for going
solo after only 21 launches.

Many thanks to Southdown GC for the loan of
their Pawnee tug over the winter. Our Pawnee

has now been fitted with a four-btaded prop, with
considerably reduced noise levels.

We have hosted expeditions from Dunstable,
Bedford and Bicester so far this year.

W.D.M.

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)

Bob Pettifer has become a regional examinerand
deposited the CFl's burden on to Paul Myers. Our
thanks to Bob for the vast amount of time and
effort he put into the job.

John Mitchell was our first solo of the year and
Darren Evans the first Bronze. We have three new
AEls, Brian Lomas, Jeff Johnson and Mike
Brooks, and have started the hangar extension.

V.H.

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

Our silence in the last issuewas a deliberate ploy,
folks, calculated to make you think we were all
out in Australia. In fact only about half the club
was there, but those who did go did quite well (no
surprises to report, but it was nice to hear that the
lads hoovered up a few British records before
rushing home).

We were disappointed, however, in our bid to
grab all the BGA trophies at the annual dinner; in
fact we scarcely got more than half - must try
harder next time!

Meanwhile, the Booker biennial dinner has
taken place; if enough volunteers can be found to
run it, it may even become an annual event. Fleet
wise, the university has at last flogged its Astir
and K-7 and bought a K-13 instead, and another
Pegasus is arriving shortly.

M.F.c.

BORDERS (Galewood)

We finally moved from Milfield to Galewood at the
beginning of the year. The clubhouse and
workshop now have mains water and electricity
and our new hangar is in use. The 'phone has
been reconnected (066 86 284) and we are
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hoping \he power lines at the east end of the field
wlI soon be put underground.

The AGM In March was well attooded and pre
parations are in hand for fun time operations this
summer. Aying has also been busy with plenty of
soaring. Congratulations to Rob CoIlin on his
5hrs in the Eagle and to Denis Westgarth on his
Silverdistance in theSHK, but commiserations to
CoIin Sim who landed just short.
AJ.B.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield)
Our S6IIen-day week season got off to a flying
sIart with two full time Instructors, two tug pilots
and weN attended courses with winter club
imprMlllents providing more room and comfort.

The club fleet has grown with a fourth two
seater and a ,fourth single-seater (Janus 2), Dave
Crinson's hard work on the new two-drum winch
has provided, a valuable addition - we now have
three tugs and three winches.

FlyIng has been interesting and varied and we
beat the heavy rain with good drainage and grass
care, permitting flying without a break.
N.W.

CAMBRIDGE (Dux.ford Airfield)
Platypus was an entertaining guest speaker at
our amuaI dinner at Jesus College whoo trophies
were presented to Peter O'Donald, Steve Mynott,
Peter Baker and David Harris.

On our first good soaring day, March 29,
Penny MiMitt climbed to 5000ft and then Steve
Longliilld took their K-6e to 7000ft. Sunday, April
5, was even better with quick circuits being
the exception.
G.KF.

CLEVElANDS (RAF Dishforth)
We will be celebrating our 30th anniversary with
8 barbecue on July 4 at Dishforth. All past mem
bers are welcome and anyone who can bring a
gilder previously operated by the club will be
especiafty welcome.
P.W.

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
Mer Intenslve training on mini-courses and
Bronze C lectures throughout the winter, many
pilots are ready for the season. We have various
c:ross-country courses planned and there have
e1lll8dybeen many eager attempts to win the cup
b the first 100km of the season.

In February our first AEI course resulted in four
being qualified.

The Stearman from the Biggles film was here
bilsC 0/A~ test flown by our manager, Harry
Middleton, who stood at the front of a queue
d345!

Mer a few years' break, our newsletter, Glide
Angle, is being resurrected, edited by Stuart
Cooper. All suitable articles will be gratefully
18Ceived.

The strong winds in March did some damage
lIllUnd the airfield, including turning Doug
Sadler's caravan Into, an Australian tourer!
DLS.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
Congratulations to T. Cook and B. Porteus on
going solo, ta Mark Dixon on his first Bronze leg

JJnelJuIy 1987

and to Ray Walker on his full Cat instructor
rating.

We had some cross-country flying in February
and recently Mick Lee and eMs Terry made
good attempts at the 100km goal record with
speeds of 11Okmlh. Cross-country pilots please
note that the Newark power station cooling
towers have ,been demolished.
S.J.H.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
In June many regulars will be departing for the
UK Including George Mackay, our chairman. But
among those we welcome is Derek Smith, our
new chairman.

Our thanks. to Philip 'or his work on the Blanik
and congratulations to those who have gone solo
and to the many badge claimants. The soaring
season is over unt~ September and barbecue
time is back. John Morris is on an instructors'
course. Visitors are always welcome at the
weekends and on Wednesday aftemoons.
T.J.D.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
At the AGM Chris Mattin was elected as site
manager, Terry Roberts as course officer and
Peter Williams is our new CFI.

We are negotiating a long lease on our site and
if successful envisage the use of a second winch,
on a widened main runway, the purchase of
another two-seater and our old hangar replaced
by one buin to John BoIl's design.

We have agreed on special terms to encourage
youngsters to fly with us as we must welcome
youth and would be happy to have more as
oothusiastic as our present schoolboys.
F.J.M.

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
At the recent AGM members heard that our lease
is extended for another 25 years 'and the airfield
rent is not going to mean an increase in fees.
Revenue was satisfactory In 1986 and has

CLUB NEWS

ooabled us to start work on an additional hangar
for the tugs and to generally improve the main
tenance operation.

Flying continued throughout the winter and
most visitors had some successful wave flights.

The doctors David and Alison Symon have
taken up new posts and are moving towards Suf
ton Bank. We thank Alison for her work as
secretary.

Competition Enterprise at the end of June Is
fully subscribed but there are a few places in the
task week starting on July 5.
LEN.T.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE (Camphill)
Our course accommodation has been given a
face-lift and another bedroom and two shower
rooms have beoo installed. We say a sad farewell
to our steward and stewardess who have taken a
pub in Olley. To reduce airfield erosion by trac
tors retrieVing gliders, we have bought a four
wheel drive bike.

Congratulations to Tim Robson on gaining two
Silver legs on one of the season's first soaring
days.
K.H.

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
We are looking forward to Increased activity this
season as Les Hill and Ken Jookins will opoo the
club on Wednesdays and Oave Reilly will do the
same on Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays whoo
available. These offers are greatly appreciated
and mean we can operate for nearlysevoo days a
week.

Inclement weather reduced flying during Feb
ruary and March but we had the first cross
country in the middle of March by CoIin Watts
who inadvertently landed out about three miles
away!
OAR.

Shaun Sturland of Coventry GC after going solo on
his 16th birthday.
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CLUB NEWS

NEW PRODUCT! GEMINI!

DUMFRIES (Falgunzeon)
So far this year there has not been much oppor-

NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Ray Washer got more than he bargained for
when he took his wife for aQuiet drink ~ a surprise
dinner party for 40 members 10 mark ·hls retire
ment as eFI due to an overseas :posting. He was
also given an engraved tankard. Flay then pre
sented the CFI trophy to John Young for his
achievements - Silver C and an assistant Cat
rating.

Horace Bryant, former CFI of Welland, takes
over from Ray and has set us a target of 3000
launches for this year.
RE

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
Our club has been allowed to 'use this airfield on
the understanding that we could be asked to
move at any lime. During the last few .years our
landlords planned' to have the runways broken
up so it seemed that we would have to move. But
thanks to a mountain of work by the late Ron
Brown, Roy Woodhouse {secretary), Evan Harris
(chairman) and Ivan Esgate (lreasurer) we !lave
managed 10 buy mest of the remaining runways
and the triangle of land they enclose.

Now we can develop our facilities in lhe know
ledge we havesecu rity, John Gammage found us
an old bus to convert into a mobile clubhouse
which we park at the launch point.

The soaring season started early With several

LAKES (Walney Airfield)
We have already had· some good soaring in
1,987. The slag bank has been, working and ther
mals generated over the airfield and Black
Combe have resulted in good wave soaring, with
Oavidtlannah taking Neil Braithwaite to 10000tt
in the CapStan.

Elements of refu rbishment include a snack bar
in our control \laA, thanks largely to Keith Butter
field, and work on 1he dormitory - all very
necessary with summer course bookings com
ing in so well.
MS.

LONOON (Dunstable)
The cross-country log has (on April 3) about
2500km totted up and the club ladder is filling up
accordingly. To encourage non-private owners
we are starting a ladder for the club's· fleet of
K-23s. One of these gliders. took young Edward
Downham rounc;l Gold distance last year on a
quite diffICult day, so we hope to see some
interesting rivalry developing between the two
sets of rungs!

There has been a trip to Tal'garth, a mission to
Jl:boyne is planned in the autumn with mutlerings
about 'Gap. France, next year.

The soaring courses are filling up, we have
checked out six new tug pilots and welcome Paul
Tickner, ()ur new season's course instructor.

T.G.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
The, best club height for March was 15,500ft
ams!. The annual dinner-dance was well atten
ded and a great success. The highlight was the
presentation of trophies with one going to Phil
Strickland who, got a tremendous ovation for hiS'
continued selfless assistance to the club.

N.B.

ESSEX (North 'Weald)

At our AGM in February Chris Nicholas,chairman
of tlhe 'BGA Airspace Committee, reassured us
that cross-eountry flying wil11continue from Essex
despite the reorganisation of London and Stan
steel airspace. Our thanks 10 Chris for his efforts
to persuade the authOrities that we could ,agree a
workable formula. Our thanks also to our chair
man, Mike Audritt, for his woO< in maintaining our
position with our Dist,rict Council landlords. We
now have a much Ibrighter future.

Congratulations to John RoUason. Keith Brack
stone and Hermanl Son1mersell on their Gold
heights and to Andrew Reid for the first outland
jng (splash down) of a vefY wet .early season.

J.F.

KENT (Cha/lock)

A pile of metal and wood appeared in front of the
hangar following severe winds at the end of
March - the remains of the club's Skylark 4 trailer
which was blown over. Fortunately the Skylark
was in the haIlgar. A caravan was also dam
aged.

At our AGM in March Dave Manser (chairman),
Tim Gardiner (treasurer) and John Bailey (sec
retary) were re-elected. Our thanks to them for
their hard work.

We welcome Paul England as course instruc
tor and Andy Presland as resident tug pil()t,
enabling us to offer aerotowing throughout the
week. We have an open weekend planned for the
May Bank h()liday. -

Congratulations to Tony Bradley, JtJlie Gar
side, Roy Green, John Horley, Chris Ireland and
Ray Smith on their AEI ratings and to Geoff Smith
on completing his Silver C.

J.G.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)

Congratulations to Stan Harris on going solo and
to Mervyn Gooch, Peter COOd, Bob Adams and
John Haugh for being our first members to gain
their AEI rating on a two day course with Derek
Sear at Dunstable.

At our AGM on, March 22 Pauline Alien took
over from Steve Homing as treasurer. Our thanks
to Steve for a difficult job.well done. Presentations
were made with the I'nstructors' cup going to
Mike Farr; the Ladder trophy to Vivien Haley; the
Club HJOkm Triangle cup to Mike Haynes; the
Geoff CO~Men1orialtrophy for the ~Iongest flight
10 Paul Robinson; Ihe Tiny Triangle trophy to
Peter Codd; the Sodit trophy to Mervyn Gooch
and the Members' cup for outstanding, contribu
tion to Sally King.

We have another K·6 painted in cream and
yellow.

V.H

tunity for soaring but we have ,flown during each
month, thanks to our improved runways.

Congratulations 10 lan Carrutherson being our
first member to venture into glass with his Kestrel
19. Our site isn't suitable for it yet but we have
hopes for the future.

We have a flying week from June 22·26. Any
one interested 'phone 038785 264 any time.
J.Mcl.

-

JSWSOARING
1 The Jollies, Crondall

FAANHAM, Surrey
Tel: 0252-850299

SA£ for product details to

gHding holidays
for both beginner. and experts.
ProCessional instruction. full ground
crew, tropitoal sun and superb soaring,
together with excellent accommodabon
and food.

Combined calculator and wind component resolver
£10.50

CALCULATORS £6.50-£10.00
K-8 to Nimbus 31 State Sailplane type

"DOLPHIN" NETIO CONVERSIONS .... £32 & £51
Suitable for most simple varios. The cheapest

available, and the easiest to fit!

FOLDING NAV RULERS £3.00
Designed by JSW especially for glider pilotsI

VARIO TEST KITS £4.00
Keep your varios tifHop all the timel

Prices include UK postage

DORSET (Old Sarum)

Dennis Neal has resigned as CFt due to business
pressure, and our thanks to him for his three
years' hard work. Barry Thomas takes his
place.

Congratulations to those who passed their
Bronze paper following a successful series of
talks and to Stuart Hughes on going solo. John
Dabill and Richard Swallow have brought their
Mini Nimbus from Shalbourne which should help
boost our cross-country statistics!

A correction to our last report - G. Dale and J.
Rees in fact gained 3rd place sharing their glider
in the Northems and G. Dale was 2nd at
Enstone.

We have our first mini task week at Easter
along with a four-day ab-initio course for mem
bers.

J.R.B.
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long flights on IFebruary 16 inch,lding a crQss
countr:y to Ridgewell by Jeremy Moore (Dart).

We were saddened by Ihe death of Bill' Wood
ward after a long illness durin~ which he was
often able to visit the club having moved to a
bungalow he had built in Tibenharm village.
"Busby" was a mem ber for' about 1'5 years and
did a Iolof wm to make the Clubhouse habitable.
Our condolences to Joyce and her lather.

M.T.R.L.

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)

Spring has brought a frenzy of trailer repairing
and glider respraying. We begarl Wednesday fly
ing al the beginning 01 April and our OOlirse
weeks start 011 the end of April.

TIle firsl Ihermals of Ihe year gave li(even
Clemence a Bronze leg.

SM.H.

NORm WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach,
NrStAsaph)

we moved two miles down the A5S in December
to 8ryn Gwyn Bach, a site which is easier 10 fly
from thal'l Pen-y-Parc and offers access 10 the
Clwydian ridge, one of the longest soarable
ridges in the country. There is also Ihe chance of
wave and being further inland we should be pro
lected a billrom the sea breeze which previously
plagued: us. After a ,lOt of wori< preparing the site,
tt Is new ready.

Ai the annual'dinner ill! December awards were
presented to the 'following: ROb Vaughan {Grunau
trophy, best K-8 lIighl); Don Hyslop (Griffiths
trophy, fll"st solo of 1986); Gerry MadOOCks
(Tweed trophy, besl ,lIight) and G'eoff Glazebrook
(McBrain trophy, mostprogress~. A new award
for outstanding service, sponsored by Pro
vidence Capitol life Assurllnce, which ;;Innually
includes £150 worth of lIying, went to Geoff
8a1shaw for repairing and refurbishing our
80cian (it's painted yeilowand now know as
"8a1shaw's Banana"!).

We have <>ur dawn to dusk "flyathon" on Sun
day, June 21 with a site barbecue and spOt
prizes. Visitors are weJoome.

Congratulations to Brian sedgewick on con
verting from his Silver C to iPPlat Shobdon
D,J.

OUSE & HAMBLETONS (Rufforth Airfield)

On April 1 the Ouse and Hambletons GCs
merged. Tne lIlew members are settling in well
end we all look fOlWard 10 a brighl future. The
eeccnd hangar has been completed and with
planning permission for 25 caravans, we are
landscaping Ihe site.

Congratulatioos to Paul Hepworth, Graham
Vokes, George Spofforth and Julie Atkinson on
going $010, Julie on her 16th birthday, and to Meg
Star1t on her Sliver distance.

Our chairman, Dick Boddy, was presented
with a BGA diploma at Ihe BGA conference in
recognttion of his 25 years' service to gliding.
(See also BGA News.)

We leamed with regret of the dealh of Wilf
Coulsey. He came in 1962 as acting CFI for one
month, but stayed until December 1977 when he
retired due 10 ill health. Older members will
remember his quiet authority which played a
great part in eslablishing a happy atmosphere.

JunelJuly 1987

Ben Watson, BOA chairman, presenting a BOA
diploma to Dick Boddy, Ouse and Hambletons GC's
chairman.

He will be remembered with affection and
respect.

G.z.A.

OXFORD (Weston-on-the-Green)

The season started frustratingly with us being
hampered by military activity. Our winch has a
new engine and an extra launch cable..

Several members attended a lecture by a
Fl-ll pilot from Upper Heyford whict:l sparked
interesting viewpoints from both parties and a
later tour of the airbase gave a deeper insight into
their activities.

Our warmest wishes and thanks to Dave
Roberts who has retired from instructirig though
will go on flying his Libelle. Dave, a long serving
member, often provides a lugging service with
his Huskey.

Congratulations to Mark .Rowland and John
Hanlon on their assislanl Cat instructor ratings.

C.S.O.

PEGASUS (RAF GUlersloh)

Alan Jones is now an instructor and Darren
Wheeler is off 10 Bicester on aA instructors'
course. Congratulations to CoIin Lake and Brian,

r~~_

Cotswold Gliders
(PlOp. T, Co:z)

C of A inspections and overhauls to all types

Major or minor repairs in glass, metal and wood
KestreV Libetle aileron drive rebuilds
Trailers manufactured or repaired

Due to our continuing expansion to offer the best
maintenance for your glider, we can now offer fUll
machining facilities, '0( oversize wing pins, modifi-

cat1Olls, etc.

Write Of phone
TONYCOX

18 Stanton Harcourt Road, Witney,
Oxon oxe 6LD. 099374892

CLUB NEWS

Aawlins on going solo, CoIin getting his Bcertifi
cate; to Chris, Marsden on both Bronze legs and
to Bob Krafl for resoloir:lg.

The trailer is nearly'completed for its,joumey to
t!:le UK to collecl th.e newly repaired Astir.

Rick Fells, Slmon Clark and Chartie Musson
have bought the L-Spatz from AI Stacey and
hope to have it flying in its new colours i'n three
weeks time.

The club's tenth anniversary will be celebrated
at GOIersloh on August 22 and all members, flast
and present, will be most welcome.

M.S.

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)

The annual dinner-dance was well suported with
Chris Wills, president 01 the Vintage Glider Club,
as our guest. Our thanks to Rachel, the organ
iser.

There have been shol1 term probl'ems with the
runway extension but we hope 10 try some ex
perimental winch launches across the fields later
in Ihe summer and are getting a Pawnee tug to
back up the Huskey in the meantime. The grey
Bocian's wings have been re-covered and
resprayed.

Tony Noble started the season with a bang in
March with 4V.hrs in his carman and the Pirat
survived the first outlanding. A T-21 and T-31
owned by VGC members are coming to the
site.

Ihe task week is August 10·16 with the accent
on fun. Th&qualificalions are a Bronze Cand site
checks - lel 0733,47176 lor details_

P.N.W.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
Some interesting SE wave days have been
enjoyed by the hardier members and the winch is
wming ag\iin. We welcol1i1e Crawford Sneddon
as lug pilot and Isla as cook for the courses.
Hamish Wot!:lerspOOn (ex CFI) is in GIlargeof
summer courses and weekday flying.

We have had two successful instructor
courses, have six newly fledged AEls and con
gratulate Colin Hamilton, and Bob Jones on their
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I'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE SlYLE' I
wnhout doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in 'the UK. The Biggest by being the best for

Quality and Service. Over 160 buU to date.

Selected for Ministry 01 Defence. RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers al '85 Lasham Camps"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP. self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP locking DV Panels. solo Iowing gear, tresUes and our

superb range of fittings to order.

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding Isealing system which means no more loose rivets.

Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS 0488 72224

\ WESTLEY AtACRAFr}

CRANFIELD AIRFI:ElD
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass-fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass. 10 all types of
sailplane in our environmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilities and vacuum forming 10 take the largest
components.

* Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
* On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CM standards

in all materials.

* Fly your motor glider in to us for a complete service, C of A,
or bring it 10 us for repair, full airframe, engine, propeller
and instrument service available.* Bring. your lug, aircraft to us for service or repair.

* We can manufacture any components in our machine
shop, full turning', milling, .and sheet metal facilities.

* Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
'* Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
* BGA, PFA, CM Approval.
* C of A to all types.

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
Wharley End; Cranfield, Beds MK43 OAL

Tel (0234) 751807 (works)

J
a complete range of airband radio equipment
T1l.780 hand·held Lransceiver (£,U8:a8 inc VAT. carriage £7.00) CAAAPPROVED, 118 Le 135.975
MHz (receive and LransmiL). 108 Le 117.975 MHz (NAV BAND receive only). no need for crystals,
retains Lhree frequencies in memory, suppl1ed compleLe wtLh nicad baLLery. mains charger. hel1ca.!
whip aerial.
J\838 scanning receiver (£28".08 inc VAT, carriage £7.00), frequency range llO Lo 139 MHz, one
hundred memory channels, 12V DC operaLlon (a ma.tns power uniL is available for home use), an
optional rechargeable nJcad pack and soft. case make Lhe RS32 Lruly portable.
J\S37SLWO channel plus Lunablefrom 118 Lo 138MHz (£69.81"1ncVAT,Carriage£2.00) andJ\S2a
six channel sca.nn.tng (£126.36 inc VAT. carriage £2"00) pockeL portables. crystal conLrolled.
operaLe on internal dry cell or nJca.d baLLery, crysLa.ls noL included, £4.60 each.
AJ\2008 (receiver ""87.30 inc VAT. carriage £7.00), frequency range 25 Le 550 MHz and 8C0 Le 1.1
1300 MHz. narrow band FM. wide band FM a.nd AM (supplied wtLh simple Lelescopic aerial and mains I
power supply). '"

~~~~I~i~i~~~~i~~~:ID~I5~::D .-;."••lIiilliL
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
Shops in Glasgow 041 9452828. DarlingLen 0325 488121, Cambridge 0223 311230, CardilI 0222464154, London 01 429 3258.
BournemouLh 0202 577760.

Sole importer and distributor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT
The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,

comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this conlrol
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.

The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.

The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-1itre
cylinders, and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.

In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD 'fA~"Xl::Jv~~~f
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581
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HOFFMANN PROPELLERS for MOTOR GLIDERS
HARDL Y ANYONE WILL KEEP PACE WITH OUR SERVICE

We stock NEW & EXCHANGE units
We collect for HOFFMANN SERVICE & deliver fast

We use ourown TRANSPORT to save TIME & MONEY
We operate SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

We PROTECT our PROPS with PROPTAPE - always in stock
We SUPPORT our CUSTOMERS & are available for ADVICE

SOARING EQUIPMENT LTD.
193 Russell Rd., 8'ham 813 8RR. Tel: 021 449 1121. Telex: 335116 TFSTRS G

assistant instructor ratings; also Andrew Wood,
John Whitfield, Jim Smith and Chris Inchley on
their Bronze Cs.
M.J.R.

SHAL80UANE (Rivar Hill, Nr Hungerford)
We have finished the hangar and winch repairs,
the K·7s have been given Cs-ol A and a new look,
due largely tQ the .efforts of" Andrew Brind. Alan
PeIIill, Gillian Shepherd! and Ken Mackley, and
the trailers nave been tidied up for t/:le club trip to
Portmoak at Easter.

The syndicate Dart has been resprayed and a
BG-135 has appeared on the airfield.

Congratulations to our !'lew AEI instruclors,
Robin May, Nigel Kenl and Oave Male/:lam, and
also to Jonathan Mills on becoming an assistant
Callnstructor.
J.N.M.

SHROPSHIRE SOARING (Sleap Airfield)
MosI reports natter flyers - by name. But this one
tens the truth about our treasurer. For ten years
Tony Adams has handled our finances with such
skill that nol onIy are we on a sound financial
basis but eacn member has been paid back their
original loan of around £200 made in 1972. All
our thanks to Tony.

We havehad some wave flying butlypically dif
ficu~ seasonal weather otherwise.

The Cirrus syndicate has a Nimbus 2, Good
blokes, no names, except to say Tony Adams,
having started in the vintage era, is part of it with
our CA, TIm Chapman.
P.LU.M.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
Our AGM was a great success, the high point
being Derak Piggott's talk. We thank Dave Hat
leld for two years' hard work as clubhouse and
premises officer and welcome Maggie CI.ews as
his successor.

Congratulations especially to Paul Hampshire
b' taking the most promising young pilot award
Md then justifying it by finishing his Silver C with
a height and duration the following day. Many
cross-countries were done on the ridge after
Christmas and congratulations to Peter Home for
his Bronze C and to Paul Frltche for his 5hrs.

Much Cof Awork has been done by members
-special thanks to Steve Tumer, John Ward, Bob
Woodhead and Roger Coombs.

Friday evening lectures finished with a talk by
ems Garton and evening and course flying
etarts this month.
P.C.F.

STAFFORDSJrlIRE (Morridge)
We are now a limited .company so members'
lI8S8lsareprotected should we ever have a major
damage claim. In the current climate of increas
Ing setIIements, this has to be a wise move.

At the AGM hard working Alan Jones retired as
secretary to be replaced by Peter Gill. Flying and
membership fees were increased to finance an
ambitious programme of ground improvements.
AddttlonaJ income will come from the three one
week and several one-day courses.

IwJy Oultram and Richard Bills are now
Instructors following the departure of Mike
Golder due to work commitments.

The winter lecture programme was badly dis
rupted by the weather. However, flying has been
promising with several good soaring days.
M.J.P.
(In the last issue, Staffordshiresomehowappeared
under Shropshire! Apologies to aI/ concerned.
Eo).

SURREY HILLS (Ken/ey Airfiefcf)
Our fleet now consists of two motor gliders, two
Blaniks, a Piral and a Swallow and we operate
from Monday to Friday from 9am to dark. Our
Sl:Jmmer courses will include flights in the
motor gliders.

We have started a flight booking system on
01 668 0010 which is working well. Field selec
lion exercises in the motor gliders may be
booked this way 'py visiting pilots.

We hape the cable retrieve winch will soon
be operating.
M.J.A.

SWINDON (Sandhill Farm)
Development of the airfield continues with a new
entrance and car-park. We have a steady trickle
of very welcome new members.

A repeat of last year's warning to anyone
dropping in; beware the power wires 30ft above
the airfield boundary on the south side. No one
has been caught out yet and we want to keep it
that way.
P.M.

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Lindsey)
Our flying weeks are on May 25-29 and August
31-September 4 - all visitors welcome. We also
fly on Wednesday afternoons and Friday evenings
during the summer.

Our faithful K-8 has been spruced up bya team
of hard working volunteers - our thanks to Rex
and Ruth Flint, John Cook and Andy Cullum.
LW.

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
The 180hp engine for G-TUGG, our newly
acquired Super Cub, was late arriving from the
USA after the Citabria had gone and it looked
touch-and-go for Easter. With fall-back arrange
ments made, we were looking forward to wel
coming visitors from GB and a strong contingent
from Dublin GC to our customary nine-day
camp.

CLUB NEWS

Combined with the 150 yard runway exten
sion,levelled and seeded last autumn and usable
from May, the up-rated tug will take the angst out
of still air and crosswind two-up Twin Astir
launches ·and make more days lIyable.

The tugless period was used for midweek fet
t1ing and CofA renewals on the three two-seaters
and the SkYlark 2 in the suburban convenience of
Castlereagh College and weekend site works,
including major clubhouse improvements.

Three members sloped off 10 Aboyne where
Hugh Gowdyachieved what we Ihope will prove
tOlbe aGold Cheight gain - just. The others made
greater altitudes but still short of a Diamond.

The AGM brought some changes to the com"
mittee, now chaired by Harry iBoYie. It has set up
seven ,day operations from mid-June to mid
August, during which period nine Monday to
Friday ab-initio courses will be run. Come on
over.
A.R.R.

VEeTIS (Sandown Airport, Isfe of Wight)
Congratulations to George Hibbead and Andy
Noctor on going solo. Andy waited 14 years from
his ATC pre-solo check as he was under age - is
this a record?

The AGM re-elected the committee en masse,
Pete Tuppen was thanked for his splendid efforts
as treasurer.

Members are planning to visit Angers, HusBos
and Waikerie.
J.EP.

WELLAND (Middleton)
Following our AGM our new chairman is Dave
Strachan with Peter Andrews as CFI. At the
dinner-dance Barry Chadwick collected the
Duration cup (7hrs 22min) and the Mike Till
trophy; Keith Scott the Clayton trophy for dis
tance and Bert Creighton the Sedbergh trophy
for ab-initio of the year.
R.H.S.

WEST WALES (Templeton Airfield)
Since Harry Piper took over from Gil Phillips as
CR we have had a run of exceptionally fine
weather with only three unllyable weekends dur
Ing the first quarter of the year. Peter Harries
gained his Bronze C in mid-Februaryand Nielson
Logue went solo.

The club's T·21 has been restored to its
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CLUB NEWS

original condition. Visiting pilots who have en
thused about our 2000ftlaunches will be glad to
know we have enough hangar space for two
derigged single-seaters during their short-stay
holidays.
R.R.

WOLDS (Pocklington)

Few flying days have been lost and Tony Spirting
started the season well with his Silver distance
in March.

An added attraction at The Two-seater Com
petition, from August 16-22, will be a Tiger Moth
available tor tugging, particularly for any single
seaters after the competition launch time.

An April 1 artiCle in the local press claiming our
airfield was to have international status with 15
Concordes based here resulted in a flood of calls
trom locals.
DB.

WREKIN(RAF Cosford)

Our statistics are up by 30%, mainly due to the
dogged determination of Grit, the CFI ~ three
days in February saw over 100 winch launChes.

Many ex-members retumed on February 21 to
join our 21 st anniversarycelebrations when most
people flew and everyone enjoyed the party.
Special thanks to Caroline and F'auline for the
excellent food and to Nigel, Barny and Jon for
running the bar. Also notable were the excellent
after-dinner speeches from John Garrett and
Callum IMcCall.

Mick Boydons gained his Diamond height at
Aboyne to complete his three Diamonds and
Dave Owen, Jim Coey,. Rick Jones, Drew Ander·
sen and 'Paul Cashmore have gone $010.

Our chairman, John seeker,has been posted
and we welcome tWQ more full Cats, Pip Barley
and Keith Harsanl.

HOliday COurse members and visitors I

welcome at our scenic dub.
Courses from £115 to £~60 with accom
modation (flying extra). Fordetailswrite to
Bristol and GlosGliding Club, Nympstield,
Sto~hOOse, Glos GL10 31'X, Or phone I

0453 860342.
Open all week April-October

Dave Cottle's Skylark (No. 308), which Nick
Goodhart flew from Lasham to Portmoak, has
gone to some Skylark fanatics in Holland.
M.B.

WYVt=RN (RAF Upavon)

At the AGM on FebrlcJary 28 the awards were pre
sented 10 Stella Hamblet1, Steve Welch, Gerry
Sturgess, Mike Law and Pat Faralley. Afterwards
there was a disco and party In the clubhouse
organised by Paullutiey to celebrate Wyvern's
25th anniversary.

Graham Sl1arpe has retired as CPI and been
replaced by Eric. Smith. Bob Preston has conver
ted 10 the Astir and Toni Muncaster to the
Cirrus.

DB.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)

lihe first wave of Ihe season coincided with the
BGA Conference at Harrogate and some of IUS

had ,the pleasure of "attending" the saturday lec
tures whilst at 1OOOOft over the hotel. Two weeks
later we had good thermal soaring, giving 6-8kt
over the Pennines and Yorkshire Moors,

Our best wishes to Jean who has retired from
the kitchen after many yearS work and will be
missed. Visitors will find we have a full snacks
and meals service available at all times.

P.L.

Kenl GLIDinG CLUB
Challock, Ash/orc/, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silent' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.

Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs. the KENT GLIDING CLUB provides LOW-COST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.

The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a dayl

For free details, phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274.

£185·£225 4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)

SOAR YORKSH-IRE SUTTON BANK
For your COURSE! For your EXPEDITION! For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING -12 miles in suitable conditions

TliERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 30 200ft. Club record gain is 29 500ft. 80th from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.50 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed

residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES- April to October Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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Summer Courses
July 20-24

August 17-21

lasham Gliding Society

Nr. Alton. Hants

Te\ Hernard (025683) 322 ur 270

The club is open to everyone.
We winch and .aerotow from Duxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introductiol'l to Gliding
Courses" In April and May, and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

For general information write to
The Secretar'l
55 Moorfield Road, Duxford, Cambs

For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
6 Camside. Chesterton. Cambridge
Te!. (0223) 67589

LASHAM

ALL YEAR
SOARING

Task week, the week
after Enterprise

July 4-11

DEESIDE'GLlDING CLUB
DINNEr, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel, 033985339 or 033985 236

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

Coes ¥our home club operate only at weekands?

A1lasham we operate all wee". every week which
means we could pro\llde a useful supplemenllo your
training. Whether you are nol yet solo and would
benefit from a week·s consolidated instrucliOn. or a
budding crOSs-cQunlr-y pilOl needing, soaring or
field·landing lralhing. we have lhe expertise and
fadllies 10 heip.

Apart from our large two'seater fleel and excellent
aerotow and autotow facilities. we have a
comprehensive br'Jefing room for leClures Of

,nstrucliOnai videotapes 'f bad weather p,evenls IIylr1g.

on-sIte accommodatiOn *or club expeditoos is always
available by arrangemenL

Absoh:Jle beginners ara ot course always welcome 
we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to su~ your needs.

• Good field

• Beginners
Welcome

• Good launch facilities

• Aerotow Winch

Holiday G1idil'lg Courses
for Beginners

and
Motor Glider PPls
and Conversions

• Food
• AccommodatioA

• Video & TV
• Excellent Bar - Real Ales

• Five day & two day holiday
cOl:lrses
(Intensive training courses held
weekly)

Coventry Gliding Club
HUSbands Bosworth Airfield
l.utterworth, leics. lE17 6JJ
Tel: {08S8} 880521 . (08S8) 880429

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

'.

FULL DETAILS FROM:

ERIK BLACK, "LAMONT",
56a SCHOOL ROAD
CHARLTON KINGS

CHELTENHAM GL53 SBE
Tel: 0242-31031

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse

Ring lIz on 03048241188,
01: write.

The Secretary, 22 Masons Rise.
Broadstairs. Kent CnD tAl

COVENTRY
GLIDING

CLUB

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENOlV COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT

YOUR NEEDS,

GLIDING
CLUB

(TALGARTH)

OlDTIMER MEEliING
The Old1imer Meeting for pilots and vintage
planes and gliders is at Hahnweide Airfield,
WGermany, from September 5-6.

Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park
IIIllOngat the highest mountains in South Walas,
Talgarth has more lOarable days than any other UK
grldingclub.longeat !idg'! routes; wave ,n all wind

directions.

In '985 the Club averaga flight duretion was 11
hours. Surely the premier location for any soaring
COUnll, Courses run from mid March to mid October
and Include holidays, introductory and advanced
mountain nying cross country courses.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye

Powys HR3 SNT
Te!: 04914-583/0874-711254

BLACK
MOUNTAINS

at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September

Under BGA instructors. 'Bcginners· welcome.

Trevellas Airfield is only one mUe from
Perranporth's golden sands. one of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

Please lend news and' exchange copies of
journals to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH., England

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14 14a, KENWYN STREET, TRURO

C872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

FRENCH COMPETITIONS
The Trans~European Rally, which starts at Terlet,
Holland and finishes at La Roche-sur-Yen,
France,June 28-July 9; International at Issoudun,
June 28-July 11 ; European Club Class at St Yan,
July 16-25; World Cup for Mountain Gliding,
VInOI'\, July 21-31; European Two-Seater Com
petition, Poitiers, August 3-14; Regionals and
International, Buno-Boonevaux, August 8-15
and Les VI8IJX Criques (for over 50s), Brienne,
AuguS11'4-25.

Would-be visitors Should write to the Federa
tion Francaise de VoI-a-Voile, (FFW), 29 Rue de
Sevres, 75006, Paris, asking for confirmation of
the dales and details of the organisers. - Detai/s
from WiUiam Ma/pas.

OVERSEAS NEWS
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AdllertlselTients, wIth remittanC9, should be sent
to Clielron Press lId\ 7 Amersham Hili, High
Wycombe, Bucks, Tel 0494 442423. Rilte 35p e
word. Minimum £7.00. We 'can ec~.pt black and
White photographs at £3.00 extr•. Boil number.
£2.40 extra. Replies to boil numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closIng date for
classified advertisements for the August/sep
tember Issue Is 1st July 1987.

SERVICES

CONTACT MARTYN Wells lor glider repairs and mainte
nance. Aluminium trailers ex-stock. Fillings. rigging aids etc.
All at compelitive prices. Tel 0608 84217.

COOK VARIOMETER
COMPASS

repair, recalibration. service

J HARDY INSTRUMENTS
Green Dele, Wen.ley,

Metlock, Derby.hlre DE4 2LL
Tal: (0629)732852

WINCH LAUNCHING
Have a spare winch two drums

DELIVERED,

John Bourne, 0405 860907

Ring for details

FOR SALE

THE STS AV 7600 VOR has to be the best value hand-held
radio currently available. 72JJ comm channels, 200 nav chan
nels, 10 memories, bearing to a VOR, scan facilfties, LCD
dispay and more. £370 and now hasCM approval, For lurther
information tel 0525 384301.

ASK-13, DUAL Inslrumentation. parachute, radio, metal
traUer. Privately owned from new. Exceptional condftion. Total
01 1650 hrs. OIlers around £12000. TeI 01 3936861.

ASW 2O-FL NewJan 83. One owner. Full instruments: Cam
bridge vario and Mk 4 speed director. Winter vario and Dolphin.
Avionic Diltel72JJ radio. Horizon, Schiantz compass, Wing and
lIJseIage covers. Tow-oot gear. Komel lrailer. New C of A will
be provided from dale 01 new ownership, Completely
relinished as new. £16500, TeI Laurie Beer, 02406 3384
(eves~

PIPER PAWNEE. Excellent condftion. Tal 0759 304954.

TRAILER, KESTREl, double skinned wood £450, Pye Ban
tam radio £110. Tel Bradford 642476.

SHK 17m. FULL inslruments inc horizon and radio, superb
finish. Trailer needs atlenlion, £5800, Tel 0437 720895.

MOSQUITO B. Good panel, AMF traiier, one-man tow-oot,
easy rig. £1400, TeI Richard Hawkins, 0732 833195 (eves).

NEARLY EVERY copy of S&G June 57 to May 77. Genuine
offers, Tel 0993 812956 (eves~

TRAILER, 11MBER, suft 15m, requ~es some attention, £350.
Maybe seen Dishfortlt Tel Richard Brisbourne, 094257989 or
061 764 7843.

L-SPATZ INCLUDING covered railer, parachute, plus self
suslalning molor glider conversion. 12 months' ColA. £2200.
Tel 0924 471171 (eves).

FLO-TEK 2000 audio variometer £12JJ, 0368 217t1.

G-l03 TWIN Astir 1978, Excellent privately owned outf~, raady
for season, includes enclosed trailer, rigging aids, parachutes.
Aircraft equipped with water ballast, oxygen, multichannel
radio, intercom, electric aUdio vario, doiphins, T&S, compas
ses, 38:1 at60kts, C 01 Alo 1986. £13500. TeI0302 726253 or
063679976.
SLlNGSBY PREFECT excellenl condition firished in while,
basic inslrumenls, garachute, many spares and manuals,
clo6ed hiler. lull year's ColA, £1500. View Cranlield (0234)
46894 eves,
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DART 15, no prangs, Good condftion, complele outfit t4ooo.
Seen Long Mynd'. Mansell, The Manor House, RaUinghope,
ShrewsbUry, TeI 058 861 630
PYE WESTMINStER, speaker, microphone and aerial. Pye
Bantam, special charger + 1 nicad battery. £200 the lot, Tel01
3597619.

TWO CABLE winch £2500. Please contact Derek Sear, Lon
don Gilding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds. TeI Dunstable
63419.
EB 62 PARACHUTE, as new £500. Tel 044275618 or 0442
77.1899.
K-l3, shares fo< sale. Excellentcondftion,low hrs, metal trailer,
radio, lull instrumenls, barog-aph, based Lasham. £1200 neg.
TeI 07372 48419.

K-6CR, EXCEL'LENT condition, Fuil year's ColA, lull inslru
menl panel, closed railer. parachute, £4000, Also K-9E SAL
VAGE includi"!! IIJft sel 01 drawings, Tel 0425471104,

STRONG and SECURITY 350 parachutes. Aviation books.
TeI Marjorie, (0252) 615365.

SUPER CUB (tug) 15Ohp. Engine Ivs 1700, AlF 6500.
£10ooo+VAT. 0924251770 (eves).

CUT-PRICE GLASS. Phoebus 17C, 42:1 noaler. Full panel,
radio, soft-top riPer. C 0.1 A July, Needs respray, £4950.0232
790668. 0504 860193.

SCHLEICHER ASK-14 single~atermotor glider based on
lhe K-9. Low engine hos, eleclric start, new 3 year C 01 A, full
panel and radioequipped. Pristinecondftion. £10500, TeI 0296
681156 or 025 6722719.

ASW-2Ol, instrumented to Nat,ionals standard Including 720
chamel radio, oxygen, almost new thin{)ack parachute, tow
out aids and good metal raller. Low hrs, line condhion and full
C 01 A. £19500. Based at Dunstable. Tel Robin May 0582
604043,

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available from sole agenl. London Sailplanes Lld, Tring Rd,
Dunstable, Beds. Tel 0582 62068 for price datails.

VAST STOCK OF EX-RAF glider
and Wild Winch spares, including

launching cable.
Please ask for lists from

John Ellis. 0765 87431
Bob Mclean. 0904 83653

NIMBUS 2e
Superb condition, full instrumentation.
Oxygen. 720 Dittel radio. glass-fibre
trailer, parachute, barograph. Complete

outfit £22000.
Tel 04895 4429 (eves)

WANTED

THE JOHNSTON Flight Tests and any other reference books
with good details of modern glass sailplanes. Also any postars
or manufaclurers brochures elc. Tel 0732 459185,

LONG LIFE parachute. Cooper, 0759 303579,

URGENT. MOSQUITO B righl-hand wing complete. Will
accept slighlly damaged. Will travel Europe, Tel01 9981510 or
015675577.

PIK 2OE, ASTIR twin or single, no prangs, cash purchase,
Wrfte No t Natal Court, Natal Road, Avondale, Harare, Zim
babwe, or tel Zimbabwe 303211 ex! 5t8 (w).

DAMAGED PIRAT or parts. TeI 0302 788360.

PILATUS B-4. It you have a B-4 for sale (complete outfll
preferred) tel John Whillield, 031 337 8575 (work), 031 553
6151 (home).

TRAILER FOR homeless K-18, anything considered, Tel 0752
703006,

ASTIR, VEGA or similar required, complete outfit preferred,
Cash available, TeI Martin Aldridge, 04493 7748 (eves) or
Martin Raper, 0284 830458 (eves).

CLUB L1BELLE. Pilalus, Vega, Std Janlar or similar. Full kft
preferred, 01 686 3372 (eves),

SKYLARK 4 with traller, in good condition, TelOl 6035237
(days), 01 660 8148 (eves).

K-KFl, COMPLETE outlit Ipreferred, Cash wailing, 0533
3870i10 (days). 0533 :lO2843 (eves).

K-6CR. 463, 0' similar. Cash available, TeI Tony, 0904
645471.

GLIDING HOUDAYS and COl!JRSES
arranged, May-Sep!. to suit your require
ments at major gliding centres in this coun
try, under operational 'auspi<:es o·f centre
concerned.
l-day Mini courses; Weekend and Weekly
CQurses, also Weekly "Specials" just foryou,
Modern glass-fibre 2-seat ana single seat
gliders.
Ideal if frustrated waiting on the flying listl
A holiday with glider hire may be possible.

Further details Nigel Palmer. 10 Bradley
Close,longlevens. Gloucester Gl2 9lA. Tel:
(0452) 414558

HOLIDAYS

GLIDE IN Australia. Excellenl soaring, easy access, full
facilities. Winch and aerotow every day. Fleet for all levels.
Blanik, B-4, Astir, LS-3, Kestrel etc. Euroa Soaring Cenlre, PO
Box 172, Euroa 3666, Victoria, AUSlralia.

MODELS

MODELS OF any aircraft made to order, gliders a speciality.
SAE for leaflet and quote, Miller Aviation Models, Red Cot,
New St, Glemsford, Sudbury. Suffolk C010 7PY, England, Tel
0787 280425.

TUITION

PUPIL PILOTS -Ihis is lor you. Learn fast and gel it right with
the David Millet In-night instructional tape. No editing or polish
ing, but the real thing just as it takes place. £7,00. 27 Scotforth
Road, Lancaster LA1 4TS. 0524 35136.

PERSONAL

UNATTACHED PILOT (22) whose social activfties are tem
porarily limited by professional training commitments, would
like to conlacl young lady sharing genuine interest in ftying. For
exchange of photos and details, please wrile to Box 593,

SITUATIONS VACANT

TUG PILOT/general faC10tum required early June. Apply with
details of experience to Flying Direclor, Yorkshire Gliding Club,
Sutton Bank, N Yorks. TeI 0347 21562 (eves).

COURSES

WAVE FLYING FESHIEBRIDGE. Aerotows available
throughout September and liil October 24, Other times by
arrangement. Details A Mossman, Ruigh Aitennain, Insh, by
Kingussie, Inverness-shire.

BHGA HANG GLIDING COURSES, for brochure wrfte to
NSHG. Clough House, FREEPOST, Sowerby Bridge, West
Yorkshire HX6 1PW. Tel 0422 834989.

ACCOMMODATION

NYMPSFIELD REGIONALS, B&B, Airfield 2miles. Twin room,
H&C, coffee facilities, Sorry, no smoking. £8 per person. Work
shop/Inspector available. 0453872740.

"CHIMSWORTHY"
SOUTHCOTT FARM

Holiday accommodation in 200 year-old farmhouse
within 10 mins walking distance from Devon and
Somerset Gliding Club at North Hiil offers: Self
conlained Iux~.ooltage (sleeps 6 and da~apartment
lIIeeps 2) or ,Bed and Breakfast. set 11 71 acres 01
meadow and woodland, also roUl ,pond. Open all year,

"CHIMSWORTHY". Southcott Farm, Sheldon,
1Nl: HonftOll, Devon. Tel. 040 U4 253

SAILPLANE &GLIDING



CLUBS

Q).!
~ Ajoint STB;GTA promotion

D®[ill[?®~ [}u®~
- GO FOR LEISURE!

A WEEK'S GLIDING
AT SCOTLANDWELL

FROM'£225
INCLUDES ACCOMMODATION, MEALS, LAUNCHES
AND INSTRUCTION

Send 'orfree colour brochure to:
GlENROTHES TOURIST ASSOCIATtON
DEPT. S& G, BAlBIRNIE HOUSE
G~ENROTHES •
FIFEKY16NR
TH: (0592) 156 684.

SUPER VALUE

ACTIVITY BREAKS
IN THE KINGDOM OF FIFE

'ow .."'" TRUE VALUE IN TOWBARS
• Independent specialist manufacturer. Brifain's top-
sell." -'lully guaranl••clt PLUS' AA Seal of
ApprOllal SEE fELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL

SPECIALIST FmER OR STOCKIST

C.,. WIII.r Lld. Che.t.r 43
T": 0244 411" n.,61623 EURBAR G.

SA"~E a GLIDING ;rQm 1970. Also Aerospace, Aero
Revue. Cheap if, collected. Sellars, 77 High SI, Burniston,
Scnorough. 0723 870978.

PUBLICATIONS

VAlENTIN TAIFUN mOl'" glider based al Aere Club Enstone,
0ll0Il. Bookable in advance by members lor complete days or
!or longer eXped~ions. Retraclable undercarriage, 110kt
cnise, 700NM range al 3gph, positive/negative. naps, 132kt
VNE. Spaciou•., comfor1able cockpit equipped wilM lale.1
Canllridge Mk 4M variolnav. compuler syslem and' .digilal
IlVionics including area navigation. Genuine 28: 1 glide angle.
HMgared. Flying membership restrlc~ to experienced glider
piIoIt with PPL (SUMG) arJ,d l00hrs PI. Details 01 864 5021
after 7.30pm.

MAGAZINES FOR SALE

PILOTS INTERNATIONAL, Britain's new magazine for aM Air
Sports. Send £9.00 (special price for glider pilots) for annual
~ion 10: Piots Inlernational Umlled, '2 Elmbank Way,
London W7 3DG.
NEW ZEALAND "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine ollhe
NZ Gliding Association. Printed OctOber and alternate months.
Wrte NZ Gliding Kiwi, Private Bag. Tauranga, New Zealand.
£9 SlerIing!or year's subscriplfon Of £~6 for two years (inclu-

, sive 01 postage).

AUSlRALIAN GLIDING, monlhly publication 01 Ihe G~ding

Federalon 01 Australia. Editor AIIan Ash..A complete coverage
r1 Australian Soaring and exclusive features of internalional
i_. Subllctiplion. Surface mail SAl 8.20. airmail IM2.00,
payable in Australian currency or by' internalional money order.
110. 1650, GPO, Adelaide, SOUlh Australia 5001.

'SOARING" -official monthly Journal 01 the Soaring Society 01
AmerIca. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the spor1.
For SlJbscription send $25.00 US by international money order
or international cashiers check payable to the SSA at PO Box
E. Hobbs, New Mexico. 88241-1308, USA.

Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs foraU sailplanes and motor
gliders to keep you flying.

tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114
The Briars, Pixey Green, Stradbroke,
Eye, Suffolk IP21 5NH

QUALITY ALUMINIUM T'RAILERS AT E'CONOMICAL PRICESr

Complete or part built to your requi,rements for home completion

Trailer components
Axles. couplings. wheels

& tyres at unbeatable prices

Our hand built trailers
include many extras as

standard

For all your trailer requirements and
Sailplane repairs and maintenance contact

DAVID SCHOFIELD . SCHOFIELD AVIATION' UNIT Bc SOUTH MARSTON INOUSTRIAL ESTATE, SWINDON· WILTSHIRE· TEt: 0793 822300
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AMF Enterprises
Aero Marketing Associates
Airmark Aviation
Anglia Sailplanes
Anglo-Polish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation
Black Mountains GC
Beaumont Aviation literature
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC
British Gliding Association
CAA
Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge University GC
Campbell Distribution
Channel GC
Chiltern Sailplanes
Classifieds
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold GC
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
Deeside GC
Doncaste~Sailplane Services
Electrim Sailplanes
Flite-lines
Glenrothes Tourist Association
Glider Instruments
Gliderwork
Gliding Club of Victoria
Gloster Gliding
HT Communications
Heath & Co Lld
Herefordshire GC
JJ Associates
JSWSoaring
Kent GC
\castlam Gliding Society
l..ondon GC
l..ondon Sailplanes
Lowe Electronics
towndes Lambert
Marchington GC
Mclean Aviation
Midland GC
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Neogene
Nine Four Aviation
Njoro Country Club
Norfolk GC
O~fordshireSportflying Club
Perry Clamps
Peterborough Parachute Centre
Peterlilorough Sailplanes
Piggolt Bros & Co
Pilots Case Offer
RD Aviation
Reactolite Rapide
Rematic
Sabre AAV
Sailplane & Engineering Services
S&G
Sailplane Services
Schofield Aviation
Scoltish Gliding Union
Skycraft Services
J. L. Smoker
Sedgwick Aviation
Soaring Equipment
Soaring Magazine
Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Supacat
Specialist Systems
Speedwell Sailplanes
Brian Weare
Westley Aircraft
C. P. Wilter
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LONDON GUDING CruB
Dunstable Downs. Bedfordshire

Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 63419
(Answerphone Service: (058265744))

Ope" for gliding 7 days a week
throughout the Yead

At the fool of the Chilterns, just off the
Ml. Easily reached from london and tfle

Midlands:

Thermal, Hill and Wave SQaring

Modern, all-glass sola and 2-seater Ileet

Efficienllaunching by modern aircraft
and winch

Resident instructors, full catering,
licenced 'bar, accommodation

Visitors end New Members Welcome:

Contact us for a Course Brochure or
Membership Details

MJOLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE lONG MYND

Come to the Long Mynd 
the site for thermal, ridge and wave.

Launching by bungee, winch or
aerotow.

All-inclusive holiday courses for
beginners or solo pilots. Private own
ers also welcome. (Please book in
advance.)

Site open 7 days a week until Christ
mas.

Details from:
Roy Dalling, Manager,
Midland Gliding Club,

Long Mynd, Church Stretton,
Shropshire SY6 6TA

Tel. Linley (058861) 206

PORTMOAK
IS THE PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made
Irom here in 1980

FOR RIDGE - our two hillS give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS - thev're not bad,
either!

Holiday courses lor all levels.

Good accommodation, catering and bar.

Recently lIxpanded si09le and two-seater fleet

7-day flying wilh winch and aerolow lacmties.

Motor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

SCOnlSH ·GLlDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWEll
Nr. KUtlROSS lel. 059·284·543

• Wave • Thermal • Ridge
• Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
• Hard Surface Runway
• All Aerotow • 2 Two Seaters
• Grob 109B Motor Glider

SUMMER HOLIDAY COURSES
NOW BOOKING

• Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
• Canteen, Bar, Airfield Facilities
• FIJII membership from £35

HEREFORDSHIRE GLIDING ClUB
Shobdon Airfield, Nr. leominster. HR6 9NR

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September.

Good local soaring and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.

Private owners welcome.

Please contact:
Course Secretary

Marchlngton Gilding Club
Marchlngton Airfield, Morton lane

March'lngton, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP
Tefephone: 0283 222046

Holiday courses from June to September
beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the year
Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG).

'Visiting AIrcraft welcome - ideal cross
country site - cheap aerotows and tempor
ary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site 
licensed bar.
Write to Th. Course Secretary, B. L. Owen, 64
Chapel Lane, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 OON. Tal:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

~'tt~1·'O~ ~? ").J
f~~~~~S ~ylA 'IdfiI9
~t,.r}~t~P VISIT THE .. 0Ub

J1 The Airfield. POCKLlNGTON I

Ea,': Yorkshire Y04 2NR

SilUaled on the edge of Ihe picturesque
York,hire Wold. within easy reach of the
hisloric City of YORK. the Moors and the
scenic Yorkshire coasl.

• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES Iwindj/~,otow).

• ON·StT€ ACCOMMOOA TlON A VAtLA8L€.
• COMFOIITA8U CLU8HOUS€. 8AII &
• Ft Y YOUII GLIO€II 011 DUllS. 8RIUING ROOM.

Write or give us • ring - 0759 303579

SAILPLANE & GLIDING



Service and 'Choice
Remember - It's not just the purchase but the know:ledge that RD gives you prompt

no-hassie warranty back-up with the minimum of "down" time. Factory trained engineer.

No need to return the goods to an overseas manufacturer!

TEN-TEC
TT-920

Konica EFJ

I VW900/91O

Transceivers - Your choice fmm
4 makes normally held in stock: Av-Comm, Avionic Dittel, Becker, Waiter Dittel.

Mechanical Instruments - Your choice from
over 100 instruments in stock - new and secondhand.

Plus - EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, OXYGEN CHARGING
AND BAROGRAPH CALIBRA TION

Hand-held Transceivers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock: JCOM, TR 720, TENTEC, STS.

Vehicle/Mobile/Fixed Transceivers
Your choice from

an extensive range of new and overhauled units to your particular requirements.

Barographs - Your choice flrom
The classio WINTER range and the convenience of the REPLOGLE (no blacking).
Others Oil reqllest.

Parachutes Your choice from
a variety ofversions of the GO '350' and '850' models now made exclusively in the
UK by GO Defence. (GO Security have ceased manufacture" Plus - as a special
service your existing canopy can be repacked in a sl,imljne container (not GO).

Electronic Variometers - Your choice from
4 makes normally held in stock, plus full repa ir back.-up. (Cambridge, Westerboer,
Avionic Dittel, Rico), plus hilng glider varios.

G0850

AR3201

LX100

ATR720A

Sole UK Sales Outlet for spare parts for Schleichers gliders

by agreement with JJ Associates, sole UK Agents for Schleichers~

Why not call in and see us at Kidlington - by appointment preferred

EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY FREE OF UK VAT

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR 1981 ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST - FREE!

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside, Station Approach,

Kidlington, Oxon. OX5 1JE. Tel: 08675-2357 (24hr Answering)
Telex: 265871 Monref G (Quote MAG 10189 in all messages)



We nearly forgot 

Discus took 1st to 6th
place in the Standard Class at
Benalla.

A real achievement, not a
projected one!

Discus has no rival
early solo to World Champs!

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES. Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.
(R. Jones)

rei: Lambourn (0488) 71774


